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THE YOSEMITE 

THE APPROACH TO THE VALLEY 

, W HER I set out on the long excursion that 
finally led to California I wandered afoot and 

alone, from Indiana to the Gulf of Mexico, with a 
plant-press on my back, holding a generally south- 
ward course, lilee the birds when they are going from 
summer to winter. From the west coast of Florida 
I crossed the gulf to Cuba, enjoyed the rich tropical 
flora there for a few months, intending to go thence 
to the north end of South America, make my way 
through the woods to the headwaters of the Amazon, 
and float down that grand river to the ocean. But 
I was unable to find a ship bound for South America 
-fortunately perhaps, for I had incredibly little 
money for so long a trip and had not yet fully re- 
covered from a fever caught in  the 'Florida swamps. 
Therefore I decided to'visit California for a year or 
two to see its wonderful flora and the famous Yosem- 
ite Valley. A11 the world was before me and every 
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4 THE YOSEMITE 

day was a holiday, so it did not seem important to 
which one of the world's wildernesses I first should 
wander. 

&riving by the Panama steamer, I stopped one 
day in San Francisco and then inquired for the near- 
eat way out of town. " But where do you want to 
go ? '' asked the man to whom I had applied for this 
important information. " To any place that is wild,79 
I said. This reply startled him. He seemed to 
fear I might be crazy and therefore the sooner I was 
out of town the better, so he directed me to the Oak- 
land fe~ry. 

So on the first of April, 1868, I set out afoot for 
Posemite. It was the bloom-time of tbe year over the 
lowlands and coast ranges; the landscapes of the 
Santa Clara Valley were fairly drenched with sun- 
shine, all the air was quivering with the songs of the 
meadow-larks, and the hills were so covered with flov- 
ers that they seemed to be painted. Slow indeed was 
my progress through these !glorious gardens, the first 
of the California flora I had seen. Cattle and culti- 
vation were making few scars as yet, and I wandered 
enchanted in long wavering curves, knowing by my 
pocket map that Yosemite Valley lay to the east and 
that I should surely find it. 
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THE SIERRA FROM THE WEST 

Looking eastward from the summit of the Pacheco 
Pass one shining morning, a lan&ape was displayed 
that after all my wanderings still appears as the most 
beautiful I ham ever beheld. At my feet lay the 
Great Central Valley of California, level and flowery, 
like tt lake of pure sunshine, forty or fifty miles wide, 
five hundred miles long, one rich furred garden of 
yellow Compodt~~. And from the eastern boundary 
of this vast golden flower-bed rose the mighty Sierra, 
miles in height, and $0 glooriously colored and so 
radiant, i t  seemed not clothed with light, but wholly 
composed of it, like the wall of ~ome  celestial city. 
Along the top and extending a good way down, was 
a rich pearl-gray belt of snow; below it a belt of 
blue and dark purple, marking the extension of the 
fomts; and stretching along the base of the range 
a broad belt of rose-purple; all these colors, from the 
blue sky to the yellow valley ~moothly blending as 
they do in a rainbow, making a wall of light ineffably 
fine. Then it seemed to me that the Sierra should 
be called, not the Nevada or Snowy Range, but the 
Range bf Light. h d  after ten years of wandering 
and wondering in the heart d it, rejoicing in its 
glarious floods of light, the white beams of the morn- 
ing streaming through the passas, the noonday radi- 
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ance on the crystal rocks, the flush of ehe alpenglow, 
and the irised spray of countless waterfalls, it still 
seems above all others the Bane of Light. 

.In general views no mark of man is visible upon 
it, nor aqthing to s-t the wonderful depth and 
grandeur of its sculpture. None Q£ its magnificent 
forest-mwned ridges seems to rise much above the 
general level to publish its wealth. No great valley 
or river is seen, or group of well-marked features of 
any kind standing out as distinct pictures. Even 
the summit peaks, marshaled in glorious array so 
high in the sky, seem aomparatively ~egular in form, 
Weverthebss the whole range five hundred mila long 
is furrowed with cafions 2,000 to 5,000 feet deep, in 
which once flowed majestic glaciers, and in which 
now flow and sing the bright rejoicing rivera. 

Though of such stupendow depth) these caiioncl are 
not gloomy gorges, savage and inaccessible. With 
rough paasages here and there they are flowery path- 
ways conducting to the snowy, icy fountains ; moun- 
tain streets full' of life and light, paded and 
sculptured by the ancient glaciers, and presenting 
throughout all their courses a rich variety of novel 
and attractive acenery -the most attraetim that has 



yet been discovered in the mountain ranges of the 
world. I n  many places, especially in the middle re- 
gion of the western flank, the main caiions widen into 
spacious valleys or parks diversified like landscape 
gardens with meadows and groves and thickets cif 
blooming bushes, while the lofty wallg infhitely 
varied in form, are fringed with ferns, flowering 
plants, shrubs of many species, and tall evergreens 
and oaks that find footholds on small benches and 
tables, all enlivened and made glorious with ~ejoicing 
streams that come chanting in chorus over the cliffs 
and through side cafions in falls of every conceivable 
form, to join the river that Bows in tranquil, ~hining 
beauty down the middle of each one of them. 

The most fmous  and accessible of these cafion 
valleys, and also the one that pre~ents their most strik- 
ing and sublime features on the grandest scale, is 
the Yosemite, situated in the basin of the Merced 
River at an elevation of 4000 feet above the level of 
the sea. It is about seven miles long, half a mile 
to a mile wide, and nearly a mile deep in the solid 
granite flank of the range, The walls are made up 
of rocks, mountains in size, partly separated from 
each other by 'side caiians, and they are so sheer in 
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front, and so compactly and harmoniously arranged 
on a level floor, that the Valley, comprehensively 
seen, looks like an immense hall or temple lighted 
from above. 

But no temple made with hands can compare with 
Yosemite. Every rock in its walls seems to glow 
with life. Some lean back in  majestic repose; others, 
absolutely sheer or nearly so for thousands of feet, 
advance beyond their companions in thoughtful atti- 
tudes, giving welcome to storms and calms alike, 
seemingly aware, yet heedless, of everything going 
on about them. Awful in stem, immovable majesty, 
how softly these rocks are adorned, and how fine 
and reassuring the company they keep: their feet 
among beautiful groves and meadows, their brows 
in the sky, a thousand flowers leaning confidingly 
against their feet, bathed in floods of water, floods of 
light, while the snow and waterfalls, the winds and 
avalanches and clouds shine and sing and wreathe 
about them as the years go by, and myriads of small 
winged creatures - birds, bees, butterflies - give 
glad animation and help to make all the air into 
music. Down through the middle of the Valley 
flows the crystal Merced, River of Mercy, peacefully 
quiet, reflecting lilies and trees and the onlooking 
rocks; things frail and fleeting and types of endur- 
ance meeting here and blending in countless forms, 
as if into this one mountain mansion Nature had 
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gathered her choicest treasures, to draw her lovers 
into close and confiding communion with her. 

THE APPROACH TO THE VALLEY 

Sauntering up the foothills to Yogemita by any of 
the old trails or roads in use before the railway was 
built from the town of Yerced up the river to the 
boundary of Yosemite Park, richer and wilder be- 
come the forests and streams. At an elevation of 
6000 feet above the level of the sea the silver &s are 
200 feet high, with branches whorled around the 
colossal shafts in  regular o~der, and every branch 
beautifully primate like a fern frond. The Doug- 
las spruce, the yellow and 8ugar pines and brown- 
barked Libocedrus here reach their fhest develop- 
ments of beauty and grandeur. The majestic Se- 
quoia is here, too, the king of conifers, the noblest of 
all the noble race. These colossal trees are as won- 
derful in iineness of beauty and proportion as in 
stature - an assemblage of conifers surpassing all 
that have ever yet been discovered in the forests of 
the world. Here indeed is the tree-lover's paradise ; 
the woods, dry and wholesome, letting in the light in 
shimmering masses of half sunshine, half shade; the 
night air as well as the day air indescribably spicy 
and exhilarating; plushy fir-boughs for campers' beds, 
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and cascades to sing us to sleep. On the highest 

ridges, over which these old Yosemite ways passed, 
the silver fir (8bie.s magnifica) forms the bulk of 
the woods, pressing forward in glorious array to the 
very brink of the Valley walls on both sides, md  b e  
yond the Valley to a height of from 8000 to 9000 
feet above the level of the sea. Thus it appears that 
Yosemite, presenting such stupendous faces of bare 
granite, is nevertheless imbedded in magnificent f o r  
ests, and the main species of pine? fir, spruce and 
libocedrus are also found in the Valley itself, but 
there are no " big trees" (Sequoia, g-igmtea) in the 
Valley or about the rim of it. The nearest are 
about ten and twenty miles beyond the lower end 
of the valley on small tributaries of the N e d  and 
Tuolumne Rivers. 

From the rna'giri of these glorious forests the first 
general view of the Valley used to be gained - a 
revelation in landscape affairs that enriches one's 
life forever. .Entering the Valley, gazing over- 
whelmed with the multitude of grand objects about 
us, perhaps the first to fk our attention will be the 
Bridal Veil, a beautiful waterfall on our right. Ib 
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brow, where i t  first leaps free from the cliff, is  about 
900 feet above us; and as it sways and sings in the 
wind, clad in gauzy, sun-sifted spray, half faring, 
half floating, it seems infinitely gentle and fine; but 
the hymns it sings tell the solemn fateful power hid- 
den beneath its @oft clothing. 

The Bridal Veil shoots free from the upper edge 
of the cliff by the velocity the stream has acquired in 
descending a long slope above the head of the fall. 
Looking from the top of the rock-avalanche talus on 
the west side, about one hundred feet above the foot 
of the fall, the under surface of the water aroh i a  
seen to be finely grooved and striated; and the sky 
is seen through the arch between rock and water, 
making a novel and beautiful effect. 

Under ordinary weather conditions the fall strikes 
on flat-topped dabs? forming a kind of ledge abaut 
two-thirds of the way down from the top, and as the 
fall sways back and forth with great variety of mo- 
tions among these flat-topped pillars, kissing and 
plashing notes as well as thunder-like detonations 
are produced, like those of the Yosemite Fall, though 
on a smaller scale. 

The rainbows of the Qeil, or rather the spray- and 
foam-bows, are superb, k u s e  the waters are daehed 
among angular blocks of granite at the foot, pro- 
ducing abundance of spray of the best quality for 
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iris effects, and also for a luxmiant growtn 01 gram 
and maiden-hair on the side of the talus, which lower 
down is planted with oak, laurel and willows. 

On the 0th~ side of drhe VaIlsp, almost i m d G  
ately oppo~~ite the Bridal Veil, them is another h e  
fall, considmb1y wider than 'the Veil when the 
mow is melting fast and more thaa 1000 feet in 
height, measmcl fFom the brow of the cliE where 
it bt eprings out ht;o the air to the head of the 
ro&y talud on which it striEee and ia broken up into 

d ~ascadeh It is d e d  the Ribbon Fa or 
Virgin% Tsm.  Dnring the q r b g  floods it ie a 
magnificent object, but the a u ~ o c a t ~  blaste of spray 
that 6U the rmws in the w d l  wh ih  it ompim pre- 
vent a near aPPN)~ch. .IP autumn7 how eve^, when 
its feeble current falls in a shower, it may then pass 
for tears with the sentimental onboker fresh from a 
visit to the Bl"id8l Veil. 

Just beyond this gloTious flood the El Capitan 
RockR regarded by many as the most sublime feature 
of the Vd lq ,  is tbmngh .the gins ~ O V H ,  stma- 
ing forward beyoad the general line of the wall in 
most imposing grandeur, a type of pemrnenm. It 
is 8300 feet high, a plain, mvemrly simplq glaaier- 





sonlptnred face of granite, the end of one of the most 
oompact and enduring of the mountain ridges, m- 
rivaled in height and breadth and flawleee etrength. 

Across the Valley &om here, next to the Bridal 
Veil, are the picturesque Cathedral Rocks, nearly 
2100 feet &high, making a noble dieplay of k e  yet 
m d v e  sculpture. They are closely related to El 
Capitan, having been eroded from the same moun- 
tain ridge by the great Posemite Glacier when the 
Valley wee in procese of formation. 

Next to the Cathedral Rocks on the south side 
towers the Sentinel Rock to a height of more than 
8000 feet, a tslling monument of the glaoial period 

h o s t  immediately opposite the Sentinel are the 
Three Brothem, an immense mountain mass with 
three gables fronting the Valley, one above another, 
the topmost gable nearly 4000 feet high. They were 
named for three brothers, eons of old Tenaya, the 
Y o d t e  chief, oaptured here during the Indian 
War, at the time of the diecovery'of the Valley in 
1862. 

Sauntering up the Valley through meadow and 
grove, in the company of these majestic mcke, which 

. wem to follow ue as we advance, gazing, admiring, 
l w b g  for new wonders ahead where all ' about ue 
ie so wonderful, the thnnder of the Yoaemite Fall 
ie beard, and when we arrive in front of the Sentinel 
aook it is revealed in all ite glory from base to sum- 
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mit, half a mile in height, and seeming to spring 
out into the Valley sunshine direct from the sky. 
But even this fall, perhaps the most wonderfnl of 
its kind in the world, cannot at firat hold our atten- 
tion, for now the wide upper portion of the Valley 
is displayed to view, with the he ly  modeled North 
Dome, the Royal Arches and Washington Oolumn on 
om left; Glacier Point, with its massive, ~na@fimt 
eaulptnre on the right; and in the middle, diredly 
in front, loome Tissiaok or Half Dome, the most 
beautiful and most sublime of all the wonderful Yo- 
d t e  rooks, rising in serene majesty from flowery 
groves and meadows to a height of 4760 feet. 

m UPPER o&om 

Here the 'Valley divides into thee brandma, the 
Tenaye, Nevada, and Illilouette Oaiions, extending 
b& into the fountains of the High Sienra, with 
swmery every way worthy the relation they bear to 
Ywmite. 

In the south branoh, a mile or two from the main 
Valley, ie the Illilonette Fall, 600 feet high, one of . 
the most berwtiful of all the Ydte choir, but to 
moat people inaoceasible ae yet on amunt of its 
rough, steep, boulder-choked cafion. Its principal 
fountains of ies and snow lie in the beautiful -and 
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interdng mountains of the Merced group, while 
its broad open basin between its fountain mountsine 
and cafion is noted for the beauty of its likes and 
foreste and magnificent moraines. 
Returning to the Valley, and going up the north 

branch of Tenaya Caiion, we pass between the North 
Dome and Half Dome, and in lees than an hour 
come to M k o r  Lake, the Dome Cascades, and . 
Tenaya Fall. Beyond the Fall, on the north side 
of the cafion, is the sublime El Capitan-like rock 
d e d  Mount Watkine ; on the south the vast granite 
wave of Clouds' Rest, a mile in height; and between 
them the fine Tenaya Cascade with silvery plumes 
ontapread oh smooth glacierpolished folds of granite, 
making a vertical descent in all of about ?00 feet. 

Just beyond the Dome Cascadee, on the shoulder of 
Mount Watkins, them is an old trail once used by 
Indiana on their way a m m  the range to Mono, but 
in the d o n  above this point there is no trail of any 
sort. Between Mount Watkins- and Clouds' Rest the 
caiion is a d b l e  only to mountaineers, and it is 
so dangerous that I hesitate to advise even good 
climbers, anxious to test their nerve and skill, to at- 
tempt to pass through it. Beyond the Cascades no 
great ditEdty will be encountered. A. succession of 
charming lily gardens and meadows occura in .filled- 
up lake basins among the rock-waves in the bottom 
of the caiion, and eveqwhere the surface of the gran- 
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ite has a smooth-wiped appear-, and in many 
placea d e c t s  the sunbeams like glase, a phenomenon 
due to glacial aotion, the d o n  having bean the ohan- 
nel of one of the main tributaries of the ancient Ye 
semite GlGer. 

About ten miles above the Valley we oome to the 
beautiful Tenaya Lake, and here the &on termi- 
nates. A mile or two above the lake atanda the grand 
Sierra Cathedral, a building of one atone, hewn from 
the living rock, with aides, roof, gable, spire and 
ornamental pinnaoles, fashioned and hished aym- 
metrically like a work of art, and aet on a well- 
graded plateau about 9000 feet high, m if Natum in 
making so h e  a building had a h  bean careful that 
it should be finely seen. Fmm every direction ila 
peanliar form and gracafnl, majeetio beauty of ex- 
pression never fail to charm. Ita height from ita 
base to the ridge of the roof is about 9600 feet, and 
among the pinnades that adorn the front grand views 
may be gained of the upper basing of the Merced and 
Tuolumne Rivere. 

Pasaing the Cathedral we desoend into the delight- 
ful, spacious Tuolumne Valley, from whioh ex- 
sions may be made to Mounte Dana, Lyell, Ritter, 
Conneeg and Mono Like, and to the many d o m  
peaks that ri& above the meadows on the south, and 
to the Big Tuolumne Caiion, with its glorione abun- 
dance of rocks and falling, gliding, tossing water. 



For all theee the beautiful meadows near the W a  
Bprings form a delightful writer. 

NA!MJRAL FE~TUBEII' NEAB THE VALLEY 

Returning now to Posemite and ascending the mid- 
dle or Nevada branch of the Valley, ompied by the 
main Merced River, we come within a few milea to 
the Vernal and Nevada Falls, 400 and 600 feet high, 
pouring their white, rejoicing waters in the midst 
of the moat novel and sublime rock scenery to be 
found in all the world. Tracing the river beyond the 
head of the Nevada Fall we are led into the Little 
Yoaemitg a valley like the great Ymmite in form, 
d p t n r e  and vegetation. It is about three miles 
long, with walls 1500 to 2000 feet high, cascades 
coming over them, and the river flowing through the 
meadows and groves of the level bottom in tranqd, 
riahly-embowered read- 

Beyond this Little Y d t e  in the main d o n ,  
there are three other little yommites, the highest siti 
uated a few miles below the base of Mount Lyell, at 
an elevation of about 1800 feet above the ma. To 
d b b e  theee, with all their wealth of Yosmite 
furniture, and the wilderness of lofty pealre above 
&ern, the home of the avalanche and treagnry of tbe 
fountain mow, would take us far beyond the bounds 

s 
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of a single book. Nor oan we here consider the fop  
mation of t hae  mountain landseapee -how the crye 
tal rocks were brought to light by glauiers made up 
of oryetal snow, making beauty whoae Muenoe ia so 
mysterious on every one who aeea it 

Of the small glacier lakes ao characteristio of theae 
upper regions, there are no fewer than sixty-aeven in 
the basin of the main middle branch, Ididea count 
lees smaller pools. In the basin of the Illilouette 
them are sixteen, in the Tenaya basin and its 
branches thirteen, in the Yoaemite Creek basin four  
teen, and in the Pohono or Bridal Veil one, making 
a grand total of one hundred and eleven lakee whose 
waters come to sing at Yoeemite. 80 glorious is the 
background of the great Valley, so harmonious ita re 
latione to its widespreading fountains. 

The same harmony prevails in all the other 
features of the adjacent landacapes. Olimb'hg out 
of the Valley by the subordinate &om, we find the 
ground rising from the brink of the walla: on the 
south side to the fountaim of the Bridal Veil Creek, 
the basin of which is noted for the beauty of ita 
meadows and its superb fomta of ailver fi; on the 
north side through the basin of the ~oseopih Creek 
to the dividing ridge along the Tuolumne CaKm 
and the fountains of the H o h a n  Range. 
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In general views the Posemite Creek basin eeem~ 
to be paved with domw and smooth, whaleback 
maeeea of @te in every stage of development - 
m e  showing only their crowns; others rising high 
and free above the girdling foreetr,, singly or in 
groupa Othere are d d o p e d  only on one side, 
forming bold outstanding bosses usually well fringed 
with h b a  and treee, and presenting the polished 
Buffaces given them by the glaaier that brought them 
into relief. On the upper portion of the basin 
broad moraine beds have been deposited and on these 
be, thrifty fore& are growing. Lakes and 
meadows and mall spongy bogs may be found hid- 
ing here and there in the woods or back in the fonn- 
fain 1.eceeees of Mount HofEman, while a thousand 
gardene are planted along the banlts of the atreame. 
All the wide, fan-ehaped npper portion of the 

basin is oovered with a network of small rills that 
go cheerily on their way to their grand fall in the 
Valley, now %owing on smooth pavements in sheete 
thin as glass, now diving under willom and laving 
their red root9, oozing through green, plushy bogs, 
pWmg: over small falls and dancing down slantbg 
omades, calming again, gliding through patches 
of smooth glacier meadows with sod of alpine 
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agrostis mixed with blue and white violets and 
daisies, breaking, tossing among rough boulders and 
fallen trees, mting in c q h  pools, flowing together 
l m q  all united, they go to their fate with stately, 
tranquil gestures like a full-grown river. At the 
urosaing of the Mono Trail, about two milea above 
the head of the Yosemite Fall, the stream ie nearly 
forty feet wide, a d  when the mow is melting 
rapidly in the spring it is about four feet deep, 
with a cmmnt of two and a half miles an hour. 
This is about the volume of water that forme the 
Fall in May and June when there had been mu& 
mow the preceding winter; but it varies greatly from 
month to month. The anow rapidly vanishea from 
the open portion of the baa&, wbioh fa- southward, 
and only a few of the tributaries reach bmk to 
perennial mow and ice fountains in the Bhadowy 
amphitheaters on the precipitone northern elopee of 
Mount H o h a n .  The total dement made by the 
stream from its highest sourma to ita oaduence with 
the Merced in the Valley is about 6000 feet, while 
the diatance is only about ten milea, an average fall 
of 600 feet per mile. The last mile of ita course 
lies between the sides of sunken domes and swelling 
folds of the granite that are dustered and p d  
together like a maes of bossy <mmnlua clouds. 
Through thia shining way Yosemite Creek goes to 
ita fa@ swaying and swirling with easy, graceful 







geetar- and singing the last of iits mountain eange 
before it reaches the dizzy edge of Yoeemite to fall 

.a600 feet into another world, where climate, vege- 
tation, inhabitanb, all are different. Emerging 
from this last caiion the stream glides, in flat, hoe 
like folds, down a smooth incline into a small pool 
where it seems to rest and compose itself befare 
taking the grand plunge, Then calmly, as if leav- 
ing a lake, it slips over the polished lip of the pool 
down another incline and out over the brow of the 
precipice in a mawcent  curve thick-sown with 
rainbow epray. 

THE YOgEMITE FALL 

Long ago before I had traced this h e  stream 
to ita head back of Mount, H o h a n ,  I ww eager 
to reaoh the extreme verge to ses how it behavedl 
in flying so far throngh the air; but after mjoykg 
thie view and getting ~afely away I have never ad- 
vised any one to follow my steps. TEne k t  incline 
down which the stream journeys ao gracefully is so 
steep and emooth one most slip carrtiwly fornard 
on hands and feet alongside the rushing water, 
which so near one's head is very exciting. But to 
gain a perfect view one must go yet hrtha, ovw a 
oarving brow to a alight shelf on the extreme W. 
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This shelf, formed by the flaking off of a fold of 
granite, is about three inches wide, just wide enough 
for a safe rest for one's heels. To me it seemed 
nerve-trying to slip to this narrow foothold and 
poise on the edge of such a precipice so close to the 
confusing whirl of the waters; and after casting 
longing glances over the shining brow of the fall 
and lietening to its sublime psalm, I concluded not 
to attempt to go nearer, but, nevertheless, against rea- 
sonable judgment, I did. Noticing some tufts of ar 
temisia in a cleft of mck, I .filled my mouth with the 
leaves, hoping their bitter taste might help to keep 
caution keen and prevent giddiness. In spite of 
myself I reached the little ledge, got my heels well 
eet, and worked sidewise twenty or thirty feet to 
a point dose to the out-plnnging current. Here the 
view is perfectly free down into the heart of the 
bright irised throng of <tomet.like streamers into whioh 
the whole ponderous volume of the fall separatee, two 
or three hundred feet below the brow. So glorious 
a display of pure wildness, acting at oloee range 
while cut off from all the world beaide, is terribly 
impressive. A less nerve-trying view may be ob- 
tained from a fissured portion. of the edge of the 
clifE about forty yards to the eastward of the fall. 
Seen from this point towards noon, in the spring, 
the rainbow on ita brow,seems to be broken up and 
mingled with the rnahing wmets until all the fall 
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is etained with iris ool~rs, leaving no white water 
viaible. This is the best of the safe views from 
above, the huge steadfast rocks, the flying waters9 and 
the rainbow light forming one of the mod glorious 
piatnres conceivable. 

The Y o d t e  Fa11 is separated into an upper and 
a lower fall with a series of fa& and cascades be- 
tween them, but when viewed in front from the bo+ 
tom of the Valley they dl appear as one. 
So grandly doea thb magdcent fall diiplay itself 

from the floor of the Valley, few visitors take the 
trouble to climb the walls to gain nearer views, nns- 
ble to realize how vastly more impressive it is near by 
than a t  a dirrtance of one or two miles. 

The viewe developed in a walk up the zigzage of 
the trail leading to the foot of the Upper Fall are 
about as varied and impressive as thm displayed 
along the favorite Glaoier Point Trail. One rises 
a~ if on winge. The groves, meadows, fern-flats and 
reaches of the river gain new interest, as if never 
eeen before; all the views changing in a most strik- 
ing manner as we go higher from point to point. 
The foreground also dangea everg few rode in the 
most amprising manner, although the earthtpake 
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talw and the level bench on the face of the wall 
over which the trail passea seem monotonous and 
commonplace as seen from the bottom of the Valley. 
Up we climb with glad exhilaration, through 
shaggy fringea of laurel, ceanothur, glossy-leaved 
mamanita and live-oak, from shadow to shadow 
aoroee bars and patches of sunshine, the leafy open- 
he making oharming frames for the Valley pic- 
turn beheld through them, and for the glimpses of 
the high peaks that appear in the diatance, The 
higher we go the farther we seem to be from the 
summit of the vaet granite waU Here we pass a 
projecting buttresa whose grooved and rounded aur- 
face tells a plain story of the time when the Valley, 
now filled with sunshine, was filled with ice, whem 
the grand old Yosemite Glacier, flowing riverlike 
from its distant fountains, swept through it, crash- 
ing, grinding, wearing its way ever deeper, develop 
ing and fashioning these sublime rocks. Again we 
crose a white, battered gully, the pathway of rook 
avalanches or snow avalanches. Farther on we 
come to a gentle atream slipping down the face of 
the cliff in lace-like stripg and dropping from ledge 
to ledge - too mall to be called a fall - t r i w ,  
dripping, oozing, a pathlea wanderer from one of 
the upland meadows lying a little way back of the 
Valley rim, seeking a way century after century 
to the depths of the Valley without any appreciable 



channel. Every morning after a cool night, evapora- 
tion being checked, it gathere strength and sings like 
a bird, but as the day advances and the sun etrikee 
its thin currents outspread on the heated precipices, 
most of its waters vanish ere the bottom of the Valley 
is reached Many a h e ,  hmgiq-garden aloft on 
breezy inacceesible heights owes to it its freshness 
and fullness of beauty; ferneries in shady nooks, 
filled with Adiantum, Woodwardia, Woodsia, Aspid- 

a ium, Pellsea, and Cheilanthes, rosetted and tufted 
and ranged in line+ daintily overlapping, thatching 
the stupendone d X s  with softeat beauty, some of the 
delicate fronds seeming to float on the wam moist 
air, without any cormdon with rock or stseam. 
Nor is there any lack of colored plants wherever they 
can h d  a plaoe to cling to; liliea and mints, the 
ahowy cardinal mimulus, and glowing mhions of 
.the golden Wa, emlivened with buttefia  and bees 
and all the other emall, happy humming creatures 
that belong to them. 

after the highest point on the lower division of 
the trail ie gained it leads up into the deep receaa 
occupied by the great fall, the noblest display of 
falling water to be found in the Valley, or perhaps 
in the world. When it &at mmes in sight it seem 
almost within reaoh of one'a hand, so great in the 
spring ie i M  volume and velocity, yet it. is atill 
nearly a third of a mile away and appears to recede 
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as we a d m a  The sculpture of the walls about 
it is on a scale of grandeur, aoclording nobly with 
the fall - plain and ma~sivg thoogh elaborately h- 
iahed, like all the other cliffs about the Valley. 

In the afternoon an immense shadow is caet 
athwart the plateau in front of the fall, and over 
the chaparral bushes that clothe the s l o p  and 
benches of the walls to the eastward, creeping upward 
until the fall is wholly overcast, the contrast between 
the ehaded and illumined sections being very atrik- 
ing in these near views. 

Under this shadow, during the cool centuries im- 
mediately following the breaking-up of the Glacial 
Period, dwelt a small residual glacier, one of the 
few that lingered on this am-beaten side of the 
Valley after the main trunk glacier had vanished. 
I t  sent down a long winding current through the 
narrow cafion on the west side of the fall, and must 
have formed a etriking feature of the ancient scenery 
of the Valley; the lofty fall of ice and fall of water 
side by side, yet separate and distinct. 

The coolness of the afternoon ahadow and the 
abundant dewy spray make a fine climate for the 
plateau ferns and grasses, and for the beautiful 
azalea bushes that grow here in profusion and bloom 
in September, long after the warmer thicketa down 
on the floor of the Valley have withered and gone to 



seed. Even do88 to the fall, and behind it at the baae 
of the cliff, a few venturesome plants may be found 
undisturbed by the mk-shaking torrent. . 

The baain at  the foot of the fall into which the 
ourrent directly pours, when it is not awayed by the 
wind, t about ten feet deep and m e e n  to twenty 
feet in diameter. That it is not much deeper k 
surprising, when the great height and fome of the 
fall ia aonsidered. But the r& where the water 
atrigee probably suffers lea8 erosion than it would 
were the descent less than half as great, since the 
ourrent ia outspread, and much of its f o m  is spent 
ere it reachee the bottom- b e ' i  received on the 
air ae upon an elastic cuehion, and borne outward 
and dissipated over a d a c e  more than Gfty yarde 
wide. 

This eaeily examined when the water is 
low, ia inteneely olean and freah looking. It ie the 
raw, quick fld of the mountain wholy untouched 
by the weather. In summer droughts, when the 
snowfall of the preceding winter has been light, the 
fall k reduosd to a mere shower of separate drops 
without any obscnring spray. Then we may safely 
go back of it and view the crgetal shower from be- 
neath, eaoh drop wavering and puls@ as it m a h  
ite way through the air, and e g  Og jeta of 
colored light of ravishing beauty. But all this is 
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invisible from the bottom of the Valley, like a 
thousand other intereeting things. One mnet labor 
for beauty as for bread, here as elsewhere. 

THE! QUNDEUB OF THE YOBEMlTE FALL 

During the time of the spring f l d e  the M near 
G m  of the fall k obtained from Fern Ledge on the 
east side above the blinding spray at a height of about 
409 feet abwe the base of the fall. A climb of about 
1400 feet from the Valley has to be made, and there 
is no trail, but to any one fond of c l imb ' i  this will 
make the ascent all the more delightful. A narrow 
part of the ledge extends to the side of the fall and 
bad of 3, enabling xis to approach it as closely aa we 
wish. When the afternoon sunshine ia etreaming 
through the throng of comets, ever wasting, ever re- 
n e w 4  the marvel~ue henese, Gnnnese and varietJr 
of their forma are beautifully revealed. At the top 
of the f i l l  t b q  aesm to burst forth in irregnlar spurts 
from gome grand, throbbing mountain heart. NOW 
and then one mighty throb sends forth a maw of 
solid water into the free air far beyond the others, 
which maha  alone to the bottom of the fall with 
long streaming tail, like combed silk, while the 
others, dawnding in clusters, gradually mingle and 
loee $hair ident ie  But they all rush past us with 
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Cathedral Rooks and Cathedral Spires as seen across Memed River 
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amazing veloaity and display of power, though 
apparently drowey and deliberate in their movements 
when observed from a distance of a mile or two. 
The heads of these comet-like masses are eompa~ed 
of nearly solid water, and are dense white in calor 
like pressed snow, from the friction they suffer in 
rushing through the air, the portion worn ofl Porn 
ing the tail, between the white lustrous threads and 
fdms of which faint, grayiah pencilings appear, while 
the outer, finer sprays of water-dust, whirling in 
sunny eddies, are pearly gray throughout. At the 
bottom of the fall there is but little distinction of 
form visible. It is mostly a hissins clashing, 
seething, upwhirling mass of scud and spray, through 
which the light sifts in gray and purple tones, while 
at timea when the sun strikes at the required angle, 
the whole wild and apparently lawless, stormy, 
striving mass is changed to brilliant rainbow hnw, 
manifesting finest harmony. The middle polrtion 
of the fall is the most openly beautiful; lower, the 
various forma into which the waters are wrought are 
more closely and volumin~usly veiled, while higher, 
towards the head, the m e n t  2 comparatively simple 
and undivided. But even at the bottom, in the 
boiling cloude of spray, there is no confusion, while 
the rainbow light makes all diving adding glorious 
beauty and peace to glorious power. Thie noble 
fall has far the richeat, as well as the q s t  powerful, 
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voice of all the falls of the Valley, ita tones varying 
from the sharp hiss and rustle of the wind in the 
glossy leaves of the liveoaks and the soft, sifting, 
hushing tones of the pines, to the loudest rush and 
roar of storm winds and thunder among the orage 
of the summit peaks. The low bass, booming, m 
verberating tones, heard under favorable cimum- 
stances five or six miles away, are formed by the 
dashing and exploding of heavy masses mixed with 
air upon two projecting ledges on the face of the 
cW, the one on which we are standing and another 
about 200 feet above it The torrent of massive 
comets is continuous at time of high water, while 
the explosive, booming n o b  are wildly intermit 
tent, becaum, unless Muenced by the wind, moat of 
the heavier masses shoot out from the face of the 
pdpice ,  and pass the ledges upon which at other 
times they are exploded. Occaeionally the whole 
fall is mayed away from the front of the cliff, then 
suddenly dashed flat against it, or vibrated from aide 
to side like a pendulum, giving rise to tmdlees variety 
of forms and sounds. 

!mE m B D A  FALL 

The Nevada FalP is 800 feet high and ie nsnally 
ranked n& to fie Yosemite in general interest 
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among the five main falls of the Valley. Coming 
through the Little Posemite in tranquil reaches, the 
river is first broken into rapids on a moraine boulder- 
bar that crosses the lower end of the Valley. Thence 
it pursues its way to the head of the fall in a rough, 
solid rock channel, dashing on side angles, heaving 
in heavy surging masses against elbow knobs, and 
swirling and swashing in pobholes without a 
moment's reat. Thus, already chafed and dashed to 
foam, overfolded and twi&d, it plunges over the 
brink of the precipice as if glad to escape into the 
open air. But before it reaches the bottom i t  is pul- 
verized yet finer by impinging upon a sloping por- 
tion of t6e cliff about half-way down, thus making 
it the whitest of all the falls of the Valley, and 
altogether one of the most wonderful in the world. 

On the north side, close to its head, a slab of 
granite projects over the brink? forming a fine point 
for a view, over ita throng of streamers and wild 
plunging, into ita intensely white b o r n ,  and, through 
the broad drifts of spray, to the river far below, 
gathering ita spent waters and rushing on again down 
the d o n  in glad exultation into Emerald Pool, 
where at  length it grows calm and gets rest for what 
still lies before it. All the features of the view eor- 
raspond with the waters in grandeur and wildness. 
The glaciersculptured walls of the d o n  on either 
hand, with the sublime mass of the Glacier Point 
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Ridge in front, form a huge triangular pitlike baain, 
which, fled with the roaring of the falling river, 
seems as if it might be the hopper of one of the mills 
of the gods in which the mountaim were being 
gonnd 

THE VERNAL F ~ L  

The Vernal, about a mile below the Nevada, ie 
400 feet highp a staid, orderly, g r a d d >  eaey-gobg 

-fall, proper and exact in every movement and gea- 
ture, with marc8 a hint of the passionate enthneiaem 
of the Y d t e  or of the impetuous Nevada, whom 
chafed and twisted watere hurrying over the diff 
eeem glad to escape into tbs open air, while its 
deep, booming, thundertonee reverberate over the 
listening landscape. Nevertheless it ie a favorite 
with most visitorg donbtlem becauee it ie more no- 
aeeaible than any other, more doeely appm&ed 
and better seen and heard. A gaod stairway arulends 

the cliff beside it and the level plateau at the head 
emablea one to ~annter safely along the edge of the 
river m it oomes from Emerald Pool and to watoh 
its waters, calmly bending over the brow of the preci- 
pics, in a eheet eighty feet wide, changing in odor 
from geen to purplish gray and white until dashed 
on a boddm tdus. Thence ieening from beneath 
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its fine broad sprayqlouds we see the tremendously - - 
adventurous river still unspent, beating its way 
down the wildest and deepest of all its cafions in gray 
roaring rapids, dear to the ouzel, and below the mn- 
fluence of the Illilouette, sweeping around the 
shoulder of the Half Dome on its approach to the 
head of the tranquil levels of the Valley. 

I The Illilouette in general appearance moat =em- 
bles the Nevada. The volume of water is less than 
half as great, but it is about the same height (600 
feet) and its waters received the same kind of pre 
liminary tossing in  a rocky, irregular &ltnneL 
Therefore it is a verg white and fine-grained f a .  
When it is in full springtime bloom it k partly 
divided by rocks that roughen the lip of the precipice, 
but this division amounts only to a kind of flu* 
and grooving of the column, which has a beautiful 
effect. It is not nearly so grand a fall as the upper 
Powmite, or so symmetrical as the Vernal, or so 
airily graceful and simple as the Bridal Veil, nor 
does it ever display so tremendous an outgnsh of 
snowy magnificence as the Nevada; but in the ex- 
quisite fineness and richness of texture of its flowing 
folds it snrpasaes them all. 
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One of the &eat effects of d g h t  on falling water 
. I ever saw in Yoeemite or elsewhere I found on the 
brow of this beautiful fall. It was in the Indian 
summer, when the leaf colon were ripe and the great 
&ffs and domes were transfigured in the hazy golden 
air. I had scrambled up its rugg~d talusdammed 
caiion, oftentimes stopping to take breath and look 
back to admire the wonderful views to be had there 
of the great Half Dome, and to enjoy the extreme 
purity of the water, which in the motionless pools 
on this stream is almost perfectly invisible; the 
colored foliage of the maples, dogwoods, RUbZGB 
tanglee, etc, and the late goldenrods and asters. 
The voice of the fall was now low, and the grand 
spring and summer floods had waned to gifting, 
drifting gauze and thin-broidered folde of linked 
and arrowy lace-work. When I reaohed the foot of 
the fall sunbeams were glinting across ite head, 
lea* all the rest of it in shadow; and on its illu- 
mined brow a group of yellow spanglea of singular 
form and beauty were playing, hshing up and dan- 
cing in large flame-shaped masses, wavering at times, 
then steadying, rising and falling in accord with the 
shifting forms of the water. But the wlor of the 
dm* spangles changed not at  all. Nothiig in 
clouds or flowem, on bird-winp or the lips of shells, 
d d  rival it in fheneea It was the moat divinely 
beautiful mass of rejoicing yellow light I ever be- 
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held - one of Nature's precious gifts that perchance 
may come to us but once in a lifetime. 

THE MINOR F m  

There are many other comparatively small falls 
and cascades in the Valley. The most notable are 
the Yosemite hrge Fall and Cascades, Tenaya Fall 
and Cascades, Royal Arch Falls, the two Sentinel 
C m d e s  and the falls of Cascade and Tamarack 
Creeks, a mile or two below the lower end of the 
Valley. These last are often visited. 'The others 
are seldom noticed or mentioned ; although in almost 
any other country they would be visited and described 
as wonders. 

The six intermediate falle in the gorge between the 
head of the Lower and the base of the Upper 
Yosemite Falls, separated by a few deep pools and 
strips of rapids, and three slender, tributary camades 
on the west side form a series more strikingly varied 
and combined than any other in the Valley, yet very 
few of all the Valley visitors ever see them or hear 
of them. No available standpoint commands a view 
of them all. The best general view is obtained from 
the mouth of the gorge near the head of the Lower 
Fall. The two lowest of the aeries, together with 
one of thq three tributary cascades, are visible from 
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this standpoint9 but in reaching it the last twenty or 
~w feet of the descent is rather dangerous in time 
of high water, the shelving rooks being &en slippev 
on account of spray, but if one should h o e  to 
slip when the water is low, only a bump or two and 
a harmless plash would be the penalty. No part of 
the gorge, however, is safe to any but cautious 
climbers, 

Though the dark gorge hall of these rejoicing 
waters is never fluahed by the purple light of morn- 
ing or evening, it is warmed and cheered by the 
white light of noonday, which, falling into so m u d  
foam and spray of varying degrees of fineness, malcea 
mamelons displays of rainbow colors. 80 Wed, in- 
deed, is it with this precioua light, at favorable times 
it seems to take the place of common air. Laurel 
bushes shed fragrance into it from above and Iive- 
oaks, those fearless mountaineers, hold fast to angular 
seams and lean out over it with their fringing sprays 
and bright mirror leaves. 

One bird, the ouze19 lovea this gorge and flies 
through it merrily, or cheerily, rather, stopping to 
sing on foam-washed hsea  where other birds could 
find no reat for their feet. I have even seen a gray 
squirrel down in the heart of i t  beside the wild re- 
joicing water. 

One of my favorite night walks was along the 
rim of this wild gorge in times of high water when 
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the moon was full, to see tibe lunar bows in the spray. 
For about a mile above Mirror Lake the. Tenaya 

Caiion is level, and richly planted with fir, DougIas 
spruce and libocedrus, forming a remarkably h e  
grove, at the head of which is the Tenasa Fall. 
Though seldom seen or described, this is, I think, 
the mwt picturesque of all the mal l  falls. A con- 
siderable distance above it, Tenaya Creek coma 
hurrying down, white and foamy, over a fiat pave 
ment inclined at an angle of about eighteen degrees. 
In time of high water this aheet of rapids is nearly 
seventy feet wide, and is varied in a very striking 
way by three parallel firrows that extend in the 
direution of ita flow. These furrows, worn by the 
action of the stream upon cleavage joints, vary in 
width, are slightly sinuous, and have large boulders 
firmly wedged in them here and .there in narrow 
places, giving rise, of course, to a complicated series 
of wild daahea, donblings, and upleaping; arches 
in the swift torrent, Just before it reaches the head 
of the fall the current is divided, the left division 
making a vertical drop of about eighty feet in a 
romantic, leafy, hwery, mossy nook, while the other 
forms a rugged cascade. 

The Royal Arch Fall in time of high water is a 
magdcent  object, forming a broad ornamental sheet 
in front of the arches. The two Sentinel Uascades, 
3000 feet high, are also grand spectacles when the 



snow is melting fast in the spring, but by the mid- 
dle of summer they have diminished to mere 
streaks sauce noticeable amid their sublime sur- 
roundings. 

THE BXiAUTY OF THE RUNBOW8 

The Bridal Veil and Vernal Falls are famm for 
their rainborn; and special viaits to them are often 
made when the sun shines into the spray at the most 
favorable angle. But amid the spray and foam and 
fineground mist ever rising from ths various falls 
and cqtaracte theBre ia an duenoe and variety of 
iris bows acaroely known to visitors who day only 
a day or two. 330th day and night, winter and sum- 
mer, this divine light may be seen wherever water 
is falling, dancing, singing; telling the heart-peace 
of Natare amid the wildmt dieplaya of her power. 
In the bright spring mornings the black-walled 
reww st the foot of the Lower Yosemite Fall ie 
lavishly 6Ued with i r i d  spray; and not aimply 
d m  this span the dashing foam, but the foiun itself, 
the whole mase of it, beheld at  a certain dktanm, 
seems to be colored, and drifts and wavers from 
color to color, mingl i i  with the foliage of the ad- 
jacent trees, without suggesting any relationehip to 
the ordinary rainbow. This is perhaps the largeat 



and moet m o i r - l i k e  fountain of irie colom to be 
Eound in the Valley. 

Lunar rainbows or spray-bows also abound in  the 
glorioua duence  of dashing, rejoicing, hurrahing, 
enthusiastic spring floodg their colors as distinct as 
those of the sun and regularly and obviously banded, 
though less vivid. Fine specimens may be found any 
night at  the foot of the Upper Yosemite Fall, glow- 
ing gloriously amid the gloomy shadows and thunder- 
ing waters, whenever there is plenty of moonlight and 
spray. Even the secondary bow is at  times die 
tindly visible. 
The best point from which to observe them is on 

Fern Ledge. For some time after moonrise, at time 
~f high water, the arc has a span of about five 
hundred feet, and is set upright; one end planted in  
the boiling spray at the bottom, the other in the edge 
of the fall, creeping lower, of course, and becoming 
lws upright as the moon rises higher. This grand 
am of color, glowing in mild, shapely beauty in so 
weird and huge a chamber of night shadows, and 
amid the nrah and roar and tumultuous dashing of 
this thundervoiced fall, is one of the most impm- 
sive and most cheering of all the blessed mountain 
evangels. 

Smaller bows may be wen in the gorge on the 
plateau between the Upper and Lower Falls. Once 
toward midnight, after spending a few hours with the 
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,veiled grandeur of the view. I could eee the fine 
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through the meshes of some of the denser portions 
of the fall, I ventured to creep farther behind it 
while it was gently wind-swayed, without taking 
s&cient thought about the consequences of its sway- 
ing back to its natural position after the wind-pres- 
sure should be removed. The effect was enchanting : 
h e ,  savage music sounding above, beneath, around' 
me; while the woon, apparently in the very midst of 
the rushing waters, seemed to be struggling to keep 
her place, on account of the ever-varying form and 
density of the water masses 'through which she was 
seen, now darkly veiled or eclipsed by a rush of 
thick-headed comets, now flashing out through open- 
ings between their tails, I was in fairyland between 
the dark wall and the wild throng of illumined 
waters, but sdered  sudden disenehantment; for, 
like the witch-scene in Alloway Kirk? " in an instant 
all waa dark" Down came a dash of spent comets, 
thin and h a r m l ~ l o o k i q  in the distance, but they 
felt desperately solid and stony when they struck my 
shouldeg, like a mixture of choking spray and 
gravel and big hailstones. Instinctively dropping on 
my knees, I gripped an angle of the rook, curled 
u p  like a young fern frond with my face pressed 
againat, my breast, and in this attitude submitted 
as best I could to my thundering bath. The heavier 
massea seemed to strike like c o b b l e s ,  and there 
was a confused noise of many waters about my e m  
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- hisaing, gurgling, clashing sounds that were not 
heard as musia The situation was quiakly realized 
How fast one's thoughia burn in such times of stress I: 
I was weighing chances of escape. .Would the col- 
umn be swayed a few inches away from the wall, or 
would it come yet closer?. The fall was in flood 
and not so lightly would iia ponderous mass be 
swayed. My fate seemed to depend on a breath of 
the " idle wind." It was moved gently fomard, the 
pounding ceased, and I wae once more visited by 
glimpses of the moon. But fearing I might be 
caught at  a disadvantage in making too hasty a re- 
treat, I moved only a few feet along the bench fa 
where a block of ice lay. I wedged myself between 
the ice and the wall, and lay face doWnwarda, until 
the steadiness of the light gave enoouragement to rise 
and get away. Somewhat nerve-shaken, drenched, 
and benumbed, I made out to build a fire, warmed 
myselfi ran home, reaehed my cabii before day- 
light, got an hour or two of sleep, and awoke sound 
and comfortable, better, not worse, for my hard mid- 
night bath. 

V w i i  to the westerly trend of the Valley and ita 
vast depth there is a great difference between the 
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climates of the north and south sides - greater than 
between many countries far apart; for the south wall 
is in shadow during the winter months, while the 
north is bathed in sunshine every clear day. Thus 
there is mild spring weather on one side of the 
Valley while winter rules the other. Far up the 
north-side cliffs many a nook may be found closely 
embraced by sun-beaten rock-bosses in which %owem 
bloom every month of the year. Even butteam 
may be seen in these high winter gardens except when 
wow-etoms are falling and a few days after they 
have ceased. Near the head of the lower Yosemite 
Fall in January I found the ant Lions lying in wait in 
their warm sand-cups, rock ferns being unrolled, 
club moms covered with fresh-growing points, the 
flowers of the laurel nearly open, and the honey- 
suckle rosetted with bright young leaves; every plant 
seemed to be thinking about summer. Even on the 
shadow-side of the Valley the frost is never very 
sharp. The lowest temperature I ever observed 
during four winters was 7' Fahrenheit The h t  
twenq-four days of January had an average tempera- 
ture at 9 A. M. of 32', minimum 22' ; at 3 P. x. the 
average was 40' 30: the minimum 32'. Along the 
top of the walls, 7000 and 8000 feet high, the tam- 
perature was, of course, much lower. But the differ- 
ence in temperature between the north and south sides 
is due not so much to the winter sunshine as to the 
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heat of the preceding summer, stored up k the 
rocks, which rapidly melts the snow in contact with 
them. For though summer sun-heat is stored in the 
rocks of the south side also, the amount is much lesa 
beoause the rays fall obliquely on the south wall even 
in summer and almost vertically on the north. 

The upper branches of the Yosemite streams are 
buried every winter beneath a heavy mantle of snow, 
and set free in the spring in magnificent floods. 
Then, all the fountains, full and overflowing, every 
living thing breaks forth into singing, and the glad 
exulting streams, shining and falling in the warm 
sunny weather, shake everything into music, making 
all the mountain-world a song. 

The great annual spring thaw usually begins in 
May in the foreat region, and in June and July on the 
high Sierra, varying somewhat both in time and full- 
ness with the weather and the depth of the mow. 
Toward the end of summer the streams are at their 
lowest ebb, few even of the strongest singing much 
above a whisper as they slip and ripple through gravel 
and boulder-beds from pool to pool in the hollows of 
their channels, and drop in pattering showera like 
rain, and slip down precipices and fall in sheets of 
embroidery, fold over fold. But, however low their 
singing, i t  is always ineffably h e  in tone, in har- 
mony with the restful time of the year. 

The h t  anow of the seaeon that comes to the 







help of the streams usually falls in September or 
October, sometimes even in the latter part of Augnet, 
in the midst of yellow Indian summer, when the 
goldenrods and gentiana of the glacier meadows are 
in their prime. This Indian-summer snow, how- 
ever, eoon melts, the chilled flowers spread their 
petals to the m, and the gardens as well as the 
etrearns are refreshed m if only a warm shower 
had fallen. The snow-storma that load the moun- 
tains to form the main fountain supply for the year 
seldom set in before the middle or end of November. 

WINTE)B BEAUTY OF TH.E VALLEY 

When the firat heavy storme etopped work on the 
high momtiaim, I made h& down to my Y o d b  
den, not to "hole up" and sleep the white months 
away; I wm out every day, and often dl night, 
deeping but little, studying the so-called wonders 
and common things ever on show, wading, olimbii ,  
sauntering among the bleaeed dorms and calms, re- 
joicing in alm& everything alike that I d d  see 
or hear: the gloriow brightnew of frosty mornings; 
the mnbsame ponring over the white domes 'and 
crsgs into the groves and waterfalls, kindling m& 
veloua iris firm in the hoarfrost and sprny; the great 
fomte and mountaim in their deep MC~P deep; tihe 
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good-night alpenglow; the stars; the solemn & 
moon, drawing the huge domes and headlands one by 
one glowing white out of the ahadows hushed and 
breathless like an audience in awful enthusiasm, 
while the meadow8 at their feet sparkle with frost- 
stars like the sky; the sublime darkness of etorm- 
nights, when all the lights are out; the clouds in 
whose depths the frail snow-flowers grow; the be- 
havior and many voices of the different kinds of 
storms, trees, birds, waterfalls, and mow-avalanches 
in the everchanging weather. 

Eveq  clear, frosty morning loud sounds are 
h e d  booming and reverberating from side to side 
of the Valley at intervale of a few minutee, begin- 
ning soon after sunrise and continuing an hour or 
two like a thmder-storm. In my firat winter in the 
Valley I could not make out the source of this 
noise.. I thought of falling boulders, rock-blasting, 
eta Not till I saw what looked like hoarfrost drop 
ping from the side of the Fall was the problem ex- 
plained. The strange thunder is made by the fall 
of d o n s  of ice formed of spray that is frozen on 
the face of the cliff along the aides of 'the Upper 
Posemite Fall-a sort of crystal plaster, a foot 
or two thick, cracked off by the sunbeams, awaken- 
in@; all the Valley like cock-crowing, announcing the 
beet weather, shouting aloud Nature's inihite in- 
dustry and love of hard work in creating beauty. 





hest of the downy wafta and ourls of epraydnet, 
which in mild qights fall about as dently as dm, are 
held back until mnrise to make a store of heavy ice 
to reinfome the waterfall's thunder-tones. 

While the cone &I in process of formation, growing 
higher and wider in the frosty weather, it loob like a 
beautiful smooth, purewhite hill; but when it is 
wasting and breaking up in the epring its surfam ie 
strewn with leaves, pine branoha, stones, sand, eta, 
that have been brought over the fall, ma& it look 
like a heap of avalanche detritus. 

Anxiow to learn what I could about the afrnctnre 
of this curious bill I often approached it in calm 
weather and tried to climb it, carrying an ax to ant 
stepa Once I nearly succeeded in gaining the a m -  
mit. At the base I was met by a current of epray 
and wind that made seeing and breathing djf6cult I 
pushed on backward, however, and coon gained the 
slope of the hill, where by creeping close to the sur- 
face most of the ohoking blast p a d  over me and I 
managed to crawl up with but little diEculty. Thua 
I made my way nearly to the summit, halting at 
times to peer up through the wild whirls of spray at 
the veiled grandeur of the fall, or to listen to the 
thunder beneath me; the whole hill waa sounding as 
if it were a huge, bellowing drum. I hoped that by 
waiting until the fall was blown aelant I ahodd be 
able to climb to the lip of the crater and get a view 
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of the interior; but a snifocating blast, half air, half 
water, followed by the fall of an enormous m u 5  of 
frozen spray from a spot high up on the wall, quiddy 
discouraged me. The whole cone was jarred by the 
blow and some fragments of the mass sped pa& me 
dangerously near; so I beat a hmty retreat, chilled 
and drenched, and lay down on a eunny rock to dry. 

Once during a wind-storm when I saw that the 
fall was frequently blown westward, leaving the mne 
dry, I ran up to Fern Ledge hoping to gain a clear 
view of the interior. I set out a t  noon. A3l the 
way up the storm notes were eo loud about me that 
the voice of the fall was almost drowned by them. 
Notwithatanding the rocks and bushes everywhere 
were drenched by the wind-driven spray, I approached 
the brink of the precipioe overlooking the mouth of 
the ice cone, but I was almost doeated by the 
drenching, gusty spray, and was cornpellsd to cleeg 
shelter. I searched for some hidingplace in the wall 
from whence I might run out at  aome opportune mo- 
ment when the fall with its whirling spray and torn 
shreds of comet tails and trailing, tattered Bkirte was 
borne westward, as I had seen it carried several times 
before, leaving the cliffs on the east side and the ice 
hill bare in the sunlight. 1-had not long to wait, for, 
as if ordered so for m y  special accommodation, the 
mighty downrush of comets with the& whirling 
drapery swung westward and remained aslant for 
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T HE Bridal Veil and the Upper Yosemite Falls, 
on amnnf of their height and exposure, are 

greatly influenced by winds. The common summer 
winds that come up the river caiion from the plains 
are mldom very strong; but the north winds do some 
very wild work, worrying the falb and the forests, 
and hanging snow-bannera on the comebpe*. One 
wild winter morning I was awakened by a stom-wind 
that was playing with the fa& aa if they were mere 
wisps of mist and making the great pines bow and 
sing with glorious enthusiasm. The Valley had been 
visited a short time before by a series of h e  snow- 
storms, and the floor and the clifFs and all the region 
round about were lavishly adorned with its beat win- 
ter jewelry, the air was full of h e  mow-dust, and 
pine branches, taseele and empty cones were flying in 
an almost continuous flock. 

Boon after sunrise, when I waa seeking a place safe 
from flying branchee, I saw the Lower Yosemite Fall 
thrashed and pulverized from top to bottom into one 
glorious mass of rainbow duet; while a thousand feet 
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above it the main Upper Frill was suspmded on ths 
face of the &% in the form of an inverted bow, all 
silvery white and fringed with short wavering strip 
Thans suddenly maailed by a tremendous blaet, the ) I  

whole mass of the fall was blown into threads and . I 
ribbons, and driven baok over the brow of the d B  
whence it m e ,  as if denied admission to the Val- ?, 

ley. This kind of storm-work waa continued about 
t e ~  or Meen minutes; then another ohange in the 
play of the huge exulting swirls and billows and u p  
heaving domes of the gale allowed the bded  fall 
to gather and mange ita tattered waters, and aink 
down again in its place. As the day advanced, the 
gale gave no sign of dying, excepting brief lulls, the 
,Vdley was f led with its weariless roar, and the 
cloudless sky grew garish-white from myriade of 
minute, sparkling 8110w-~pides. I n  the afternoon, 
while I watched the Upper Fall from the aheltar of 
a big pine tree, it was suddenly arrested in ita dement 
at a point about half-way down, and was neither 
blown upward nor driven aaide, but simply held sta- 
tionary in mid-?ir, as if gravitation below that point 
in the path of its dement had ceased to a&. The 
ponderous flood, weighing hundreds of tons, was 01.18- 
tained, hovering, hesitating, like a bunch of thistle- 
down, while I counted one hundred and ninety. All 
this time the ordinary amount of water was coming 
over the cliff tuld accumulating in tbe air, medging 







and widening and forming an irregular cone about 
even hundred feet high, tapering to the top of the 
wall, the whole standing still, resting on the invisible 
arm of the North Wind. At length, as if com- 
manded to go on again, scores of arrowy comets shot 
forth from the bottom of the suspended maas as if 
escaping from separate outleta. 
The brow of El Capitan was decked with long 

snow-streamers like hair, Clouds' Rest was fairly en- 
veloped in drifting gossamer filme, and the Half 
Dome loomed up in the garish light like a majestic, 
living oreature olad in the same gauzy, wind-woven 
drapery, while upward orvrents meeting at tima 
overhead made it smoke like a volcano. 

Glorious as are theee rocks and waters arrayed in 
etorm robea, or ahan% rejoicing in everyday dreea, 
they are still more glorious when rare weather mndi- 
tions meet to make them aing with floods. Onls 
once during all the yeam I have lived in the Valley 
have I eson it in full flood bloom. In 1871 the early 
winter weather was delightful; the daye all sunshine, 
the nights all starry and calm, calling forth h e  mope 
of f r ~ ~  on the pines and withe 'd  ferns mil 
grams for the morning snnbeams to sift througEi. 
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In the afternoon of Deaember 16, when I was a a m  
terin@: on the meadowe, I notimd a massive orimson 
&d growing in solitary grandeur above the Ua- 
thedral Rooga, ita form scarcaly lees etriking than ite 
color. It had a pidnreaqne, bnlging base like an old 
sequoia, a moothS tapering stem, and a bossy, down- 
curling orown like a mushroom; all its parts were 
colored alike, making one mass of translucent d- 
eon. Wondering what the meaning of that atrange, 
lonely red cloud might be, I was up betimee next 
morning looking at the weather, but all aeemed tran- 
quil as yet  Towards noon gray clouds with a alw, 
curly grain like bird's-eye maple began to grow, and 
late s t  night rain fell, which soon changed to enow. 
Next morning the mow on the meadom wae about 
ten inches deep, and it was st i l l  falling in a he+ 
cordial storm. During the night of the 18th heavy 
rain fell on the snow, but as the temperature wae 84O, 
the mow-line was only a few hundred feet above the 
bottom of the Valley, and one had only to olimb a 
little higher &an the tops of the pines to get out of 
the rain-storm into the snow-storm. The streams, in- 
stead of being inoreased in volume by the storm, were 
diminished, because the mow sponged up part of their 
watere and choked the smaller tributariee. But 
about midnight the temperature suddenly rose to 4 2 O ,  
carrying the snow-line far beyond the Valley walls, 
and next morning Posemite was rejoicing in a glori- 
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ous flood. The comparatively warm rain falling on 
the snow waa at first absorbed and held back, and sa 
also was that portion of the mow that the rain melted, 
and all that was melted by the warm wind, until the 
whole mass of mow was saturated and became sludgy, 
and at length slipped and rushed simultaneously from 
a thousand slopes in wildest extravagance, heaping 
and swelling flood over flood, and plunging into the 
Valley in stupendous avalanches. 

Awakened by the roar, I looked out and at once 
recognized the extraordinary character of the storm. 
The rain waa still pouring in torrent abundance and 
the wind at gale speed was doing all it could with the 
flood-making rain. 

The section of the north wall visible from my cabin 
was fairly streaked with new falls-wild roaring 
singera that seemed strangely out of place. Eager to 
get into the midst of the &ow, I matched a piece of 
bread for breakfast and ran out The mountain wa- 
ters, suddenly liberated, seemed to be holding a grand 
jubilee. The two Sentinel Cascades rivaled the great 
falla at ordinary stages, and acms the Valley by the 
Three Brothers I caught glimpses of more falls than 
I could readily wunt; while the whole Valley 
throbbed and trembled, and was m e d  with an awful, 
mawive, solemn, sea-like roar. After gazing a while 
enchanted with the network of new falls that were 
adorning and transfiguring every rock in sight, I 
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tried to reach the upper meadows, where the Valley 
is widest, that I might be able to see the w&UB on 
both sides, and thus gain general view. But the 
rivw was over ita barb and the meadows were 
Wed, forming an almost mntinnous l&e dotted 
with blue sludgy idamla, while innumerable e;tfeame 

r o d  like lion8 ams$ my path md were sweeping 
forward rocks and 1 9  with tremendous energy over 
p u n d  whew tiny giliae bad h e n  growing but a 
&ort time bfo;pw Climbing into the talus s l o p ,  
where these savage tomats were broken among earth- 
quake boulders, I rxmmged to mosrr them, and force 
my way up the V~lley to Hukbge '  Bridge, where 
I crossed the river and waded to the midde of the 
upper meadow. Here most of the new falls were in 
sight, probably the mask glorious assemblage of wa- 
terfalls ever diip;1aryed from any one standpoint, On 
that portion of tihe math wall between Hutchinga' 
and the Sentinel there -ere ten falls plunging and 
b o c d q  from a height of nearly three thousand feet, 
fhe smdlest of which might have been h a r d  milea 
away. In the neighborhood of Glacier Point them 
-re s k ;  between the T h e  Brothers and Posemite . 

Fallg nine; W e e n  %semite and Royal Arch Fa&, 
fTom Washhgbn C.~lmnn to Mount Watkim, 

tm; on the a l o p  .of Half Dome and Cloud$ Rat, 
facing Mirror Lake and Tena~a Cafion, eight; on 
the. ~ihodder of &I% Dame., facing the Valley, three : 



sfts-six new falls occupying the upper end of the 
Valley, besides s countless host of silvery threads 
gleaming everywhere. In all the Valley there must 
have been upwarde of s hundred. As if ce1ebxat;ng 
some great event, falls and cascades in Posemite oo% 
tume were coming down everywhere from fountain 
basins, far and near; and, though newcomers, they 
behaved and sang as if they had lived here alwaya 

All  enmmervisitors wil l  remember the comet forms 
of the Y d t s  Fdl and the lacea of the Bridal Veil' 
and Nevada In the fa& of thia winter jubilee the 
lace forms predominated, but there m e  no lack of 
thundertoned m e t e .  The lower portion of one of 
the Sentinel Uamadee waa compoaed of two main 
white torrenta with the apace between them f l e d  in 
with ohahed and beaded gauze of intrioate pattern, 
through the singing threada of which the purplieh- 
grax roak d d  be dimly eeea~ The mrim above 
Gtlaoier Point waa a t i l l  more oomplicated in stradnre, 
displaying every form that one d d  imagine water 
might be daahed and combed and woven into. Those 
on the north wall between Washington Column and 
the Royal Arch Fall were eo nearly related they ' 

formed an almost continuous sheet, and these again 
were but slightly separated from those about Indian 
Claiion. The group about the Three Brothere and 
El Capitan, owing to the topography and deavage 
of the cliffs baak of them, was more broken and ir 



regular. The Tissiack Cascades were comparatively 
small, yet d o i e n t  to give that noblest of mountain 
rocks a glorious voice. In the midk of all this ex- 
travagant rejoicing the great Yosemite Fall was 
scarce heard until about three o'clock in the after 
noon. Then I was startled by a eudden thvdering 
craah as if a rock avalm.de had come to the help of 
the roaring waters. This was the flood-wave of Yo- 
semite Ureek, which had just arrived, delayed by the 
.distance it had to travel, and by the choking mows 
of ib widespread  fountain^. Now, with volume ten- 
fold increased beyond its springtime fullness, it took 
its place as leader of the glorious choir. 

And the winds, too, were singing in wild accord, 
playing on every tree and rock, aurging against the 
huge brows and domes and outatanding battlements, 
defieded hither and thither and broken into a than- 
sand cascading, roaring currents in the caiions, and 
low bass, drumming swirls in the hollow& h d  them 
again, reacting on the alouds, eroded immense cavern- 
one spacea in their gray depths and ewept forward 
the resulting detritus in ragged trains like the me 
rain- of glaciers. These cloud movements in turn 
published the work of the winds, giving them a visi- 
ble body, and enabling us to trace them. 88 if en- 
dowed with independent motion, a detached cloud 
wodd rise hastily to the very top of the wall as if 
on some important errand, examining the faoes of 
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the oliirs, and then perhaps as suddenly descend to 
sweep imposingly along the meadows, t r a i l i i  its 
draggled fringes through the pines, fondling its 
waving spires with infinite gentleneas, or, gliding be- 
hind a grove or a single tree, bringing it into striking 
relief, ae it bowed and waved in solemn rhythm. 
Sometimes, ae the busy clouds drooped and condenmi 
or diseolved to misty gauze, half of the Valley would 
be suddenly veiled, leaving here and there some lofty 
headland cut off from all visible connection with the 
walls, looming along d i i  spectral, ae if belonging 
to the sky - visitors, like the new falls, come to take 
part in the glorious festival. Thus for two d a p  and 
nights in meaeureleee extravagance the atom went on, 
and mostly without spectators, at  least of a terntrial 
kind. I saw nobody out - bird, bear, squirrel, or 
man. Tourista had vaniehed month before, and the 
hotel people and laborers were out of eight, m f u l  
about getting oold, and satisfied with views from 
windows. The beam, I suppose, were in their d o n -  
boulder dens, the squirrels in their. knot-hole nests, 
the grouse in oloee fir groves, and the small singers 
in the Indian Caiion chaparral, trying to keep warm 
and dry. Strange to say, I did not see even the 
waterouzelq though they must have greatly enjoyed 
the storm. 

This was the most sublime waterfall flood I ever 
saw - clouds, winds, rocks, waters, throbbing tu- 



to 001ltemplate what wae 

in Hetoh Hetohy Valley and the great Kh@s River 
' , yoeemite, and in all the other sit& d o n s  and val- 

,: ' leys from Shta  to the 8outhemmost fountains of 
the Kern, thousands of rejoiaing flood waterfalls 
dianting -er in jubilee dres& 





Yosemite Valley in a Snow Storm 



S haa been already stated, the firet of the great A anow-etorme that replenish the Yosemite fom- 
t h  seldom seta in More the end of November. 
Then, warned by the aky, wideawake moun ta inq  
together with the deer and most of the birdat make 
haste to the lowlande or foothills; and burrowing 
marmotet mountain beaverst wood-rats, and other 
d mountain people, go into winter quartera, some 
of them not again to  see^ the light of day until the 
general awakening and mumution of the spring in 
June or July. The fertile clouds, drooping and con- 
deneing in brooding denq seem to be thoughtfdly 
examining the foreate irnd strt3ams wjth refemme to 
the work that lies before them. At length, a31 their 
plans perfeated, tnfted flakes and aingle etamy crge- 
tale come in sight, solemnly &ling and glinting to 
their blessed appointed places; and soon the buey 
throng the sky and makm darkness like night 
Tbe first heavy fall is usually from about .TRO to four 
feet in depth; then with intenah of days or weeb of 
bright weather storm s u d  stormt heaping mow 
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on snow, until thirty to fifty feet has fallen i I 

on account of its settling and compacting, and waste 
from melting and evaporation, the average depth ac- 
tually found at any time seldom exceeds ten feet in 
the forest regions, or fifteen feet along the dopee of 
the summit peaks. Bfter snow-storms come ava- 
lanche%, varying greatly in form, size, behavior and 
in the songs they sing; some on the smooth slopes of 
the mountains are Bhort and broad; others long and 
river-like in the aide &ions of yosemitee and in the 
main caiions, flowing in regular channels and boom- 
ing like waterfalls, while countless smaller ones fall 
everywhere from laden trees and rock8 and lofty 
d o n  walls. Most delightful it is to stand in the 
middle of Yosemite on still clear mornings after 
snow-storms and watch the throng of avalanches ~e 

they come down, rejoicing, to their places, whisper 
ing, thrilling like birds, or booming and roaring like 
thunder. The noble yellow pines stand hushed and 
motionless as if under a spell until the morning sun- 
shine begins to sift through their laden spires; then 
the dense masses on the ends of the leafy branches 
begin to shift and $all, those from the upper branches 
striking the lower ones in succession, enveloping each 
tree in a hollow conical avalanche of fairy &en=; 
while the relieved branches spring up and wave with 
startling effect in the general stillness, as if each tree 
was moving of its own volition. Hundreds of broad 
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dlondghaped masses may also be seen, leaping over 
the brows of the cliffs from great heights, descending 
at flrst with regular avalanche speed until, worn into 
dust by friction, they float in front of the precipice6 
like iriaed clouda Those which descend from the 
brow of E l  Clapitan are particularly fine; but most 
of the great Y d t e  avalanches flow in regular 
ohanneb like cascades and waterfalls. When the 
mow h t  gives way on the upper dopa of their 
basins, a dull ruching? rumbling sound is heard which 

, rapidly increaees and seems to draw nearer with a p  
palling intsnritJ of tona Presently the white flood' 
comes bounding into eight over bosses and sheer 
places, leaping from bench to bench, spreading and 
narrowing and throwing off clouds of whirling dust 
like the spray of foaming cataracts. Compared with 
waterfalls and cascades, avalanches are shorblived, 
few of them lasting more than a minute or two, and 
the harp, clashing sounds eo common in falling water 
are mostly wanting; but in their low massy thunde~  
tones and purple-tinged whiteness, and in their dreas, 
gait? gestures and general behavior, they are much 
alike. 

Besides these common & ~ t o r m  avalanchee that 
are to be found not only in the Yoaemite but in all 
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the deep, ah-walled oafiona of the Range there are 
two other important kinds, which may be called an- 
nual and mtuy avalanches, whi& still -err sn- 
rich the ~ ~ ~ n e r y .  The only plaoe about the Valley 
where one may be sure to see the annual kind is on 
the north dope of Clouds' Rest. They are composed 
of heavy, compaded snow, which has been subjected 
to fnquent alternations of freezing and thawing. 
They are developed on caiion and mountain-aides a t  an 
elevation of from nine to ten thousand feet, where 
the slopes are inclined at an angle too low to shed off 
the dry winter snow, and which accumulatee until 
the spring thaws sap their foundations and make them 
slippery; then away in grand style go the p o n d e m  
icy masses without any fine snow-dust. Thoee of 
Clouds' Rest descend like thunderbolts for more than 
a mile. 

Tbe great century avalanches and the kind that 
mow wide swaths throu%h the upper forests o c m  
on mountain-sides about ten or twelve thousand feet 
high, where under ordinary weather conditions the 
snow accumulated from winter to winter lies at rest 
for many years, allowing trees, fifty to a hundred 
feet high, to grow undisturbed on the s l o p  beneath 
them, On their way down through the woods they 
seldom fail to make a perfectly clean sweep, stripping 
ofE the mil as well as the tree, clearing paths two 
or three hundred yards wide from the timber line to 
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the glacier meadows or lakes, and piling their up 
rooted trees, head downward, in rowe dong the sides 
of the gape like lateral moraines. Scare and broken 
branches of the t r m  etanding on the sides of the gaps 
reoord the depth of the overwhelming flood; and when 
we come to count the annual wood-rings on the up- 
rooted tree8 we learn that some of these immense ava- 
Isnchee o c m  only once in a century or evw at s t i l l  
wider intern& 

Few Y d t e  visitom me snow avhahes 
and fewer etill know the exhilaration of riding on 
them. In all my mountaincwhg I have enjoyed 
d y  one avalanche ride, and the start was eo end- 
den and the end came so soon I had but little time 
to think of the danger that attends thie sort of 
travel, though at such times one thinka fast  One 
i b e  Yoaemite morning after a heavy snowfall, being 
eager to see at3 many avalanchee ae possible and wide 
views of the foreat and Bnmmit peaks in their new 
white robes before the sunehine had time to change 
them, I eet out early to h b  by r side d o n  to the 
top of a commanding ridge a little over tkmh than- 
sand feet above the Valley. On account of the looee- 
nem of the mow that blocked the oafion I knew the 

S 
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a long t i .  some three or 
four houm as 1-estimated; but it proved far more 
diiEonZt than I had anticipated. &mt of the way 
I sank waist deep, almost out of sight in eome placea 
After spending the whole day to within half an 
hour or so of sundown, was &ill mveral hundred 
feet below the summit. Then my hopes were re- 
duced to gefitiing up in time to see the aunaet. But 
I was not to get summit views of any sort that day, 
for deep trampling near the cdon head, where the 
snow was strained, started an avalanche, and I was 
swished down to the foot of the &on as if by en- 
chwtment The wallowing aacent had taken nearly 
dl day, the dement only about a minute. When the 
avalanche started I threw m p l f  on my back and 
spread my srms to try to keep from sinking. Fop 
tunately, though the grade of the d o n  is very 
steep, it is not interrupted by precipiw large enough 
to cause outbounding or free plunging. On no part 
of the rush was I buried. I was only moderately im- 
bedded on the surface or at times a little below it, and 
mvered with a veil of back-~treaming duet particles; 
and aa the whole mass beneath and about me joined 
in the flight there was no friction, though I was 
tossed here and thew and lurched from side to side, 
When the avalanche swedged and came to rest I 
found myself on top of the crumpled pile without a 
bruise or scar. This was a fhe experience. Haw- 
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thome says somewhere, that s tem hae spiritualized 
travel; though unspiritual smells, smoke, etc., still at- 
tend steam travel. Tbb %ht in what might be called 
a milky way of snowgtam was the most spiritual and 
exhilarating of all the modes of motion I have ever 
experienced. Elijah'e Q h t  in a chariot of &e 
could hardly have been mom gloriously exciting. 

THE STREAM6 IN OTHEB EIEASONS 

In the spriq,  after dl the avalanches are down 
and the mow ia melting fast, then all the Y d t e  
atmama, from their fountains to their falls, sing their 
grandest mnga Guntlem rills make haete to the 
rivers, running and singing soon after emrise, louder 
and louder with increasing volume until emdown; 
then they gradually fail throngh the frosty hours of 
the night. In thie way the volume of the upper 
bran& of the river ie nearly doubled during the 
day, rieing and falling ae regularly ss the tides of 
the sea Then the M e d  overflows ite bmka, flood- 
ing the meadom, sometimes almost from wall to wall 
in some places, beginning to riae towards sundown 
just wken the streams on the fountains are beghnimg 
to diminish, the difference in time of the daily ria0 

and fall being aused by the distance the upper f l d  
&ream have to travel before m d h g  the ~VaUeg. 
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h the warmmt weatber they seem fairly to shout for 
joy and clash their upleaping waters together like 
clapping of hands; racing down the &om with 
white manes flying in glorious exuberance of 
strength, compelling huge, sleeping boulders to wake 
up and join in their dance and song, to swell their 
exulting chorua 
In early summer, after the flood season, the PCP 

semi& ~treams are in their prime, running aryetal 
dear, deep and full but not overflowing their banks 
-about as deep through the night ae the day, the 
difference in volume so marked in spring being now 
too slight to be noticed. Nearly all the weather ia 
cloudless and everything is at its brightest - lalte, 
river, garden and forest with all their life. Most of 
the plants are in full flower. The b l e e d  oueele 
have built their mossy hub and are now singing their 
best songs with the streams. 

In tranquil, mellow autumn, when the year's work 
is about done and the fruits are ripe, birds and eeeds 
out of their nests, and all the landscape is glowing 
like a benevolent countenance, then the atreams are 
at their lowest ebb, with scarce a memory left of their 
wild spring floods. The small tributaries that do not 
reach back to the lasting snow fountains of the sum- 
mit peaks s M  to whispering, tinkling currents. 
&ter the anow is gone from the basins, excepting oo- 
wsiowl t h r n d g l ~ ~ h o w e ~ ~ ~  they are now fed only by 
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emall eprings whose waters are mostly evaporated in 
paeeing over miles of warm pavemente, and in feel- 
ing their way slowly from pool 40 pool through the 
midat of boulders and sand. Even the main rivers 
are eo low they may easily be forded, and their grand 
falls and cascades, now gentle and approachable, have 
waned to sheets of embroidery. 



B it is on the mountsin tdpg when theg are 
laden with looee, dry snow and swept by a gale 

from the north, that the most magnifiaent stom 
scenery is dieplayed. The peaks dong the axis of 
the Range are then decorated with resplendent ban- 
ners, some of them more than a mile long, shining, 
streaming, waving with solemn exuberant enthusi- 
asm as if celebrating acme surpassingly glorious 
men& 

The mow of which these bannere are made falls on 
the high Sierra in moat extravagant abundance, eome 
times to a depth of jifteern or twenty feet, coming 
from .the fertile olou& not in large tangled lbkw 
such as one oftentimeer sees in Yoeemite, seldom even 
in complete rry.8talg for many of the starry blossom 
fall before they are ripe, while most of those that at- 
tain perfect development as &-petaled flowers are 
more or lea broken by glinting and & a h g  against 
one mother on the.way down to their work This 
dry frosty mow is prepared for the grand banner- 
waving celebrations by the action of the wind. In- 
stead of at once finding rast like that which falls into 

70 



the tranquil depths of the forest, it is shoved and 
rolled and beaten against bdders  and out.jntting 
&, &led in pita and hollows like sand in river 
potrholes, and ground into sparkling dust And 
wb& storm winds h d  this snowdust in a l o w  con- 
dition on the elopea above the timber-line they toee 
it back into the sky and sweep it o n w d  from peak p-;,; - 0 pads in the fonn of smooth regular bannem, or in 

R --- olondy drifts, aocording to the velocity and Man 
of the wind, and the dormat ion  of the slopes over 
whioh it ie driven. While thus fling tbrough the 

1 - air a emall portion m p e e  from the mountai11~ to the 
sky as vapbr; ht far the greater part is at length 

1 -  loeked f a t  in h s y  ovmling d o s e  along the 
ridges, or in atratified &eta in the glacier ciqna, 

' eome of it to replenish the small &dual glaciers and 
remain silent and rigid for centuries before it is finally 

* a melted and sent singing down home to the sea 
But, though snowdust and stom-winds abound on 

the mountains, &ar shapely h e m  are, for causes 
we &all pmenfJy see, seldom produ<wd. During the 
five wintera that I spent in Posemite I made many 
exomions to high points above the wa& in all kinds 
of weather to see what was going on outside ; from all 
my lofty outlooks I saw onIy one bannerstorm that 
eeemed in every way perfect. This was in the win- 
ter of 1878, when the snow-laden peaks were swept 
by a powerful norther. I was awakened early in 
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the morning by a wild stom-wind and of course I 
had to make haste to the middle of the Valley to 
enjoy i t  Rugged torrents and avalanohee from the 
main wind-flood overhead were roaring down the eide 
axtione and over the diffe, arousing the rocks and 
the trees 4 the streams alike into glorious hurrah- 
isg enthusham, shaking the whole Valley into one 
huge song. Yet inwnceivable as it mu& eieam even 
to thoae who love all Natnre'e wildness, the stom 
was telling its story on the mountains in still grander 
obarmtem. 

1 had long been anxiow to study some pobta in 
the etrn- of the iashill at the foot of the Upper 
Y d t e  Fall, but, as I have already eqlahed,  
blinding epray had hitherto prmmted me from get 
thg dcimtly near it Thie. morning the e n h  
body of the Fall wge oftentimes torn into gauzy atrip 
and blown horizontally dong the face of the olifi, 
leaving the ice-hill dry; srnd while making my way 
to the top of F m  Ledge to seize a0 favarable an op 
portrmity to look d m  ite throat, the penka of the 
M e r d  goup came in sight over the boulder of the 
Sonth Dome, each waving a white glowing banner 
against the dark blue sky, as regular in form and 
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h and b e  in texture as if it were made of silk. 
So rare and splendid a piohm, of course, smothered 
eve?ything else and I at once began to scramble and 
wallow up the snow-choked Indian Cafion to a ridge 
about 8000 feet high, commanding a general view of 
the main summits along the axis of the Range, feeling 
ammd I should h d  them bannered still mom glori- 
ously; nor was I in the least disappointed. I reuched 
the top of the ridge in four or ffve how,  and through 
an opening in the woo& the moat imposing wind- 

. storm effect I ever beheld oame full in sight; un- 
numbered mountains rising sharply into the doudless 
ehy, their baeee d i d  white, their aides plashed with 
mow, like ocesn rouka with foam, and on every sum- 
mit a m@cent silvery her, from two thomaad 
to six thousand feet in height, elender at the point of 
attaohmant, and widening gradually until about a 
thouaand or .fifteen hundred feet in breadth, and as 
shapely and as substantial looking in textnre as the 
banners of the fineat eilk, all streaming and waving 
free and dear in the m-glow with nothing to blur 
the sublime picture they made. 

Fanoy youreelf atanding beaide me on thia YO- 
smite Ridge. mere ie a strange garish glitter in 
the air and the gale drivea wildly ovmhwd, but yon 
feel nothing of its violencej for yon are l o o w  out 
thro* a aheltered opening in the woods, as throngh 
a meadow. In the immediate f o r e p m d  them is ir 
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forest of dvw s-ra, their foliage warm yeuow-glwn, 
and the snow beneath them is strewn with their 
plumes, plucked off bg: the storm ; and beydnd a h a d ,  
ridgy, caiion-furrowed, domedotted middle ground, 
darkened here and them with belts of pines, you be- 
hold the lofty mow-laden mountains in glorious array, 
waving their banners with jubilant enthusiasm as if 
shouting aloud for joy. They are twenty milea away, 
but you would not wish them nearer, for every feature 
is distinct, and the whole wonderEd show is a m  in 
its right proportions, like a painting on the sky. 

And now after thie general view, mark how sharply 
the ribs and buttrema and summita of the mountains 
are 'defined, excepting the portions veiled by the ban- 
ners; how gracefully and nobly the banners are wav- 
ing in accord with the throbbing of the wind-flood ; 
how trimly each ia attached to the very anmmit of its 
peak like a streamer at a mast-head; how bright and 
glowing white they are, and how h e l y  their fading 
fringes are penciled an the aky 1 See how solid white 
and opaque they are at the point of attaahment and 
how ftlmy and translucent toward the end, eo that the 
parla of the peaks past whioh they are streaming look 
dim as if seen through a veil of ground glsss, And 
see how some of the longest of the banners on the 
highest peaks are streaming perfectly free from peak 
to peak across intervening notches or passes, while 
others overlap and partly hide one another. 



Aa to their formation, we find that the main caqees 
of the wondro,u8 beauty and perfection of thoee we are 
looking at are the favorable direction and form of 
the wind, the abundance of snowdust, and the form 
of the north sides of the perlks. In general, the north 
 ides are conave in both their horizontal and vertical 
d o n s ,  having been eaulptlmd into this shape 
by the remdnal glaciers that lingered in the protecting 
northern shadows, while the sun-beaten south sidee, 
having never been eubjeoted to this kind of glaciation, 
are mnvex or irregular. It is essential, therefore, 
not only that the wind should move with great ve- 
ldty  and steadiness to supply a anfficientl~y. copions 
and continuone stream of snowdust, but that it should 
m e  from the north. No perfect banner is ever 
hung on the Sierra peaks by the south wind. Had 
the gale today blown from the south, leaving the 
othr conditions unohanged, only swirling, interfer- 
ing, oloudy drifts would have been produced; for the 
snow, instead of being spouted straight up and over 
the tops of the peaks in condensed currents to be , 
drawn out as streamers, would have been driven over' 
the convex southern dopea from peak .to peak like 
whit. pearly fog. 

It appears, therefore, that shadows in great part 
determine not ody the forms of 10% ice momtaiw, 
but also thoee of the wow banners that the wil 
winds hang up on them. B 
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3- 7:; and interlacing boddera has moved h o e  the day of 

- draperia, ooUomia, zaueohneria, eta, soothing and 
coloring their wild rugged elopes with gardens and 

I ware long in doubt on aome points concerning the 
orie;in of these taluses. Plainly enough they were d e  







[I rived fmm the CMB above them, because they are of 
I 

the eize of scuus on the wall, the rough angular d a c e  
of which oontraet~ with the rounded, glaciated, unfrae 
trued pa*. It w u  plain, too, tbat instead of being 
made up of material slowly and gradually weathered 
from the cliffs like ordinary taluses, almost every one 
of them had been formed suddenly in a single ava- 
l d g  and had not been increased in size during the 
last three or four centuries, for &eea three or four 
hundred years old are growing on them, some stand- 
ing at the top dose to the wall without a bruise or 
broken brmcth, &owing that warmly a single boulder 
had ever fallen among t h m  Furthermom, all these 
taluses throughout the Baage aeemed by the trees and 
lichens growing on them to be of the same age. 811 
the phenomena thne pointed straight to a grand an- 
oient earthquake. But for years I left the question 
open, and went on from ailon to aaiion, observing 
again and again; measuring the heights of taluses 
throughout the Range on both flanks, and the varia- 
tions in the angles of their d a c e  slopea; studying 
the way their boulders had been -assorted imd re 
lated and brought to rest, and their correspondence 
in siza with the deavage joints of &?I el* from 
whence they were derived, cautiom about making up 
my mind. But at last all doubt as to their forma- 
tion vanished. 

At half-past two o'clock of a moonlit morning in 
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Marah, I was awakened by a tremendoue ea r thqua .  
and though I had never before enjoyed a storm of 
this sort, the strange thrilling motion could not be 
mistaken, and I ran out of my cabin? both glad and 
frightened, shouting, " A noble earthquake! A noble 
earthquake! " feeling sure I was going to learn some 
thing. The shocks were eo violent and varied, and 
succeeded one another so closely, that I had to balance 

. myself oawfally in waking as if on the deck of a 
ship among waves, and it seemed impossible that the 
high cWs of the Valley wuld escape being shattered. 
In particular, I feared that the sheer-fronted Sentinel 
Rock, towering above my oabin, would be shaken 
down, and I took ehelter back of a large yellow ping 
hoping that it might profeet me from at least the 
smaller outbounding boulders. For a minute or two 
the shocks became more and more violent -flashing 
horizontal thrusts mixed with a few twista and bat- 
tering, explosive, upheaving jolts,-as if Nature were 
wrecking her Yosemite temple, and getting ready to 
build a still better one. 

I was now convinced before a single boulder had 
fallen that earthquakes were the talus-makers and 
positive proof soon came. I t  was a calm moonlight 
night, and no sonnd was heard for the first minute 
or so, save low, mnfltled, underground, bubbling nun- 
blings, and the whispering and rustling of the agi- 
tated trees, as if Nature were holding her breath. 



Then, suddenly, out of the strange silence and strange 
motion there came a tremendous roar. The Eagle 
Rack on the south wall, about a half a mile up the 
Valley, gave way and I saw it falling in thousands of 
the great boulders I had so long been studying, pour- 
ing to the Valley floor in a free curve Inminous from 
friction, malsing a terribly sublime spectacle -an 
aro of glowing, paesionate ike, fifteen hundred feet 
span, aa true in form and as serene in beau@ ae a 

' rainbow in the midst of the stupendous, roaring NX&- 

storm. The sound was so tremendously deep and 
broad and earnest, the whole earth like a living orea- 
turn seemed to have at last found a voice and to be 
calling to her sister planets. In trying to tell some 
thing of the s b  of thie awful sound it ineems to me 
that if all the thunder of all the storms I had ever 
heard were condensed into one roar it would not equal 
thie rook-roar at the birth of a .mountain talus. 
Think, then, of the roar that arose to heaven at the 
simultaneous birth of all the thousands of ancient 
caiion-talusea throughout the length and breadth of 
the Range ! 

The first severe shocks were soon over, and eager 
to examine the new-born talus I ran up the Valley in 
the moonlight and climbed upon it before the huge 
blocks, after their fiery flight, had come to complete 
reet. They were slow17 settling into their places, 
chafing, grating against one another, groaning, and 
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whispering; but no motion was vi8ible exwpt ia a 
stream of amdl fragments pattering down the face of 
the M. A cloud of dust particleg lighted by the 
moon, floated out a o s s  the whole breadth of the Val- 
ley, forming s miling that lasted until after 0&, 

and the air was filled with the odor of mushed Doug 
la8 eprnces from a grove that had been mowed down 
and rntuhxl like weeds. 

Bftar the ground began to d m  I ran am88 the 
meadow to the river to see in what direotion it wae 
flowing and was gIad to find that down the Valley 
was sti l l  down. Its waters were muddy from pop 
tions of its banks having given way, but it was flow- 
ing around its curves and over its ripplee and ahal- 
lows with ordinary tones and pture& The mud 
would soon be cleared away and the raw slips on the 
banks would be the only viaible record of the shaking 
it d e r e d .  

The Upper Ymmite Fall, glowing white in the 
moonlight, seemed to know nothing of the earthquake, 
manifesting no change in form or voice, ae far as I 
could ee9 or hear. 

After a m d  startling shock, about half-past 
three o'clock, the ground continued to tremble gently, 
and smooth, hallow rumbling sounds, not always dis- 
thgnkhable from the rounded, bumping, explosive 
tones of the falle, came from deep in the mountaim 
in a northern d i i i o n .  
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The few Indians fled from their huts to the middle 
of the Valley, fearing that angry spirits were trying to 
kill them; and, as I afterward lcsmed, most of the 

. ' Y d t e  tribe, who were spending the winter at their 
village on Bull Creek forty miles away, were so ter- 
rified that they ran into the river and washed them* 
selves,- getting themselves clean enough to say their 
prayere, I suppose, or to'die. I asked Dick, one of 
the India138 with whom I was acquainted, "What 
made the ground shake and jump so mu&? " He 
only shook his head and mid, " No good. No good," 
and looked appealingly to me to give him hope that 
hie life was to be spared. 

In  the morning I found the few white seHm as- 
rwmbled in front of the old Hutihiinge Hotel com- 
paring notea and meditating fight to the lowlands, 
seemingly as sorely frightened sa the Indians. 
Shortly after sunrise a low, blunt, md3ed rumbling, 
like dietant thunder, was followed by another series 
of chocks, whit&, though not nearly im ~evm as the 
first, made the oIiffs and domes tremble like jel?v, 
and the big pines and oaks thrill and swiah and wave 
their branches with startling effed. Then the talkem 
were suddenly bushed, and the solemnily on their 
faces was sublime. One in particular of theee winter 
neighborn, a somewhat speculative thinker with whom 
I had often conversed, was a h believer in the 
oataclpmic origin of the Valley ; and I now jokingly 

6 
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remarked that his wild t u m b l e d o w n - a n d e e n t  
hypothesis might soon be proved, since them under- 
ground rumblings and shakiqp might be the fore- 
m e r e  of another Yosemihe-making c a t s a l ~ ,  
which would perhaps double the depth of the Valley 
by swallowing the floor, leaving the emds of the made 
and trails dangling three or four tho-d feet in the 
air. just then came the third series of shockg and 
it was fme to see bow awfully d e n t  and solemn he 

/.L p-: hame. Hie belief in the existence of a mysterious rn -. 
%,L.?- 

abyss, h t o  which the suspended floor of the Valley g$+:2 and all the domes and battlements of the walls might +::+. 
at any moment go roaring down, mightily troubled f! 
him. To diminiah his fears and laugh him into i 'I 

Lr r' 

something like reasonable faith, I said, " Come, deer 
rr, 

up; smile a little and clap your hands, now that kind - a 

Mother Earth is trotting us on her knee to amuse ne 
and make us good." But the well-meant joke seemed 
irreverent and utterly failed, as if only prayerful ter 
ror could rightly belong to the wild beauty-making 
business. Even after all the heavier ehocka were 
over I d d  do nothing to w m r e  him. On the 
contrary, he handed me the key8 of hie little stare 
to keep, sa*g that with a companion of like mind 

I 
he was going to the lowlands to stay until the fate 
of poor, b b l i n g  Yosmite was settled. In vain I 
rallied them on their fears, willing attention to the 



strength of the granite wa& of our Valley home, the 
verg best and aolideat masonry in the world, and less 
likely to collapse and sink than the sedimentary low- 
lands to which they were looking for safety; and say- 
ing that in any case they sometime would have'to die, 
and so grand a burial was not to be slighted. But 
they were too seriously paniwtricken to get comfort 

' 

from anything I d d  say. 
. During the third severe s b d  the trees were so 
violently shaken that the birds flew out with fright 
e n d  cries. In particular, I noticed two robins flying 
in terror from a leafless oak, the branches of which 
awiehed and quivered as if struck by a heavy batter- 
inpun. ~ x c e e d i & l ~  intemting were the 5 8 h i n g  
and quivering of the elastic needlea of the pines in 
the sunlight and the waving up and down of the 
branches while the trunks stood rigid. There was no 
swaying, waving or swivelling as in wind-storms, but 
quiok, quivering jerks, and at times the heavy tasseled 
branches moved as if they had all been pressed down 
against the trunk and suddenly let go, to epring z~p 
and vibrate until they came to rest again. Only the 
owle seemed to be undisturbed. Before tbe rumbling 
whom had died away a hollow-voiced owl began to 
hoot in philosophical tranquillity from near the edge 
of the new talus se if nothing extraordinary had oa- 
ourred, although, perhap, he wm d o a s  toi know 



what al the noise was about. His " hoot-too-hoot-- 
whoo '"ht have meant, l' what 's a' the steer, kim- 

It was long before the Valley found perfect rest 
The rocks trembled more or less every day for over 
two months, and I kept a bucket of water on my table 
to learn what I could of the movements. The blunt 
thunder in the depths of the mountains was usudly 
followed by sudden jarring, horizontal thrusts from 
the northward, often succeeded by twisting, upjolting 
movements More than a month after the first great 
shock, when I was standing on a fallen tree up the 
Valley near Lamon's winter cabin, I heard a distinct 
bubbling thmder from the direction of Tenaya Cdm. 
Crrrlo, a large intelligent St. Bernard dog etanding be- 
side me seemed greatly astonished, and looked intently 
in that direction with mouth open and uttered a low 
Wouf! as if saying, " .What '8 that 1 " He must have 
known that it was not thunder, though like it The 
air was perfectly still, not the fainteat breath of wind 
perceptible, and a b e ,  mellow, sunny bush pervaded 
everything, in the midst of which came that subter- 
ranean thunder. Then, while we gazed and listened, 
came the corresponding shocks, distinct as if mme 
mighty hand had shaken the ground. After the 
sharp horizontal jam died away, they were followed 
$ a gentle racking and undulating of the ground so 
distinct that Carlo looked at the log on which he was 
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standing to see who was shaking it. It waa the ma- 
son of flooded meadowa and the pools about me, calm 
aa sheets of glass, were suddenly thrown into low 
ruffling waves. 

Judging by its &&a, this Posemite, or Inyo 
earthquake, as it is sometimes called, was gentle as 
compared with the one that gave rice to the grand 
talue aptem of the Range and did so much for the 
miion scenery. Nature, usually eo deliberate in her 
ope~ationq then created, as we have seen, a new set 
of featureq simply by giving the mountah a ahage 
-changing not only the high peaks and cWs9 but 
the streame. As soon as th& rock avalanches fell, 
the atreams began to eing. new songs; for in  many 
places thousands of boulders were hurled into their 
channele, roughening and halfdamming them, com- 
pelling the watera to surge and roar in rapids where 
before they glided smoothly. Some of the streams 
were cumpletely dammed; driftwood, leaves, etc., 
gradually filling the interstices between the boulders, 
thus giving rise to lakes and level reaches; and these 
again, after being gradually Wed in, were changed 
to meadows, through which the streams are now ai- 
lently meandering; while a t  the same time some of 
the taluses took the places of old meadows and groves. 
Thus rough places were made smooth, and 811100th 
p l a w  rough. But, on the whole, by what at first 
aight seemed pure confounded confusion and ruin, 
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the landaoapes were d a h e d ;  for gradually evlerg [ 
t a b  was covered with groves and gardem, and made 
a h e l y  pmportioned and ormenta l  base for the 
aliffe. In this work of beauts, every boulder is pre- 
p a d  and megsnred and put in its plam mow thought- 
fully than are the stones of temples. If for a me 
ment you are indined to regard these talus& as mere 
*led, chaotic dumps, climb to the top of one of 
them, and run down without any haggling, puttering 
hesitation, boldly jumping from boulder to boulder 
with even a p e d  You wi l l  then find your feet play- 
ing a tune, and quickly discover the mueio and poetry 
of these mapikmt rook pilee - a fine leeeon; and 
all Natme'~ wildness tells the same etory- the 
Bhocks and outbursts of earthquakes, volanoee, 
e;eyaers, roaring, thundering waves and floode, the 
silent npruah of sap in plants, a t o m  of every sort - 
eaoh and all are the orderly beauty-making lovebeat. 
of Natnw's heart, 
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T H3Z most influential of the Valley trees ia the yel- 
low pine ( P h a  ponderosa). It attains its 

noblest d i m d o n s  on beds of water-washed, coamely- 
stratified moraine material, between the talus slopes 
and meadows, dry on the snrface, well-watered b e  
low and where not too doeely assembled in groves 
the branches reach nearly to the ground, forming 
grand spirea 200 to 230 feet in height. The largest 
that I have measured is standing alone almost o p  
poeite the Sentinel Rock, or a little to the we& 
ward of it. It is a little over eight feet in diameter 
and about 920 feet high: Climbing these grand 
trees, especially when they are waving and einging 
in womhip in wind-storms, is a glorious experience. 
Ascending f ~ o m  the lowest branch to the topmost 
is like stepping up etairs through a blaze of white 
light, every needle th r ihg  and shining as if with 
religious ecstasy. 

Unfortunately there are but few sugar pines in the 
Valley, though in the King's grosemite they are in 
glorious abundanm. The incense cedar ( L i i o e e d w  
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&a&) with dmamon~loxed bark and flow- 
geen foliage is one of the most interesting of the 
XWtie tteea' %me ob them are 160 feet high, 
from six to Ces feet in diameterS and t h y  m never 
oat of eight ae yon saunter among the gellow pinen. 
Their bright, brown sh* and towem of fiat, frond- 
Eke ~raucbm make a ~trilring feature of the land- 
empea throughout alI  the seams. In midwinter, 
when most of the other tmea are aeleep, thie d r  
pds for& ita flowers in millions,- the pidlhte pale 
green and inaooerpiaaans, but the &amhate bright 
yellow, tingeing all the brmahm and making the tma 
tm thq etand in the mow look like gigrratio goldem- 
r& The bnrnahes, oatspread in &it plnmea and, 
beadfdly fronded? sweep gracefully downward and 
ouWmd, &OW near the top, which aepire; tihe 
bw* espedly in youth and middle age, dmop to ' 
the ground, overlapping one another, shedding off rain 
d ssow like Sbhgles? and making fine b t a  fin 
birds and eampere. This tree frequently lives more 
&rut a &o~~~gnd years m d  ie well worthy its place 
aesiae the gsst pines and the DO& qnm* 

The two largest sp8chm I h o w  of the Doughs 
epmce9 about eight feet in diameter, are ping at 
fhe foot of the % b e e  gap near the Nevada Fall, 
and on tbe temnha1 moraine of the mall redd11aI 
glacier &at X q p r d  in $he dudy IElouette Clafioa 

After the d m ,  tihe most hporfant of the 
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Yoaemite t rw sre the oaks, two epecies; the Cali- 
fornia liveoak (Qumus agrifotk), with black 
trunks, reaching a thickness of from four to nearly 
seven feet, wide spreading branches and bright deeply- 
scalloped leavee. I t  mupies the greater part of the 
broad sandy flats of the upper end of the Valley, and 
is the species that yields the acorn eo highly prized 
by the In- and woodpeckera 

The other qmim ie the mountain live-oak, or gold- 
cup oak (Qwrw chysolepi"), s sturdy mountaineer 
of a tree, growing mostly on the earthquake ta1~889 
and benches of the sunny north wall of the Valley. 
In tough, unwedgeable, knotty strength, it is the oak 
of oaks, a magnificent tree. 

The largest and most pictureqne specimen in the 
Valley is near the foot of the Temp Fall, a r c ~  
mantio spot seldom sean on amunt of the rough 
trouble of getting to it It ie planted on three huge 
bodden and yet manages to draw &dent moisture 
and food from this craggy soil to maintain itaelf in 
good health. It is twenty feet in circumference, 
measured above a large branah between three and four 
feet in diameter that has been broken off. The main 
knotty trurik seems to be made up of craggy granite 
bouldere like thoi3e on which it stands, being abont the 
same color as the mossy, lichened boulders and about 
as rough. Two moss-lined caves near the ground 
open back into the trunk, one on the north side, the 



other on &e west, forming piotuweqne, romanti0 
seste. , The largast of the main branoha is eightem 
feet and nine in& in o i r o u m f m ,  and eome of 
tbe long pendulous branchlets droop over the stream 
at the foot of the fall where it is gray with spray. 
The leavm are glossy yellow-green, ever in motion 
from the wind from the faU It is a .fine place to 
dream in, with falls, cascades, cool roalrrs lined with 
hypnum three &chm & i d ;  shaded with maple, dog 
w d ,  alder, willow; grand clump of chain-ferns 
where no hand may tonoh them; light 61- 
through translumt leaves; oaks fifty feet high; 
lilies eight feet high in r filled lake baain near by, 
and the finest Libocedrns groves and talleat fenre and 
goldenrods. 
In the main river d o n  below the Vernal Fall and 

on the shady south side of the Valley there are a few 
groves of the dver fir ( A k  cmtcolot), and superb 
foreats of the magni508nt species around the rim of 
the Valley. 

On the. tops of the domea ie found the study, 
stom-enduring red cedar ( J d p e l u s  occiden*) . 
I t  never d e s  anything like a f m t  here, but 
stands out separate and independent in the wind, 
clinging by slight jointe to the rock, with saame a 
handful of aoil in sight of it, seeming to depend 
cbiisfiy on snow and air for nourishment, and yet it 
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has maintained tough health on this diet for two 
thowand yeara or more. The lug-t hereaboata am 
from five to six feet in diameter and f3ty feet in 
height. 

The prinaipal riverside trm are poplar, alder, 
willow, broad-leaved maple, and Nuttall's flowering 
dogwood. The poplar (Popdw trickocarp), often 
called balm-of4Wead from the gum on ib huh, is o 
tall tree, towering above its companions and grace- 
fully embowering the banks of the river. Its 
abundant foliage turns bright yellow in the fall, and 
the Indianm.mmer sanahine sifts through it in d e  
lightful tones over the slow-gliding waters when they 
are at their loweat ebb. 

Some of the involucres of the flowering dogwood 
measure six to eight inches in diameter, and the whole 
tree when in flower looks as if wvered with snow. 
In the spring when the streams are in flood it is the 
whiteet of treea In  Indian &er the leaves be- 
aame bright crimson, &aking a s t i l l  grander show 
than the flowem 

The broad-leaved maple and mountain maple are 
found mostly in the cool caiione at the head of the 
Valley, spreading their branches in beautiful mhea 
over the foaming streams. 

Smttered here and there are a few other treee, 
moatly small-the mountain mahogany, deny ,  
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ox the UB0 of the ~v~P--Q k l IUh  of Ye 
d t e  visitom who make extensive exoursions 

into the mountains beyond the Valley, a sketch of the 
' foregt bees in gceneral will probably be found useful. 

The different epeaiee are arranged in eones and seo 
I 'tione, which brine the forest aa a whole within the 
, comprehension of every obwrvm. !I%ese species are 

always found ae controlled by the climates of Mer- 
at elevations, by soil and by the mmparative strength 
of each species in taking and holding p o d o n  
of the ground; and ao appreciable are these relations 
the traveler need never be at a loss in determin- 

within a few hundred feet his elevation above sea- 
level by the treee alone; for, notwithstanding aome of 
the sp&m range upward for several thousand feet 
and a l l  paes one another more or lea, yet even those 
speoiee possessing the greatest vertical range are avail- 
able in measuring the elevation; inasmuch as tsey 
take on new forms corresponding with variations and 
altituda Entering the lower fr iw of the forest 
aompoaed of Douglas 0 t h  and Sabine pi-, the trees 
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' tion depends on climate as afEected by height above 
the sea, ie seem at once, but there are other harmonies 
that b m e  d e s t  only after obeervation and 

arrangement of the forest in long curving bands, 
braided together into lacelike pattern in eome places 
and ontspread in oharming variety. The key to 

' thew striking apmgementa is the system of ancient 
" glaciers; where they flowed the trees followed, tracing 

their corn along the sides of caiions, over ridges, 
and high plateaus. The cedar of Lebanon, said Sir 
Joseph Hooker, occnrs upon one of the moraines 
of an ancient glacier. All the forests of the S i m a  
are growing upon mo~aineg but moraines vanish like 
tbe glaciers that make them. Every storm that falls 
upon them wastes them, carrying away their decay- 
ing, dbintegrating material into new formations, until 
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they ase no longer reco-0 without tracing their 
tFaneitiona1 forms down from the range still in proc- 
eaa of formation,- in some p law through those that 
are more and more ancient and more obecured by 
vegetation and all kinds of  glacial weathering. 
It appeare, therefore, that the Sierra fomta indicate 
the extant and pi t ions  of ancient moraines as well 
ae they do belts of climate. 

One will have no difficulty in knowing the Nut 
Pine ( P b  i?&Mm), for it is the first conifer met 
in ascending the Range from the west, springing up 
here and there among Douglas oaks and thiokets of 
ceanothus and manzanita ; its extreme upper limit  be^ 
ing about 4000 feet above the sea, ita lower about 
from 600 to 800 feet It ie rema&ble for its loose, 
airy, wide-branahing habit, and thin gray foliage, 
Full-grown specimens are from forty to fifty feet in 
height and from two to three. feet in diameter. The 
trunk usually divides into three or four main branches 
about fifteen or twenty feet from the ground that, 
after bearing away from one another, shoot straight up 
md form separate summits. Their slender, grayish 
needles are from eight to twelve inches long, and in- 
clined to droop, contrasting with the rigid, darkcol- 
ored trunk and branches. No other tree of my 
acquaintance so substantial in its body has foliage so 
thin and pervious to the light. The cones are from 
five to eight inches long and about as large in thick- 



new; rioh ahoedatebrown in color aad pllote4ted by 
do- hooHa whioh taminate the ~ B B  . 

'Nqerthelee8 the little Douglas equ-1 oan open 
them. In- alimb the trees like bears and beat off 
the mnes or reddessly aut off the more fruitful 
brandm with hatchets, while the eqmm gather and 
roast thean mtil the acalee open suflioiently to allow 
the hard&& seeds to be beaten out. Tbe anrioua 
little Phu8 a&w& is found at an elevation of from 
1500 to 8000 feet, &rowing in close grove8 and belt& 
It is exceedin& slender and gracefnl, although treedl 
that chaste to stand alone send ont very long, mmed 
branches, Bnaging a striking contract to the ordi- 
nary gove fonn. The foliage is of the eame peculiar 
gray-green wlor as that of the nut pine, and ie worn 
about as looeely, so that the body of the tree is aomdy 
ob-d by it At the age of seven or .eight 
it begins to bear wnea in whorl8 on the main axb, 
and aa tbey never fall off the trunk ie soon p i d m  
esquely <rotted with them. Brandm a h  soon be- 
come fdtfuL The a v m p  dm of the lawe ir, sbont 
thirty or forty feet in height and twelve to fourteen 
inches in diameter. The cones are about four inches 
long, and covered with a aort of varnish and gum, 
rendering them impervious to moisture. 

No o h r  can fail to notice the admirable adapta- 
tion of thie Onrioua pine to the f h m e p t  regions 
where alone it is found. after a Ruining .fire has 
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~tcorched and killed it the cones open and the ground 
beneath it is as one sown broadcast, with all the seedEl 
ripened during its whole life. Then up spring a 
m w d  of bright, hopeful seedlings, giving beauty for 
aahm in lavisb abundance. 

THE SUGAR PINE, KING OF PINE TBEE8 

Of all  the world'e eighty or ninety species of pine 
be&, the Sugar Pine (Pinus L a d r t i k )  is king* 
surpassing all others, not merely in size but in lordly 
beauty and majesty. In the Posemite region it 
grows at an elevation of from 3000' to 7000 feet 
above the sea and attaina most perfect development at 
a height of about 5000 feet. The largeat specimens 
are oommonly about 220 feet high end from six to 
eight feet in diameter four feet from the ground, 
though some grand old patriarch may be'met here and 
there that has enjoyed six or eight centuries of S ~ R ~ S  

and attained a thickness of ten or even twelve feet, 
still sweet and fresh in every fiber. The trunk is a 
remarkably smooth, round, delicatslg-tapered shaft, 
straight and regular as if turned in a lathe, mostly 
without limb pqplish brown in wlor and urnally 
enlivened with tufts of a yellow lichen. Toward the 
head of this magni60~nt wlumn long branches sweep 
grac8fu11y outward and dmward, smetimw fom- 
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ing a palm-& mwn, but far more impressive thPn 
any palm mwn I ever beheld. The needlea are I 

about three in&- long in fasides of five, and ar- 
ranged in rather dose WS& at the en& of dendm 
branohlets that d o h  the long outsweeping limbs 
How well they sing in the wind, and how dzikingly 
harmonious an ded is made by the long o y 1 i . U  
cuma, depending loosely from the ends of the long 
branoheal The conee are about f&m to ei&faen 
inchea 1- and three in diameter; green, shaded 
with dark purple on their sunward sidee. They are 
ripe in September and Ootober of the mxmd year 
from the flower. Then the flat, thii d e e  open and 
the seeda take wing, but the empty oonee become atill 
more beautiful and &ective rn d8coratioq for their 
diameter is nearly doubled by the spreading of the w 

s h ,  and their oolor changes to yellowish brown 
while thery remain, swinging on the tree all the follow- 
ing winter and summer, and continue effeotively beau- 
tiful even on the ground many years after they falL 
The wood is deliciously fragrant, fine in grain and 
textme and oreamy yellow, aa if formed of con- 
snsbeama The sugar from whioh the common name 
is derived is, I think, the best of meeta I t  exudes 
from the h ~ w o o d  where wounds have been made by 
forest h or the ax, and forme irregnlar, &p, 
candy-like kernels of considerable size, eomething 
like clnstem of nxh beads. When fresh it ie white, 
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but becauee most of the wounds on which it is found 
have been made by fire the sap is stained and a had- 
ened sugar becomes brown. Indians are fond of it, 
but on account of its laxative properties only small 
quantities may be eaten. No tree lover will ever for- 
get his first meeting with the sugar pine. In most 
pine trew there is the sameness of expression which 
to most people is apt to become monotonous, for the 
typical spiral form of conifers, however beautiful, 
affords little scope for appreciable individual char- 
acter. The sugar pine is as free from convention- 
alities as the most picturesque &. No two are 
alike, and though they toss out their immense arms in 
what might seem extravagant gestures they never lose 
their expression of serene majesty. They are the 
priegts of pinee and seem ever to be addressing the 
mounding forest. The yellow pine is found grow- 
ing with them on warm hillsides, and the silver 
fir on cool northern slopes; but, noble as these 
are, the sugar pine is easily king, and spreads his 
arms above them in blessing while they rock and wave 
in sign of recognition. The main branches are some 
times forty feet long, yet persistently simple, seldom 
dividing at all, excepting near the end; but mything 
like a bare cable appearance is prevented by the small, 
tasseled brancblets that extend all around them; and 
when these superb limbs sweep out symmetrically on 
all sides, a crown sixty or seventy feet wide is formed, 



whioh, gmxfdly poiaed on the summit of the noble 
Bhsft, ie a gloriop object. Commonly, however, 
there k rt preponderance of b b a  toward the east, 
away from the dimtion of the prevailing winds. 

Although so unmnventiond when full-grown, the 
sugar pine is a remarkably proper twe in youth - a 
striot follower of coniferous fashions - slim, erect, 
with leafy branches kept exactly in place, eaoh taper- 
ing in outline and terminating in a spiry point. The 
successive f o m  between the cautious neat- of 
youth and the bold freedom of maturity offer a de- 
lightful study. At the age of fifty or aixty yeare, the 
shy, fashionable form begins to be broken up. Sp- 
cialized branch- push out and bend with the great 
cones, giving individual character, that becomes more 
marked from year to year. Ita most constant com- 
panion is the yellow pine. The Douglae epmcg 
libocedme, aequoia, and the silver fir are also 
more or leas asaociated with it; but on many 
deep-soiled mountain-sides, at an elevation of about 
5000 feet above the ma, it forms the bulk of the 
forest9 6Iling every m e I l  and hollow and down- 
plunging ravine. . The majestic crownli, approaching 
esch other in bold curves) make a glorious canopy 
through which the tempered sunbeams pour,. silver- 
ing the needles, md gilding the maseive boles and 
the flowery, park-like ground into a scene of enchant- 
ment. 





Fern Gardena and Oak G)raves of Hotch-Hetehy Valley 
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On the most sunny slopes the whikflotered, fra- 
grant chamaebatia is spread like a carpet, bright- 
ened during early summer with the crimson sarco- 
de9, the wild rose, and innumerable violets and gil- 
ias, Not even in the shadiest nooks will you h d  
any rank, untidy weeds or unwholesome darkness. 
In the north sides of ridges the boles are more 
slender, and the ground is mostly occupied by sn 
underbrush of hazel, oeanothne, and flowering dog- 
wood, but not so densely as to prevent the traveler 
from sauntering where he will; while the crowning 
branches are never impenetrable to the rays of the 
sun, and never so interblended as to lose their indi- 
viduality. 

TEZ s!EILow OR BILVER PINE 

The Silver Pine (Pinus ponderosa), or Yellow 
Pine, ae it is commonly d e d ,  ranks second among 
the pines of the Sierra as a lumber tree, and almost 
rivals the sugar pine in stature and nobl&s of 
port. h a u s e  of its superior powerg of enduring 
variations of climate and soil, it has a more extensive 
range than any other conifer growing on the Sierra. 
On the western slope it is h t  met at an elevation 
of about 2000 feet, and extend5 nearly to the 
upper limit of the timber-line. Thence, crossing the 
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range by the lowest passes, it d m n d e  to the eastern 
base, and p d e a  out for a considerable distance into 
the hot, voIcanio plains, growing bravely upon well- 
watered moraines, gravelly lake basins, climbing old 
vol~~noes and dropping ripe cones among ashea and 

The average she of full-grown treee on the wedam 
slope, whem. it is aesociated with the sugar pine, 
is a little less than 200 feet in height and from 
five to six feet in diameter, though specimens con- 
siderably larger may easily be found -Where there 
is plenty of free Bunahine and other aonditions are 
favorable, it pments a striking contraat in form to 
the sugar pine, b e ' i  a symmetrical spire, formed 
of a atmight round trunk, clad with innumerable 
bran&ea that divided over and over again. Un- 
like the Yoaemite form about onehalf of the trunk is 
commonly bran&, but where it grows at all clow 
*fourths or more h naked, presenting then a mare 
alender and elegant &aft than any other tree in the 
woods. The bark is mostly arranged in maseive 
plates, aome of them measuring four or five feet in 
length by eighteen inches in width, with a thiokness 
of three or four inches, forming a quite marked and 
di-hing feature. The needles are of a fine, 
warm, y e l l o w ~ n  color, s t  to eight inches long, 
h and elastie, and orowded in handsome, radiant 
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taseels on the upturning ends of the bran&= The 
cones are about three or four inches long, m d  two 
and a half wide, growing in close, sessile clusters 
among the leavw. 

The species attains its noblest form in filled-up 
lake bslsins, especially in thorn of the older yosemites, 
and as we have seen, SO prominent a port does it form 
of their groves that it may well be called the Posemite 
Pine. 

The Jefiey variety attains ita h e s t  development 
in the northern portion of the Range, in the wide 
baains of the MoCloud and Pitt Rivers, where it 
forms magnificent forests scarcely invaded by any 
other tree. It differs from the ordinary form in 
size, being only about half as tall, in its redder and 
more closely-furrowed bark, grayish-green foliage, 
less divided branches, and much larger cones ; but in- 
termedi~te forms come in which make a clear separa- 
tion impossible, although some botanists regard it as a 
distinct species. It is this variety of ponderosa that 
climbs storm-swept ridges above, and wanders out 
among the volcaaoes of the Great Basia. Whether 
exposed to extremes of heat or cold, it is dwarfed 
like many other tree$ and becomes all knots and 
angles, wholly unlike the majestic forms we have 
been sketching Old specimens, bearing cones about 
as big as pineapples, may sometimes be found clinging 
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to rifted rooks at an elevation of lo00 or 8000 feet, 
whoee highest branches scame reach above one's 
shouldera 

I have oftem feasted on the beauts of these 
noble treea when they were towering in all their 
winter grandeur, laden with snow-one mase of 
bloom; in summer, too, when the brown, staminate 
clw& hang thick among the shimmering needlee, 
and the big purple bum are ripening in the mellow 
light; but it is during cloudless wind-sto~n~ that 
these c01088al pines are moat impreseiveIy beautiful. 
Then they bow like willom, their l e a w  etrerrming 
forward all in one direction, and, when the sna shines 
npon them at the required angle, entire grovee glow 
as if every leaf were burnished eilver. The fall of 
tropio light on the mown of a palm is a truly glori- 
one spehcle, the fervid mu-flood breaking npon the 
glossy leaves in long lancerays, at the foot of an en- 
thusiastic oataraat, like mountain water among 
boulders. But to me &ere is something more im- 
preaaive in the fall of light upon thea noble, silver 
pine pillam: it is beaten to the finest dust and shed 
off in myriads of minute sparkles that seem to radiate 
from the very heart of the tree, as if like rain, fan- 
ing upon fertile soil, it had been abeorbed to resp 
pear in flowers of light. This specie0 also give8 forth 
the hea t  wind music. Bfter listening to it in all 
kinds of winds, night and day, seadon after eeason, 
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I think I wuld approximate to my position on the 
mountain by thie pine music alone. If yon would 
catch the tone of separate needles climb a tree in 
breezy weather. Every needle is carelfully tempered 
and gives forth no uncertain sound, each standing out 
with no interference exoepting during heavy gales; 
then you may detect the click of one needle from an- 
other, readily distinguishable from the free wind-like 
hum. 
When a sugar pine and one of this species equal 

in size are obeerved together, the latter is seen to be 
more simple in manners, more lively and graceful, and 
its beauty k of a kind more easily appreciated ; on the 
other hand it is less dignified and original in de- 
meanor. The yellow pine seems ever eager to 
shoot aloft, higher and higher. Even while it is 
drowsing in autumn sun-gold you may still detect a 
skyward aspiration, but the sugar pine seems too 
nnwnsciously noble and too complete in every way 
to leave room for even a heaveaward care. 

THE DOUGLAS SPRUOE 

The Douglas Spruce (Psedotsuga DougZQsii) is 
one of the largest and longest-lived of the giants that 

. flourish throughout the main pine belt, often attain- 
ing a height of nearly 200 feet, and a diameter 
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of six or sevem feet. Where the growth ie not too 
dose, the stout, epwading branohes, covering mow 
than half of the trunk, are h u g  with innumerable 
slender, drooping sprays, handsomely feathered with 
the short leavea which radiate at right anglea all 
amund them. Thia vigorous tree is ever beautiful, 
welcoming the mountain winds and the snow ne well 
as the mellow enmmer light; and it maintains ita 
youthfd freshness undiminished from oentury to 
century through a thousand storms. It makee its 
iinest appearance daring the  month^ of June and July, 
when the brown buds at the ends of the sprays mell 
and open, revealing the young leaves, whioh at fh t  
are bright yellow, making the tree appear aa if 
covered with gay blossoms; while the pendulous 
bracted cones, three or four inches long, with their 
shell-like scales, are a oonetant adornment. 

The young trees usually are assembled in family 
groups, each sapling exquisitely symmetrid The 
primaq brrnchea are whorled regularly around the 
axis, generally in fives, while eaoh is draped with 
long, feathery sprays that descend in lime ae free 
and as finely drawn as those of falling water. 

In Oregan and Washington it forms immense 
foreets, growing tall and mast-like to a height of 
300 feet, and is greatly prized as a lumber tree. 
Hem it is scattered among other trees, or forme 
emall groves, seldom amending higher than 6600 feet, 
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and never making what would be called a forat. It 
is not particular in its choice of soil: wet or dry, 
smooth or rocky, it makes out to live well on them all. 
Two of the largmt specimens, as we have seen, are in 
Yosemite; one of these, more than eight feet in 
diameter, is growing on a moraine; the other, nearly 
as large, on angular blocks of gwnite. No other tree 
in the Sierra seems so much at home on earthquake 
taluses and many of these huge boulderslopea are 
almost exclusively occupied by it. 

THE INUENSE CEDAR 

Incense Cedar, (L iboeedw dscurrem), already no- 
ticed among the Yoemrite trees, is quite gemrally $8- 

tributed throughodt the pine belt without exclmively 
occupying any considerable area, or even making ex- 
tensive groves. On the warmer mo~mtain slopes it 
ascends to about 6000 feet, and reaches the climate 
most congenial to it at a height of about 4000 feet, 
growing vigommly at this elevation in all kinds of 
soil and, in particular, it is capable of enduring more 
moisture about its roots than my of its companions 
excepting only the sequoia. 

Oasting your eye over the general forest from 
some ridge-top you ean identify it by the &r alone 
of its spiry saxnmits, a warm yellow-green. In 



its youth up to the age of seventy or eights para, 
none of its aampaniom forms so &dly tapad a 
mne from top to battom. As it b m e a  older it 
oftentimes growsatrikingly irregular and piotuwqm 
Large branoha puah out at right anglee b the trunk, 
forming sf~~bbom elbows and shoot up parallel with 
the Very old trees are usaaIIg dead at the top, 
The Aat fragant plnmea am e x d i g l y  beautifoI: 
no waving fernfrond is finer in form and texttue. In 
ita prime the whole tree ia thatched with them, but 
if you w d d  eee the h b d m s  in all its glory yon 
mast go to the wads in midwinter when it is laden 
with m-da of yellow flowere abk t  the size of wheat 
graine, forming a noble illnetration of N a W s  im- 
mortal virility and vigor. The mature m e a ,  about 
tlmefonrtha of an inch long, born on the en& of the 
plumy bran&&, eerve to aqich still mom the sur 
gassing beauty of this winterblooming treegolden- 

'PHIEI LSILVEB FIB6 

We come now to the most regularly planted and 
most dearly defhed of the main forest belts, com- 
posed almost exclusively of two Silver Fira - Abies 
cancolor and Abies magnifies - extending with but 

8 little intamuptiion 460 miles  at an elevation of from 



Sentinel Rock* from the Gtlaaiw Psint Trail 
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6000'to 9000 feet above the sea Ih ite youth the 
Silver Fir is a charmingly symmetrical tree with 
its flat plumy branches arranged in regular whorls 
aro&d the whitishgray axis which terminates 
in a stout, hopeful shoot, pointing straight to the 
zenith, like an admonishing finger. The leaves are 
arranged in two horizontal rows along branchlets that 
commonly are less than eight years old, forming hand- 
some plumes, pinnated like the fronds of ferns. The 
cones are a grayish-green when ripe, cylindrical, from 
three to four inches long, and one and a half to two 
inches wide, and stand upright on the upper hori- 
wntal branches. Full-grown trees in favorable situa- 
tions are usually about 200 feet high and five or 
six feet in diameter. As old age creeps on, the 
rough bark becomes rough= and grayer, the branches 
loose their exact regdarity of form. Many that 
are snow-bent am broken 08- and the axis often be- 
comes double or otherwise irregular from amidenta 
to the terminal bud or shoot. Nevertheleaa, through- 
out all the vicissitudes of its three or four centuries of 
life, come wliat may, the noble grandeur of these spe 
ciea, however obsaured, is never lost. 

The magnifioent Silver Fir, or Ualifornia Red Fir 
(Abies magnificca) ia the moat symmetrical of a l l  the 
Sierra giants, far anrpaasing its companion species in 

.this respeot and easily distinguished from it by the 
purplish-red bark, which is also more closely furrowed 
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than that of the white, and by its larger con@, i t .  
more regularly whorled and fronded branches, and its 
shorter leaves, which grow all around the branches 
and point upward instead of being arranged in two 
horizontal rows. The branches are mostly whorled 
in fives, and stand out from the straight, red-purple 
bole in level, or in old trees in drooping, collars, every 
branch regularly pinnated like fern-fronds, making 
broad plumes, singularly rich and sumptuous-ldoking. 
The flowers are in their prime about the middle of 
June ; the male red, growing on the underside of the 
branches in crowded profusion, giving a very rich 
color to all the trees; the female greenish-yellow, 
tinged with pink, standing erect on the upper side of 
the topmost branches, while the tufts of young leaveg 
about as brightly colored as those of the Douglaa 
spruce, make another grand show, with cones mature 
in a single season from the flowers. When mature 
they are about six to eight inches long, three or four 
in diameter, covered with a h e  gray down and 
streaked and beaded with transparent balsam, very 
rich and precious-looking, and stand erect like casts 
on the topmost branches. The inside of the cone is, 
if possible, still more beautiful. The scalee and 
bracts am tinged with red and the seedlings are 
purple with bright iridescence. Both of the silver 
firs live between two and three centuries when the 
conditions about them are at all favorable. Some 
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venerable patriarch may be seen heavily storm- 
marked, towering in severe majesty above the rising 
generation, with a protecting grove of hopeful sap- 
lings pressing close around his feet, each dressed with 
such loving care that not a leaf seems wanting. 
Other groups are made up of trees near the prime of 
life, nicely arranged as if Mature had carved them 
with discrimination from all the rest of the woods. 
It is 9m.n this tree, called Red Fir by the lumber- 
men, that mountaineers cut boughs to sleep on when 
they are so fortunate as to be within its limit. Two 
or three rows of the sumptuous plushy-fronded 
branches, overlapping along the middle, and a erescent 
of smaller plumes mixed to om's taste with ferns and 
flowers for a pillow, form the very best bed imagin- 
able. The easenee of the pressed leaves seems to fill 
every pore of one's body. Falling water makes a 
soothing hush, while the spaces between the grand 
spires afford noble openings through which to gaze 
dreamily into the starry aky. The woods are h e  
sauntering-grounds at almost any time of the year, 
but finest in autumn when the noble trees are hushed 
in the hazy light and drip with balsam ; and the fly- 
ing, whirling seeds, escaping from the ripe cones, 
mottle the air like flocks of butterflies. Even in the 
riohest part of these unrivaled forests where so many 
noble trees challenge admiration we linger fondly 
among the colossal firs and extol their beauty again 
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and again, as if no other tree in the world could hence 
forth claim our love. It is in these woode the great 
granite domes arise that are so striking and character- 
istic a feature of the Sierra. Here, too, we find the 
beat of the garden-meadows fdll of liliea A dry spot 
a IittIe way baok from the margin of a eilver fir 
lily-garden makes a glorious campground, especially 
where the slope is toward the east with a view of the 
distant peaks along the summit of the Range. The 
tall lilies are brought forward moat impressively like 

. visitors by the light of your campfire and the nearest 
of the trees with their whorled branches tower above 
you like larger lilies and the sky seen through the 
gardenspening seems one vast meadow of white lily 
stars. 

THE TWO-ISAVED PINE 

The Two-Leaved Pine ( P h  contmlrr, var. Miu.. 
roryana), above the Silver Fir zone, forms the bulk 
of the alpine forests up to a height of from 8000 to 
$600 feet above the sea, growing in beautiful order on 
moraines scarcely changed aa yet by poatglacial 
weathering. Compared with the giants of the lower 
regime thia is a small tree, seldom exceeding a height 
of eighty or ninety feet. The largest I ever m e a s d  
was ninety feet high and a little over six feet in 
diameter. The average height of mtaw treee 
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throughout the entire belt is probably not far 
from or sixty feet with a diameter of 
two feet. It ie a well-proportioned, rather hand- 
some tree with grayish-brown bark and crooked, 
much-divided branches which cover the greater part 
of the tnmk, but not so densely as to prevent it be- 
ing seen. The lower limbs, like those of most other 
conifers that grow in snowy regions, curve do~nward, 
gradually take a horizontal position about half-way 
up the trunk, then aspire more and more toward the 
summit. The short, rigid needles in fascicles of two 
are arranged in comparatively long cylindrical t e  
sele at the ends of the tough upclwing branchee. 
The cones are about two inches long, growing in 
dusters among the needles without any striking ef- 
fect except while very young, when the flowers are of a 
vivid crimson color and the whole tree appears to be 
dotted with brilliant flowers. The staminate flowers 
are still more showy on account of their great abun- 
dance, often giving a reddish-yellow tinge to the whole 
mass of foliage and filling the air with pollen. No 
other pine on the Range is so regularly planted as this 
one, covering moraines that extend along the sides of 
the high rocky valleys for miles without interruption. 
The thin bark is streaked and sprinkled with reain as 
though it had been showered upon the forest like 
rain. 

Therefore this tree more than any other is sub 
8 
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ject to destruction by &a During etrong win& 
extensive forests are destroyed, the f l a w  leaping 
from tree to tree in continuous belts that go anrging 
and racing onward above the bending wood like 
prairie-grass h~. During the calm s e a m  and In- 
dian summer the & oreeps quietly along the ground, 
feeding on the needlea and cones ; arriving at the foot 
of a tree, the resin bark is ignited and the heated 
air ascends in a mift ourrent, inareasing in veloaity 
and dragging the h e a  upward. Then the leave0 
aatch, forming an immenee column of fire, beautifully 
epired on the edges and tinted a mepurple hue. It 
rushee aloft th* or forty feet above the top of the 
tree, forming a grand spectacle, eapecidy at night. 
It lasts, however, only a few eeconde, vanishing with 
magical rapidity, to be succeeded by 0th- along 
the fire-line at irregdlar intervale, tree after tree, up 
flashing and darting, leaving the tzu& md branobas 
warmly scarred. The heat, however, is d c i e n t  to 
kiU the tree and in a few years the bmk ahrivela and 
falls off. Forests milea in extant are thus killed and 
left standing, with the, branchea on, but peeled and 
rigid, appearing gray in the distance like misty 
clouds. Later the branches drop off, leaving a forest 
of bleached spirea. At length the roots deoay and the 
forlorn gray trunke are blown down during some 
storm and piled one upon another, enoumbering the 
ground until, dry and seasoned, they are consumed by 
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another fire and leave the ground ready for a fresb 

'='Pa 

In sheltered lake-hollows, on beds of alluvium, thie 
pine varies so far from the common form that fre- 
quently i t  could be taken for a distinct species, grow- 
ing in damp sods like grass- from forty to eighty 
feet high, bending all together to the breeze and whir- 
ling in eddying gusts more lively than any other tree 
in the wooda I frequently found species fdty feet 
high less than five inches in diameter. Being so 
slender and at the same time clad with leafy boughg 
it ie often bent and weighed down to the ground 
when laden with soft snow; thus forming fine orna- 
mental arches, many of them to last until the melting 
of the snow in the spring. 

!mE MOUNTAIN PINE 

The Mountain Pine ( P i w  mmticola) is the 
noblest tree of the alpine zone - hardy and long- 
lived, towering grandly ahve  its companions and be- 
coming stronger and more imposing just where other 
species begin to crouch and disappear. At its best 
i t  is usually about ninety feet high and five or six 
feet in diameter, though you may fmd specimens here 
and there considerably larger than this. I t  is as maa- 
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sive and as sqgwtive of enduring strength aa an oak. 
About two-thirds of the trunk is commonly free of 
limb) but close) frine;y tufts of spray occur newly all 
the way down to the ground. On trees that m p y  
exposed situations near its upper limit the bark is 
deep reddish-brown and rather deeply furrowed, the 
main fuxrowa running nearly parallel to each other 
and connected on the old trees by conspicuous croga 
furrows. The cones are from four to eight inohm 
long, smooth, slender, aylindrical and somewhat 
tnmved. They grow in  clusters of from three to eix 
or seven and become penduleus aa they increase in 
weight. This epecies is nearly related to the sugar 
pine and, though not half so tall, it euggeate ite noble 
relative h t h e  way that it extends its long branches in 
general habit. It is ht met on the upper margin of 
the silver fir w e ,  aingIy, in what appears as 
chance situations without malting muoh i m p d o n  
on the general forest. &ntinuing np  through the 
forests of the +leaved pine it begin0 to show its 
distinguishing characteristi0 in the moat marked way 
at an elevation of about 10,000 feet, extending its 
tough, rather slender arms acrose the air, welcoming 
the storms and feeding on them and reaching some- 
t ime~ to the grand old age of 1000 years. 
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THE WEBTEBN JUNIPEB 

The Juniper or Red Cedar (Juniperus o& 
t a b )  is preijminently a rock tree, occupying the bald- 
est domes and pavements in the upper silver fir 
and alpine zones, at a height of from 7000' to 9500 
feet. In such situations, rooted in narrow cracks or 
&sums, where there is scarcely a handful of soil, 
it is frequently over eight feet in diameter and not 
much more in height The tops of old trees are al- 
most always dead, and large stubborn-looking limbs 
push out horizontally, most of them broken and dead 
at the end, but densely covered, and imbedded here 
and there with tufts or mounds of gray-green de- 
like foliage. Some trees are mere stor&-beaten 
stamps about as broad as long, decorated with a few 
leafy sprays, reminding one of the crumbling towers 
of old 088tlm scantily draped with ivy. Its homee 
on bre,  barren dome and ridge-top seem to have 
been ohosen for safety against h e ,  for, on iso- 
lated mounds of sand and gravel free from grass and 
bushes on which fire could feed, it is often found 
growing tall and unscathed to a height of forty to 
sixty feet, with scarce a trace of the rocky angularity 
and broken liinbs so charaoteristic a feature through- 
out the greater part of its range. I t  never makes 
anything like a forest ; seldom even a grove. Usually 
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it stands out separate and independent, olinginl2. 
by slight joints to the rocks, living ohiefly on mow 
and thin air and maintaining sound health on thie 
diet for 2000 years or more. Every feature or 
every gesture it makes expmees steadfast, dogged en- 
durance. The bark is of a bright cinnamon color and 
i handsomely braided and retidated on thrifty 
trees, flaking off in thin, shining ribbons that are 
sometimes used by the Indiana for tent matting. Ite 
fine color and picturesqueness are appreciated by 
artiste, but to me the juniper seeme a singularly 
strange and taciturn tree. I have spent many a day 
and night in its company and always have found it 
d e n t  and rigid. It seems to be a survivor of m e  
ancient race, wholly unacquainted with its neighbora 
Its broad stumpinem, of conrse, makes wind-waving 
or even shaking out of the question, but it is not this 
rocky rigidity that constitutee its silence. In calm, 
sun-days the sugar pine preaches like an enthmiaetia 
apostle without moving a leaf. On level rocks the 
juniper diea standing and wastea &sensibly out of 
existence like granite, the wind exerting about as little 
control over it, alive or dead, as it doee over a glaaier 
boulder. 

I have spent a good deal of time trying to d e  
termine the age of these wonderful trees, but as dl of 
the very old ones are honeycombed with dry rot T 
nwer was able to get rr complete count of the largest. 
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Some are undoubtedly more than 2000 years old, for 
though on deep moraine soil they grow about as fast 
ae some of the pines, on bare pavements and smoothly 
glaciated, overewept ridges in the dome region they 
grow very slowly. One on the Starr King Ridge only 
two feet eleven inches in diameter was 1140 years old 
forty yeam ago, Another on the same ridge, only 
one foot seven and a half inches in diameter, had 
reached the age of 834 years. The b t  fdteen inches 
from the bark of the rnedium-si5.e tree six feet in 
diameter, on the north Tenaya pavement, had 859 
layers of wood. Beyond this the munt was stopped 
by dry rot and scam. The largest I examined 
was thbQ-three feet in girth, or nearly ten feet in 
diameter and, although I have failed to get anything 
like a complete count, I learned enough from this and 
many other spechem to oonvince me that most of 
the trees eight or ten feet thick, standing on pave- 
ments, are more than twenty centuries old rather than 
lesa Barring accidents, for all I can see they would 
live forever; even when overthrown by avalanches, 
they refuse to lie at rest, lean stubbornly on their big 
branches as if anxious to rise, and while a single root 
holde to the rock, put forth fresh leaves with a &, 
never-aay-die expreseion. 
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As the juniper is the moat stubborn and nnnhnke- 
able of tree0 in the Yosemite region, the Mountain 
Hemlock (Tmga Mertensiana) is the moet p a d d  
and pliant and mitive.  Until it reachee a height 
of fiftv or sixty feet it ia sumptnody dothed down 
to the ground with drooping branches, which are di- 
vided again and again into delicate waving epraye, 
grouped and arranged in ways that are indescribably 
beautiful, and profusely adorned with mall brown 
oonea The flowera aleo are peculiarly beautifnl and 
effedve; the female dark rich purple, the male blue, 
of so h e  and pure a tone that the beat azure of the 
mountain sky seems to be condensed them. 
Though apparently the most delicate and feminine of 
all the mountain treee, it grows beet where the mow 
lies deepest, at a height of from 0000 to 9500 feet, in 
hollowe on the northern elopea of mountains and 
ridges. But under all ohmstmoes,  sheltered from 
heavy winds or in bleak exposure to them, well fed 
or starved, evm art its highest limit, 10,600 feet above 
the ma, on expoaed ridgetops where it has to m u &  
and huddle close in low thickets, it s t i l l  contrives 
to put firth ib aprap and branchea in form of 
invincible beauty, while on moist, well-drained 
moraines it dieplfvye a peTfBot1y t ropid  luxuriance 
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of foliage, flowers and fruit. The snow of the fmt 
winter storm is frequently soft, and lodges in the 
d m  leafy branches, weighing them down against 
the trunk, and the slender, drooping axis, bending 
lower and lower as the load inmeam, at length 
reaohes the ground, forming an ornamental arch. 
Then, ae storm succeeds storm and snow is heaped on 
anow, the whole tree is at lkt buried, not again to 
see the light of day or move leaf or limb until set 
free by the spring thaws in June or July. Not only 
the young saplings are thua carefully covered and 
put to deep in the whitest of white beds for five or 
six montha of the year, but trees thirty feet high or 
mow. From April to May, when the enow by re  
peated thawing and freezing is m y  compacted, 
you may ride over the prostrate groves without seeing 
a single branah or leaf of them. No other of our al- 
pine conifers so hely veils its strength; poised in 
thin, white mmhine, olad with branches from head 
to foot, it tpwers in un~tummhg majesty, drooping as 
if unaffeoted with the aspiring tendencies of its race, 
loving the ground, conscious of heaven and joyously 
meptive of its blessings, reaching out its branches 
like sensitive tentadea, feeling the light and reveling 
in it. The largeat spechen I ever found was nins 
teen feet men inches in circumfemnee. It was 
growing on the edge of Lake Hollow, north of Mount 
Hoffman, at an elevation of 9250 feet above the 
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level of the sea, and was probably about a hundred 
feet in height. Fine p v e e  of mature trees, nine9 
to a hundred feet in height, are growing near the 
base of Mount Connese. It is widely distributed 
from near the south extremity of the high Sierra 
northward along the Oamade Mountains of Oregon 
and Washington and the wt ranges of Britiah (3e 
lnmbia to Alaska, where it was Brst discovered in 
1837. Ite northernmost limit, 80 far as I have o b  
m e d ,  is in the icy fiords of Prince William Sound 
in latitude 01°, &ere it forms pure foresta at abe 
level of the sea, growing tall and majestia on the 
banks of glaciers. There, ae in the Posemite region, 
it is ineffably beautiful, the very lwelieat of al l  the 
h 8 r i c 8 n  conifera. 

THE WHITE-BABK PINla 

The Dwarf Ping or WhiteBark' Pine (Pi- 
dhicadis), forms the extreme edge of the timber- 
line throughout nearly the whole extent of the Range 
on both f h b .  It is &st met growing with the two- 
leaved pine on the upper margin of the alpine Mt, 
as an erect tree from fifteen to thirty feet high and 
from one to two feet in diameter; thence it. go- 
straggling up the - of the summit peaks, upon 
morainee or embling ledge4 wherever it  oan get 8 
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to an elevation of from 10,000 to 12,000 
it dwarfs to a mass of crumpled branches, 

alender shoots, each tipped with a short, 
dose-packed, leaf tassel The bark ia emooth and 
pnrpliab, in some placea almost white. The flowers 
&e bright mulet- and roae-purple, giving a very 
flowery appearance little looked for in such a tree. 
The cones are about three inches long, an inch and a - 
half in diameter, grow in rigid clusters, and are 
dark chocolate in color while young, and bear 
beautiful pearly-white seeds about the size of peas, 
most of which are eaten by chipmunks and the 
Clarke'a mom. Pinea are commonly regarded as 
sky-living treea that must necessarily aspire or die. 
This p i e s  forms a marked exception, crouching and 
creeping in compliance with the most rigorous d e  
mands of climate ; yet enduring bravely to a more ad- 

. vanaed age than many of its lofty relatives in the 
sun-lands far below it Seen from a distance it 
would never be taken for a tree of any kind. For 
example, on Cathedral Peak there is a scattered 
growth of this ping meping like mosses over the 
roof, nowhere giving hint of an ascending axis. ' 

While, approached quite near, i t  still appears matty 
and healthy, and one experiences no difEculty in walk- 
ing over the top of it, yet it is seldom absolutely 

: 'Aprostrate, usually attaining a height of three or four 
' -feet with a main trunk, and with branches outspread 
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above it, as if in ammd'i they had been oheoked by 
a oeiling against whioh they had been. compelled to 
spread horizontally. The winter mow is a sort of 
ceiling, lasting half the year; while the premed em- 
face ia made yet smoother by violent winds armed 
with cutting sand-grains that bear down any shoot 
which offers to rise much above the general level, and 
that carve the dead trnnks and branoha in beautiful 
pat- 

During stormy nights I have often oamped snugly 
beneath the interlacing arches of this little pine. 
The needles, which have accumulated for centaria, 
make 6ne beds, a fact well known to other mountain- 
eers, such as deer and wild sheep, who paw out oval 
hollows and lie beneath the larger treee in safe and 
00GrEortable concealment. This lowly dwarf reaches 
a far greater age than would be guessed. A specimen 
that I examined, growing at an elevation of 10,100 
feet, yet looked as though it might be plucked up by 
the mote, for it was only three and a half inchee in 
diameteir and its topmoet tassel reached hardly three 
feet above the pun& Cutting it half through and 
counting the annual rings with the aid of a lens, 
,I found ita age to be no la than 255 years. 
Another specimen about the same height, with 
a trunk six inches in diameter, I found to be 
426 years old, forty years ago; and one of its 
aupple branchlets haray an eighth of an inch in di- 
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meter inside the bark, waa seventy-five yeama alCdl, 
and so illled with oily baleam and e e d  by ebrans * 
fihat I tied it in knots like a whipcord. 

THE NUT PINE 

In going a m  the Bmge ham the lCoahmmra 
River Soda Springs to Xme Liage x t w h  
tbe acquain%tmw of the carious M e  Bat % 
(Pinw mmo&&). It tlaJr4d 
the Sierra tn wMcb it is WWF 
iah b&like pahbea, h m  fie 6 of tibe 
plains to elevation of from 1000 C WQQ &I&. A 
mow contented, hpitedl and 
d d  not he oonmived. 851 film 
&etchin8 make departures mow ar b didant ihm 
the Oypical e p k  f o q  .bat none gwes tw Oar as tb-k 
Without an7 apparent came & k~ neat h 
gromd, tkw* atit o m k &  divergmf borlradYa, 
like an amhard applie-tme9 an$ s&m r d~& 
shoot higher Qsa & h e n  w We~t5p $d rbans 
gromd. 

The amrage M b m  d 
about ten OF t w e h  i n c h  
~clipia~a, like 
rated, like thorn 
and 6va. Th@t?OBeg rn 



are usually found over all the tree, forming quite a 
marked feature as seen against the bluishgray 
foliage. They are quite amall, cudy about two inches 
in lepgth, and seem to have but little space for eeeds; 
but when we come to open them, we 6nd that about 
half the e n b  bulk of the cone is made up of sweet, 
nutritious nub, nearly ae large ae had-nuts This 
ia undoubtedly the most important food-tree on the 
Sierr'a, and furniahea the Mona, Camon* and Walker 
R i m  India- with more and better nuts than all the 
other epdes taken tugether. It is the Indian's own 
tree, and many a white man have they killed for cub 
ting it down. Being eo low, the cons am readily 
beaten off with poles, and the nub  procured by roast- 
ing them until the scales open. In bountiful seasans 
a single Indian may gather t h i i  or forty bwh& 
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ETWEEN the heavy pine and silver iir zones 

king of all the conifera in the world, " the noblest of 
the noble raca'' The groves nearest Posemite Val- 
ley are about twenty miles to the westward and 
eonthward and m called the Tuolumne, Memd and 
Maripom groves. It extends, a widely interrupted 
be14 from a very amall grove on the middle fork of 
the American River to the head of Deer Ureek, a 
distance of about 260 miles, its northern limit 
being near the thirty-ninth parallel, the southern a 
little below the tbbty-sixtb. The elevation of the 
belt above the ma varies from about 5000 to 8000 
feeL From the American River to Eings River 
the species o c m  only in small isolated groups so 
sparsely distributed along' the belt that three of 

, the gaps in it are from forty to Bixty miles wide. 
But from Hings River southward the sequoia is 
not restricted to mere groves but extends across the 
wide rugged basins of the Kaweah and Tule Rivers 
in noble forests, a distance of nearly seventy 

lZ7 
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miles, flie oontinuity of this part of the belt being 
broken only by the main caiions. The Fremo, the 
largest of the northern grove, hae an area of three or 
four square miles, a short diatanoe to the southward 
of the famous Maripma grove. Along the eouth rim 
of the oafion of the south fork of Kings River there 
ia a majestic sequoia forest about six miles long 
by two wide. Thie is the northernmost group that 
may fairly be called a foreat. Dewending the di- 
vide between the Eings and Kaweab Rivers you 
come to the grand forests that form the main con- 
tinuous portion of the belt. Southward the giants 
become more and more irrepressibly jubilant, heaving 
their massive crowns into the sky from every ridge 
and slope, waving onward in graceful compliance 
with the complicated topography of the region. 
The fmest of the Kaweah section of the belt is 
on the broad ridge between Marble Creek and the 
middle fork, and is called the Giant Forest. It ex- 
tends from the granite headlands, overlooking the hot 
iSan Joaquin plains, to within a few miles of the boo1 
glacial fountains of the summit peaks. The extreme 
upper limit of the belt is reached between the mid- 
dle and south forks of the Kaweah at a height of 
8401) feet, but the finest block of big tree foreats 
in the entire belt is on the north fork of Tule River, 
and is included in the Sequoia National P a r k  

In  the northern groves there are comparatively few 
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young treea or saplings. But here for every old 
Btorm-beaten giant there are many in their prime and 
for eaah of these a crowd of hopeful young trees and 
eaplinge, growing vigorously on moraines, rocky 
ledges, along water coumea and meadows. But 
though the area occupied by the big tree increases 
so greatly from north to south, there is no marked in- 
crease in the size of the treea The height of 275 
feet or thereabouts and a diameter of about twenty 
feet, four feet from the ground ia, perhaps, about the 
average size of what may be called full-grown trees, 
where they are favorably located. The specimens 
twenty-five feet in diameter are not very rare and a 
few are nearly three hundred feet high. I n  the Cala- 
verm grove there are four trees over 300 feet in 
height, the tallest of which as measured by the Cleo- 
logical Survey ie 826 feet. The very largest that I 
h v e  yet met in the come of my explorations is a 
majestic old h o a r r e d  monument in the -Eings 
River forest. It is thirty-five feet and eight inches in 
diameter inside the bark, four feet above the ground. 
It is burn4 half through, and I spent a day in 
clearing away the charred sbrface with a sharp ax and 
mating the annual wood-rings with the aid of a 
pocket 1- I succeeded in laying bare a section all 
the way from the outside to the heart and counted a 
little over four thousand rings, showing that this tree 
wae in ita prime about twenty-seven feet in diameter 

9 
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at the b g i d q  of the Uhristian era. No other 
tree in the world, as far ae I know, haa looked down 
on so many centuries as the sequoia or opene BO 
many impreaaive and suggestive views into history. 
Under the most favorable mditione these giants 
probably live BOO0 yeara or morez though few of even 
the larger trees are half as old. The age of one that 
waa felled in Galaveras grove, for the eake of having 
its stump for a dancing~floor, was about 1800 para, 
and ite diameter measured aoraea the stump twenty- 
four feet G d e  the bark h o t h e r  that wae felled in 
the  king^ River forest was about the same eiee but 
nearly a thousand years older (2200 years), though 
not a very old-looking tree. 

So hamonioue and finely balanced are even the 
mightiest of these monarchs in al l  their proportions 
that there is never anything overgrown or mon- 
strow about them. Seeing them for the &st time 
yon are more impressed with their beauty than their 
size, their grandeur being a great part invisible; but 
sooner or later it becomes manifest to the loving eye, 
stealing slowly on the sensea like the grandeur of 
Niagara or of the Posemite Dome. When yon ap- 
proach them and walk around them you begin to 
wonder at their colossal size and try to measure them. 
They bdge coneiderably at the base, but not more 
than is required for beauty and safety and the only 
reason that this bulging seems in some casee exaeesive 
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is that only a comparatively small section is seen in 
near views. One that I measured in the Einga 
River forest was twenty-five feet in diameter at the 
ground and ten feet in diameter 200 feet above the 
ground, showing the fineness of the taper of the trunk 
as a whole. No description can give anything like an 
adequate idea of their singular majesty, much less of 
their beauty. Except the sugar pine, most of their 
neighbors with pointed tops seem ever trying to go 
higher, while the big tree, soaring above them all, 
seems satisfied. Its grand domed head seems to be 
poised about as lightly ELB a cloud, giving no impres- 
sion of seeking to rise higher. Only when it is 
young does it show like other conifers a heavenward 
yearning, sharply aspiring with a long quick-growing 
top. Indeed, the whole tree for the h t  century or 
two, or until it is a hundred or one hundred and 
feet high, is arrowhead in form, and, compared with 
the solemn rigidity of age, seems as senfFitive to the 
wind as a squirrel's tail. Bs i t  grows older, the lower 
branches are gradually dropped and the upper ones 
thinned out until comparatively few are left. 
These, however, are developed to a great size, divide 
again and again and terminate in bossy, rounded 
masses of leafy bra;nchlets, while the head becomes 
dome-shaped, and is the f i s t  to feel. the h c h  of the 
rosy beams of the morning> the last to bid the sun 
good night. Perfect specimens, unhurt by running 
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firm or lightning, are singularly regular and sym- 
metrical in general form, though not in the least am- 
ventionalized, for they show extraordinary variev 
in the unity and harmony of their general outlina 
The immensely etrong, stately shafte are free of 
limb for one hundred and Bty feet or so. The 
large limbs reach out with equal boldnees in every 
direction, showing no weather aide, and no other 
tree has foliage so densely massed, m h e l y  molded 
in outline and so perfectly subordinate to an ideal 
type. A particularly knotty, angular, ungovernable 
looking branoh, from five to seven or eight feet in 
diameter and perhaps a thousand years old, may 
omasionally be seen pushing out from the trunk as if 
determined to break amom the bound0 of the regular 
curve, but like all the othere it diaeolveg in boasen of 
branchlets and sprays as soon as the general outline 
ia approached. Except in pidnresque old age, after 
being struck by lightning or broken by thousands of 
snow-stormq the regularity of forms is one of their 
moat distinguishing characteristia. Another is the 
simple beauty of the trunk and its great thicknem as 
compared with its height and the width of the 
branches, which makes them look more l i e  finely 
modeled and sculptured architectural columns than 
the stems of treea, while the great limb look like 
rafters, supporting the magnificent dome-head. But 
though so oo~~ummately beautiful, the big tree al- 
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ways seems unfamiliar, with peculiar physiognomy, 
awfully solemn and earnest; yet with all its strange 
ness it impresses us as being more at home than any 
of its neighbors, holding the best right to the gfound 
as the oldest, strongest inhabitant. One soon be- 
comes acquainted with new species of pine and fir and 
spruce as with friendly people, shaking their out- 
stretched branches like shaking hands and fondling 
their little ones, while the venerable aboriginal 
sequoia, ancient of other days, keeps you at a dis- 
tance, looking as strange in aspect and behavior 
among its neighbor trees as would the mastodon 
among the homely bears and deem. Only the Sierra 
juniper is at all like it, standing rigid and unconquer- 
able on glacier pavements for thousands of years, 
grim and silent, with an air of antiquity about as pro- 
nounced as that of the sequoia. 

The bark of the largest tree k from one to two 
feet thick, rich cinnamon brown, purplish on young 
trees, forming magnificent masses of color with the 
underbrush. Toward the end of winter the trees 
are in bloom, while the wow is still eight or ten feet 
deep. The female flowers are about threeeighths of 
an inch long, pale green, and grow in countless thou- 
sands on the ends of sprays. The male are still more 
abqtdant, pale yellow, a fourth' of an inch long and 
when the pollen is ripe they color the whole tree and 
dust the air and the ground. The cones are bright 
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grass-green in color, about two and a half inches long, 
one and a half wide, made up of thirty or forty 
strong, closely-pa&&, rhomboidal d e a ,  with four to 
eight seeds at the base of ea&. The seeds are wm- 
derfully small and light, being only from an eighth 
to a fourth of an inch long and wide, inaluding a 
filmy surrounding wing, wh% oaaees them to glint 
and waver in falling and enables the wind to carry 
them considerable diatancea. Unlm harvested by 
the equifiels, the con- discharge their seed and re 
main on the tree for many years. In frnitful seasons 
the tFees are fairly. laden On two emall branahea 
me and a Zlal-f and two inches in diameter I counted 
480 cones. No other Ualifornia conifer producee 
nearly so many seeds, except, perhaps, the other 
sequoia, the Redwood of the Gast Mountains. Mil- 
lions are ripened annually by a single tree, and in a 
fruitful year the produd of one of the northern 
groves would be enough to plant all the mountain 
ranges in the world. 
As soon as any accident happens to the crown, eu& 

as b e i i  mashed off by lightning, the bran&ea be- 
neath the wound, no matter how situated, seem to be 
excited? like a colony of beea that have lost their 
queen, and become anxious to repair the damage, 
h h  that have grown outward for centuries at right 
angles Q the tnmk begin to turn upward to assiet in 
m a w  rr new m w n ,  each speedily assuming the ape- 
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cia1 form of true summits. Even in the case of 
mere stumps, burned half through, some mere orna- 
mental tuft will try to go aloft and do its best as a 
leader in forming a new head. Groups of two or 
three are often found standing close together, the 
seeds from which they sprang having probably grown 
on ground cleared for their reception by the fall of a 
large tree of a former generation. They are called 
" loving couples," " three graces," etc. When these 
trees are young they are seen to stand twenty or 
thirty feet apart, by the time they are full-grown 
their trunks will touch and crowd against each other 
and in some cases even appear as one. 

It is generally believed that the sequoia was once 
far more widely distributed over the Sierra; but 
after long and careful study I have come to the con- 
clusion that it never was, at  least since the close of 
the glacial period, because a diligent search along the 
margins of the groves, and in the gaps between fails 
to reveal a single trace of its previous existence be- 
yond its present bounds. Notwithstanding, I feel 
confident that if every sequoia in the Range were to 
die to-day, numerous monuments of their existence 
would remain, of so imperishable a nature as to be 
available for the student more than ten thousand 
years hence. 

In the first place, no species of coniferous tree 
in the Range keeps its members so well together as 
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the sequoia; a mile b, perhaps, the greatest dbtmce 
of any straggler from the main body, and all of 
those stragglers that have come under my obeervation 
are young, instead of old monumental treea, wlia of 
a more extended growth. 

Again, the great trnnks of the eequoia last for 
anturiee after they fall. I have a epaoimen blouk 
of sequoia wood, cut from a fallen tree, wbioh ie 
badly distinguishable from a similar section ant 
from s living tree, although the one out from the fal- 
len trnng has certainly lain on the damp for& floor 
more than 580 years, probably thrice ae long. The 
time-measure in the case is simply thie: When the 
ponderous trunk to which the old vestige belonged 
fell, it sunk itself into the ground, thua ma& a 
long, straight ditch, and in tbe middle of this ditch 
a silver fir four feet in diameter and 380 yeara old 
was growing, as I determined by cutting i t  half 
throngh and counting the ringa, thne demonetrating 
that the remnant of the trunk that made the ditch 
has lain on the ground more than 380 yeara. For it 
is evident that, to find the whole time, we must add 
to the 880 years the time that the vanished portion 
of the trnnk lay in the ditch before being burned out 
of the way, plw the time that passed before the eeed 
from which the monumental fir sprang fell into the 
prepared soil and took root. Now, because sequoia 
trunks are never wholly comnmed in one forest fire, 
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and those &es recur only at  considerable internah, 
and because sequoia ditches after being cleared are 
often left unplanted for centuries, it becomes evident 
that the trunk-remnant in question may probably 
have lain a thousand years or more. And this in- 
stance is by no means a rare one. 

Again, admitting that upon those areas supposed 
to have been once covered with sequoia forests, every 
tree may have fallen, and every trunk may have been 
burned or buried, leaving not a remnant, many of 
the ditches made by the fall of the ponderous trunks, 
and the bowls made by their upturning roots, would 
remain patent for thousands of years after the last 
vestige of the trunks that made them had vanished. 
Much of this ditch-writing would no doubt be quickly 
effaced by the flood-action of overflowing stream and 
rain-washing; but no inconsiderable portion would 
remain enduringly engraved on ridgetops beyond 
such destructive action; for, where all the conditions 
are favorable, it is almost imperishable. Now these 
historic ditches and root-bowls occur in all the pres- 
ent sequoia groves and forests, but, as far as I have 
observed, not the faintest vestige of one pres.ents itself 
outside of them. 

We therefore conclude that the area covered by 
sequoia has not been diminished during the la& 
eight or ten thousand years, and probably not at all 
in post-glacial time. Nevertheless, the questions may 
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be a&ed : Is the species verging toward  on? 
What are its relations to dimate, soil, and asmoiated 
treee? 

All the phenomena bearing on theae' quatiom .Iw 
throw light, as we ehall endeavor to ehow, upon the 
peonliar distribution of the specim, and sustain the 
o d u s i o n  already arrived at as to the queetbn of 
former extanaion. In the northern groups, as we 
have seen, there are few young trees or eaplinga 
growing up around the old ones to perpetuate the 
race, and inasmuch as those aged aeqnoiaa, so nearIy 
ahildlees, are the only onea commonly known, the 
epedee, to moat observers, seeme doomed to epeedy 
extinction, as being n o t h i i  mom than an expiring 
remnaht, vanqniahed in the l w l l e d  a t q g l e  for life 
by pines and firs that have driven it into its last 
strongholds in moist glene where the &ate is sup 
posed to be exceptionally favorable. But the etorg 
told by the majestio continuom fowate of the south 
mates a very different impression. No tree in the 
forest ie more enduringly established in concordance 
with both climate and soil. It grows heartily every. 
where - on moraines, rocky ledges, along water 
co-, and in the deep, moiet alluvium of meadows 
with, as we have seen, a multitude of seedlings and 
eaplings crowding up around the aged, abundantly 
able to maintain the foreet in prime vigor. So that 
if all the trees of any aection of the main sequoia 
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forest were ranged together according to age, a ver~r 
promising rimme would be presented, all the way up 
from last year's seedlings .to giants, and with the 
young and middle-aged portion of the curve many 
time8 longer than the old portion. Even as far north 
as the Fremo, I counted 516 sap- and seedlings, 
growing promisingly upon a landslip not e m d k g  
two acres in area This mil-bed was abon% men 
years old, and had been seeded almost a i m n l M y  
by pines? h, libocedms, and sequoia, presenting 
a simple and instructive illustration of the dmggk 
for life among the rival speciea ; and it was in- 
ing to note that the conditions thus far decting them 
have enabled the young sequoias to gain a margsd 
advantage. Toward the south where the se~noia 
becomes most exuberant and nwnemns, the rival .trees 
become less so; and where they mix with sequoias 
they grow up beneath them like slender grasses among 
stalks of Indian corn. Upon a bed of sandy flood- 
soil I counted ninety-four sequoias, from one to 
twelve feet high, on a patch of ground once ommpied 
by four large sugar pines which lay oxambling be- 
neath them - an instan& of conditions which have 
enabled sequoiaa to crowd out the pines I a h  
noted eighty-six vigorous sapling8 upon a piem gf 
fresh ground prepared far their reception by h. 
Thus h., the great destroyer of the sequoia, dm f u ~  
nishes the bare ground required for ita growth f h m  
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the seed. Fresh ground is, however, furniehed in 
suffioient quantities for the renewal of the fowate 
without the aid of fire-by the fall of old treea 
The soil is thus upturned and mellowed, and many 
trees are planted for every one that falls. 

It is constantly asserted in a vague way that the 
Sierra was vastly wetter than now, and that the in- 
creasing drought wil l  of itself extinguish the sequoia, 
leaving its ground to other trees supposed oapable of 
flourishing in a drier climate. But that the sequoia 
can and does grow on ae dry ground as any of its 
present rivals is manifest in  a thousand plaoea 
" Why, then," it will be aaked, '' are sequoias always 
found only in well-watered places 8 "  Simply b 
cause a growth of sequoiae mates thom streams. 
The thirsty mountaineer knows well that in every 
sequoia grove he will find running water, but i t  ia 
a mistake to suppose that the water ie the cause of the 
grove being there; on the contrary, the grove ie the 
cause of the water being there. Drain off the water 
and the trees wil l  remain, but cut off the trees, and 
the streams will vanish. Never was cause more com- 
pletely mistaken for eff& than in the caae of these 
related phenomena of sequoia woods and perennial 
streams. 

When attention is called to the method of sequoia 
streazn-making, it will be apprehended at once. The 
roots of this immenee tree fill the ground, forming a 
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thick sponge that absorbs and holds back the rain 
and melting mow, only allowing it to ooze and flow 
gently. Indeed, every fallen leaf and rootlet, a~ 
well as long clasping root, and prostrate trunk, may 
be regarded as a dam hoarding the bounty of etorm- 
clouds, and dispensing it as blessings all through the 
summer, instead of allowing it to go headlong in 
short-lived floods. 

Since, then, it is a fact that thousands of sequoias 
are growing thriftily on what is termed dry ground, 
and even clinging like mountain pines to rifts in  
g~anite precipices, and since it has also been shown 
that the extra moisture found in connection with the 
denser growths is an effect of their presence, instead 
of a cause of their presence, then the notions as to the 
former extension of the species and its near approach 
to extinction, based upon its supposed dependence on 
greater moisture, are seen to be erroneous. 

The decrease in the rain and snowfall since the 
close of the glacial period in the Sierra is much less 
than is commonly guessed. The highest post-glacial 
water-marks are well preserved in all the upper river 
channels, and they are not greatly higher than the 
spring flood-marks of the present ; showing concln- 
sively that no extraordinary decrease has taken place 
in the volume of the upper tributaries of post-glacial 
Sierra streams since they came into existence. But, 
in the meantime, eliminating all this complicated 
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queertion of climatio change, the plain f a d  rermaine 
that the preeent rain and snowfall ie abundantly suf- 
ficient for the I d a n t  growth of aequoia forests. 
Indeed, all my observations tend to ahow that in a 
prolonged drought the sugar pines and ih would 
periah before the. eequoia, not alone because of the 
greater longevity of individual trees, but because 
the +es can endure more drought, and make the 
most of whatever moisture falls. 

Again, if the restriction and irregular distribution 
of the species be interpreted as a reault of the d&c- 
aation of the Range, then instead of increasing aa it 
does in individuals toward the south where the rain- 
fall is less, it should diminish. If, then, the peculiar 
diiribution of sequoia has not been governed by au- 
perior conditions of soil ar, to fertility or moisture, by 
what has it been governed ? 

In the course of my studies I observed that the 
northern groves, the only ones I was at fmt a+ 
quainted with, were located on just those portiona of 
the general forest soil-belt that were &at laid bare 
toward the dose of the glacial period when the ice- 
sheet began to break up into individual glaciem. 
Bnd while searching the wide basin of the San 
Joaquin, and trying to account for the absence of 
sequoia where every condition seemed favorable for 
its growth, i t  murred to me that this remarkable 
gap in the sequoia belt my miles wide is located ex- 
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actly in the basin of the vast, ancient rner de g h e  of 
the San Joaquin and Kings River basins which 
p o d  ita frozen floods to the plain through this 
gap as its channeL I then perceived that the next 
great gap in the belt to the northward, forty miles 
wide, extending between the Galaveras and Tuolumne 
groves, occurs in the basin of the great ancient mer 
de glace of the Tuolumne and Stanislaus basins; and 
that the smaller gap between the Merced and Mari- 
posa groves occurs in  the basin of the smaller glacier 
of the Merced. The wider the ancient glacier, the 
wider the corresponding gap in the sequoia belt. 

Finally, pursuing my investigations across the 
basins of the Kaweah and Tule, I discovered that the 
sequoia belt attained its greatest development just 
where, owing to the topographical peculiarities of the 
region, the ground had been best protected from the 
main icerivers that continued to pour past from the 
summit fountains long after the smaller local glaciers 
had been melted. 
Taking now a general view of the belt, beginning 

at the south, we see that the majestic ancient glaciem 
were shed off right and left down the valleys of Kern 
and Kings Rivers by the lofty protective spurs out- 
spread embracingly above the warm sequoia-filled 
basins of the Raweah and Tule. Then, next north- 
ward, occurs the wide sequoia-less channel, or basin 
of the ancient San Joaquin and Kings River mer de 
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glaoe; then the warm, protated epota of Freano and 
Maripom groves; then the sequoia-lees channel of the 
anaient Merced glacier; next the warm, sheltered 
ground of the Memed and Tuolumne groves; then the 
sequoia-less channel of the grand ancient mer de 
glace of the Tuolumne and Stanislam ; then the warm 
old ground of the Oalaveras and Stanislam p v e a  
It appears, therefore, that just where, at  a certain 
period in the history of the Sierra, the glaciera were 
not, there the sequoia is, and just where the glaciera 
were, there the sequoia is not. 

But although all the observed phenomena bearing 
on the post-glacial history of thia colossal tree point 
to the conclusion that i t  never was more widely die 
tributed on the Sierra einw the oloee of the glacial 
epoch; that its present foreate are m l y  past prime, 
if, indeed, they have r e a d d  prime; that the pc& 
glacial day of the specie is probably not half d m ;  
yet, when from a wider outlook the vast antiquity of 
the genus is considered, and its ancient richness in 
species and individuals,- comparing our Sierra 
Giant and 8epzcoia s t ~ n ~ r e n s  of the Coast Range, 
the only other living species of sequoia, with the 
twelve fossil species already discovered and described 
by Heer and Lesquereux, some of which flourished 
over vast areas in the Arctic regions and in Europe 
and our own territories, during tertiary and &a- 
ceous times - then, indeed, it becomes plain that our 
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two surviving species, restricted to narrow belts within 
the limits of California, are mere remnants of the 
genus, both as to species and individuals, and that 
they may be verging to extinction. But the verge of 
a period beginning in cretaceous times may have a 
breadth of tens of thousands of years, not to mention 
the possible existence of conditions calculated to mul- 
tiply and re-extend both species and individuals. 

There is no absolute limit to the existence of any ' 
tree. Death is due to accidents, not, aa that of ani- 
mals, to the wearing out of organs. Only the leaves 
die of old age. Their fall is foretold in their strno 
ture; but the leaves are renewed every year, and so 
also are the essential organs- wood, roots, bark, 
buds. Most of the Sierra trees die of disease, insects, 
fungi, etc, but nothing hurts the big tree. I never 
saw one that was sick or showed the slightest sign of 
decay. Barring accidents, it seems to be immortal. 
It is a curious fact that all the very old sequoias had 
lost their heads by lightning strokes. " AU things 
come to him who waits." But of all living things, 
sequoia is perhaps the only one able to wait long 
enough to make sure of being struck by lightning. 

So far as I am able to see at  present only fire 
and the ax threaten the existence of these noblest of 
God's trees. In Nature's keeping they are safe, but 
through the agency of man destruction is making 
rapid progress, while in the work of protection only 

I0 
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a good beginning hm been made. The k o  eve ,  
the Tuolumne, Merced and Maripom grovere are 
under the p r o t d o n  of the Federal Government in 
the Yosemite National Park. So are the h e r a l  
Grant and Sequoia National Parka; the latter, eatab- 
lished twenty-one years ago, hss an area of 940 
square miles and is &ciently guarded by a troop of 
cavalry under the direction of the &cretary of the 
Interior; so also am the small General Grant National , 

Park, established at the same time with an area of 
four equam miles, and the Maripom grove, about the 
same size and the small Memd and Tuolumne group. 
Perhaps more than half of all the b i i  trees have 
been thoughtlessly sold and mess now in the hands of 
speculators and mill men. It appears, therefore, that 
far the largeat and important m i o n  of protected 
big treea ie in the great Sequoia N a t i o d  Park, 
now easily amssible by rail to Lemon Oove and 
thence by a good stage road into the giant forest of 
the Eaweah and thence by trail to other parts of the 
park; but large as it is it Bhonld be made much 
larger. Ite natural eastern boundary is the High 
Sierra and the northern and muthern boundaries are 
the Kings and Kern Rivera Thns could be included 
the sublime scenery on the headwaters of these rivers 
and perhaps ninetenths of all the big trees in exiet- 
ence. AU private claims within these bonnda should 
be gradually extinguished by purchase by the Govern- 
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ment The big tree, leaving all its higher uses out 
of the count, is a tree of life to the dwellers of 
the plain dependent on irrigation, a never-failing 
spring, sending living waters to the lowland. For 
every grove cut down a stream is dried up. There 
fore all California ia crying, " Save the treea of the 
fonntaine." Nor, judging by the signs of the times, 
is it likely that tibe cry will cease until the salvation 
of all that is left of 8equoia gigantea is made sure. 



Y USEMITE was all one glorioua flower garden 
before plows and saythea and trampling, biting 

horsegl came to make ita wide open spaem look like 
farmers' pastme fields, Nevertheless, m n n k  
flowers at i l l  bloom every year in glorioua profusion 
on ;the grand talus slopes, wall benches and tableta, 
and h all the h e ,  cool eid&0118 up to the rim of 
the Valley, and beyond, higher and higher, to the 
summits of the peaks. Even on the open floor and 
in easily-reached aide-nooks many aommon flowering 
plants have survived and still make a b r a y  show hi 
the epring and early summer. Among these we may 
mention tall motheras, Pentdemon ZuW, and P. 
Doughmii w i t h . h e  blue and red flowere ; Spragoea, 
s a d e t  zauscheria, with its d o n s  radiant rosettes 
charmhriatic of the sandy flata; mimdus, eunanue, 
blne and white violets, geranium, columbine, eryth- 
raea, larkspur9 collomia, draperia, gilias, heleninma, 
bahia, goldanrode, daisies, honeysuckle ; heuchera, bo- 
landra, saxifrages, gentians; in cool cafion noob and 
on Clouds' ;Rest and the base of Starr King Dome you 
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may &d Prtmda suffrutescens, the only wild prim- 
rose discovered in California, and the only known 
shrubby species in the genus. And there are several 
fine orchids, habenaria, and cypripedium, the latter 
very rare, once common in the Valley near the foot of 
Glacier Point, and in a bog on the rim of the Val- 
ley near a place called Gentry's Station, now aban- 
doned. I t  is a very beautiful species, the large oval 
lip white, delicately veined with purple; the other 
petals and the sepals purple, strap-shaped, and ele- 
gantly m l e d  and twisted. 

O.f the lily family, fritillaria, smilacina, chloroga- 
lum and several fine species of brodiaea, Ithuriel's 
spear, and others less prized are common, and the 
favorite calochortuq or Mariposa lily, a unique 
genus of many species, something like the tur;ps of 
Europe but far finer. Most of them grow on the 
warm foothills below the Valley, but two charming 
species, C. c d e w  and 0. nudus, dwell in springy 
places on the Wawona road a few miles beyond the 
brink of the walls. 

The snow plant ( f l a r c o d e  sangzci~ea)  is more ad- 
mired by tourists than' any other in California. It 
is red, fleshy and watery and looks like a gigantic 
asparagus shoot. Soon after the snow is off the 
ground it rises through the dead needles and humus 
in the pine and fir woods like a bright glowing pi& 
lar of fie. In a week or so it grows to a height o£ 
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eight or twelve inchea with a diameter of an inah 
and a half or two inohes; then ite long fringed bracts 
onrI aside, allowing the twenty- or thirty-fivelobed, 
bell-shaped flowers to open and look straight out from 
the axis. It k said to grow up through the enow; 
on the contrary, i t  always waite until the ground ie 
warm, though with other early flowem it i s  occasion- 
ally buried or half-buried for a day or two by spring 
a tom.  The entire plant -flowem, bracts, stem, 
scales, and roots - ia fiery red. Its color ahould ap- 
peal to one's blood. Nevertheless, it is a singularly 
cold and ~lneympathetict plant. Everybody admires 
it as a wonderful ourioeity, but nobody loves it as 
lilies, violets, roses, daisies are loved. Without fra- 
grance, it stands beneath the pines and fm lonely 
and dent ,  as if unacquainted with any other plant 
in the world; never moving in the wildest s t o m ;  
rigid as if lifeleaa, though covered with beautiful rosy 
flowem. 

Far the most delightful and fragrant of the Valley 
f l o m  is the Washington lily, white, moderate in 
size, with from three to ten-flowered racemea I 
found one epecimen in the lower end of the Valley at 
tbe foot of the Wawona grade that was eight feet 
high, the raceme two feat long, with fifty-two flowers, 
Btesn of tham open; the others had faded or were 
still in &a bud. This famous lily is distributed over 
the sunny portions of the sugar-pine woods, never in 
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large meadow-garden companies like the hrge and 
the small tiger lilies (pa~hl inum and pamum), but 
widely scattered, standing up to the waist in dense 
ceanothus and manzanita chaparral, mving its lovely 
flowers above the blooming wilderness of brush, and 
giving their fragrance to the breeze. It is now 
becoming scarce in the most accessible parts of its 
range on account of the high price paid for its bulbs 
by gardeners through whom it has been distributed 
far and wide over the flowerloving world. For, on 
account of ita pure color and delicate, delightful fra- 
grance, all lily lovers at once adopted it as a favor- 
ite. 

The principal shrubs are manzanita and ceanothus, 
several species of each, azalea, Rubw nutkanus, brier 
rose, choke-cherry, philadelphus, calycanthus, garrya, 
rhamnus, etc. 

The manzanita never fails to attract particular at- 
tention. The species common in the Valley is usually 
about six or seven feet high, round-headed with in- 
numerable branches, red or chocolate-color bark, pale 
green leaves set on edge, and a rich profusion of 
small, pink, narrow-throated, urn-shaped flowers, like 
those of arbutus. The knotty, crooked, angular 
branches are abouf as rigid as bones, and the red 
bark is so thin and smooth on both trunk and 
branches, they look as if they had been peeled and 
polished and painted. I n  the spring large areas on 



the mountain up to a height of eight or nine thonsand 
feet are brightened with the rosy flowera, and in 
autum~ with their red fruit. The pleaeantly aaid 
berries, about the eize of peas, look like little aflea, 
and a hungry mountaineer ia glad to eat them, 
though half their bulk is made up of hard eeeda 
Indians, bears, coyotes, foxes, birds and other mom- 
tab, people live on them for weeke and months. The 
different species of ceanothw d y  aseociated with 
manzanita are flowery fragrant and altogether d e  
lightful shrub4 growing in gloriow abundanae, not 
only in the Valley, but high up in the forest on sunny 
or halfdaded ground. In the sugar-pine woods the 
most beautifid speciea is 0. integmhwu, often called 
Californian lilaq or deer brush. It ia five or aix 
feet high with elender branchea, glossy foliage, and 
abundance of blue flo~ers in dose, showy paniolee. 
Two epeoiea, 0. p'ostratvs and C. procumbene, spread 
smooth, blue-flowered mate and ruga beneath the 
pines, and offer h e  beds to tired mountaineers. The 
commonest spades, 0: cordzddw, is most oommon in 
the aver-fir woods. It is white-flowered and thorny, 
and make denee thidets of tangled chaparral, dif- 
f id t  to wade through or to walk over. But it ia 
pressed flat every winter by ten or fifteen feet of 
snow. The western amlea makes glorious be& of 
bloom along the river bank and meadows. In the 
Valley it is from two to five feet high, has fm 
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green leaves, mostly hidden beneath its rich profu- 
sion of large, fragrant white and yellow flowers, 
which are in their prime in June, July and August, 
acoording to the elevation, ranging from 3000 to 
6000 feet. Near the azalea-bordered streams the 
small wild rose, resembling R. blanda, makes large 
thickets deliciously fragrant, especially on a dewy 
morning and after showers. Not far from these 
azalea and rose gardens, Rubus nutkanus covers the 
ground with broad, soft, velvety leaves, and pure 
white flowers as large as those of its neighbor and 
relative, the rose, and much h e r  in texture, followed 
at the end of summer by soft red berries good for 
everybody. This is the commonest and the most 
beautiful of the whole blessed, flowery, fruity Rubus 
genus. 

There are a great many interesting ferns in the 
Valley and about it. Naturally enough the greater 
number are rock ferns - pelha, cheilanthes, poly- 
podium, adiantum, woodaia, cryptogramma, etc., with 
small tufted fronds, lining cool glens and fringing 
the seams of the cliffs. The most important of the 
larger species are woodwardia, aspidium, asplenium, 
and, above all, the common pteris. Woodwardio 
r a d k a ~  i~ a superb, broad-shouldered fern five to 
eight feet high, growing in vase-shaped clumps where 
the ground isnearly level and on some of the 
benches of the north wall of the Valley where it is 
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watered by a broad trickhg stream. It thatohs the 
sloping make, frond overlapping frond like roof 
shingles. The broad-fronded, hardy Pt& t q d i o u ~ ,  

the commonest of f e r q  coven large areaa an the floor 
of the Valley. No other fern does so muoh for the 
color glory of autumn, with its browns and reds and 
yellows, even after lying dead k t h  the mow all 
winter. It spreads a rich brown mantle over the 
desolate ground in the spring befom the grass baa 
sprouted, and at the first touch of aun-heat its young 
fronds come rearing up full of faith and hope 
through the midst of the last. year's Rzina. 

Of the five speciea of p&a, P. Breumri %I the 
hardiest as to enduring high altitudes and etormy 
weather and at the same time it ie the most fragile 
of the genus. It grows in dense tnftg in the dlefte 
of atom-beaten rocks, high up on the mountain-side 
on the very edge of the fern line, It ie a handsome 
little fern about four or five inch- high, has pale- 
green pinnate frondg and ehining bronzeoolored 
stalks about aa brittle aa glaea Its companions on 
the lower part of ita range are Cyptogramma acrosti- 
choides and Phegoptslis alpeetrjs, the latter with soft, 
delicate fronds, not in the least like those of Rot& 
fern, though it grows on the roCge where the mow liee 
longest. Pellaea Bridge&, with blue-green, narrow, 
simply-pinnate fronds, ie about atbe same aim as 
Breweri and ranks next to it as a mountaineer, grow- 
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ing in fbsures, wet or dry, and around the edges of 
boulders that are resting on glacier pavements with 
no fissures whatever. About a thousand feet lower 
we h d  the smaller, more abundant P. dema on ledges 
and boulder-strewn, fissured pavements, watered until 
late in summer from oozing currents, derived from 
lingering snowbanks. It is, or rather was, extremely 
abundant between the foot of the Nevada and the 
head of the Vernal Fall, but visitors with great indus- 
try have dug out almost every root, so that now one 
has to scramble in out-of-the-way places to .find it. 
The three species of Cheilanthes in the Valley - C. 
californica, C. gracillinus, ,and mym'ophylla, with 
beautiful two-to-four-pinnate fronds, an inch to five 
inches long, adorn the stupendous walls however dry 
and sheer. The exceedingly delicate californica is 
so rare that I have found i t  only once. The others 
are abundant and are sometimes accompanied by the 
little gold fern, Qyntnogrmme triangularis, and 
rarely by the curious little Botrychiurn simplex, 
some of them less than an inch high. The h e s t  of 
all the rock ferns is Adianturn pedaturn, lover of 
waterfalls and the k e s t  spray-dust. The homes it 
loves best are overleaning, cave-like hollows, beside 
the larger falls, where it can wet its h g e r s  with 
their dewy spray. Many of these moss-lined 
chambers contain thousands of these delightful ferns, 
clinging to mossy walls by the slightest hold, reaching 
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out their delioate finger-fronds on dark, shining 
stalks, d t i v e  and tremulous, throbbing in Mieon 
with every movement and tone of the falling water, 
moving eaah division of the frond sepmtely at tirnm, 
as if h p h g  the musia 

May and June are the main bloom-month of the 
year. Both the flowera and falls are then at their 
best By the f h t  of Angoat the midsnmmer gloriea 
of the Valley are paat their prime. The young birds 
are then out of their nab.  Most of the plants have 
gone to seed; berries are ripe; autumn tints begin to 
kindle and burn over meadow and grove, and a soft 
mellow haze in the morning mbeams heralde the 
approach of Indian summer. The shallow river is 
now at rest, its flood-work done. It is now but little 
more than a d e e  of pools united by triagling, 
whispering-ourrenta that steal softly over brown peb 
bles and sand with scam an audible murmur. Each 
pool haa a character of its own and, though they are 
nearly currentless, the night air and tree shadows keep 
them COOL Their shores onrve in and out in bay and 
promontory, gidng the appearance of miniature 
lakes, their banlrs in most placea embossed with brier 
and azalea, eedge and grass and fern; and above these 
in their glory of autumn colors a mingled growth of 
alder, willow, dogwood and balmsf-ailead ; mellow 
s&e overhead, oool shadows beneath; light 
filtered and strained in passing through the ripe 
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leaves like that which passes through colored windows. 
The surface of the water is stirred, perhaps, by 
whirling waterbeetlea, or some startled trout, seeking 
shelter beneath fallen logs or roots. The falls, too, 
are quiet; no wind stirs, and the whole Valley floor 
is a mosaic of greens and purples, yellows and reds. 
Even the rocks seem strangely soft and mellow, as 
if they, too, had ripened. 



T" eon@ of the YosexPite winds and waterfalle 
are delightfully enriched with bird song, e s p  

&ally in the n h g  h e  of spring and early sum- 
mer. The moat familiar and h t  known of all is 
the ccmn~m robin, who may be seen every day, hop 
ping abut briddy an the meadowe and uttering hie 
dieerg# enliv- dl. The black-headed grosbeak, 
too, is here, with the Bullock oriole, and weetern 
tanager3 brown mng-sparrow, hermit tbmah, the 
p'lup1e hhS- a h e  singer, with head and throat of 
a q - r e d  hue,-several apgwie8 of warblers and 
vimoa, k;ingleta, flyoatch~rs, eta - 

But the mast wonderful singer of all the birda 
is the wsterouzel that diva into foaming rapids and 
feede at the bottom, holding on in a wonderful way, 
l ih8 o charmed life. 

L8woral egeaiee of hamming-birds are alwaya to be 
seen3 , W n g  and lruzzing among the showy flowtrs. 
The little red-hEed nuthatohes, the ahithidew, and 
little bmm eretqmm, &reading the lunows of the 
bark ~pf tb p h ~ ,  ecarAing f o ~  fwd in the cwvla. 
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The large SteIler's jay makes merry in the pinetops; 
flooks of beautiful green swallows skim over the 
stresms, and the noisy Clarke's crow may oftentimes 
be seen on the highest points around the Valley; 
and in the deep w d a  beyond the walls you may fre- 
quently hear and see the dusky grouse and the pileated 
woodpder, or woodcock almost as large as a pigeon. 
The jnnco or snow-bird b d d s  its nest on the floor of 
the Valley among the ferns; several species of spar- 
row are common and the beautiful lazuli bunting, 
a oommon bird in the dnderbrush, atting about 
among the azalea and ceanothus bushes and enliven- 
ing the groves with his brilliant color; and on gravelly 
bare the spotted eandpiper is sometimes seen. Many 
woodpeckers dwell in the Valley ; the familiar flicker, 
the Hanris woodpecker and the species which so 
busily stores up acorns in the thick bark of the yel- 

The short, cold days of winter are also sweetened 
with the music and hopeful chatter of a considerable 
number of birds. No cheerier choir ever sang in 
snow. First and best of all is the waterouzel, a 
dainty, dusky little bird about the size of a mb'i, 
that sings a sweet fluty song all winter and all sum- 
mer, in storms and calms, sunshine and shadow, 
haunting the rapids and waterfalls with marvelous 
oonstanoy, building his nest in the cleft of a rock 
bathed in spray. He is not web-footed, yet he dives 
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fearlessly into foaming rapids, seeming to take the 
greater delight the more boietemus the atretun, d- 
ways as oheerful and calm as any linnet in a grove. 
M hie geetnres as he Gta about amid the loud u p  
roar of the falls bespeak the utmost eimplicie and 
conildence - bird and stream one and inseparable. 
What a pair! yet they are well related. A h e r  
bloom than the foam bell in an eddying pool ie this 
little bird. We may m h  the meaning of the loud- 
mounding torrent, but the flutelike voice of the 
bird - only love is in it 

A few m b i i  belated on their way down from the 
upper meadows, linger in the Valley and make out to 
spend the winter in comparative comfort, feeding on 
the mistletoe berria that grow on the o h  In the 
depth of tbe great foreeta, on the high meadows, in 
the severest altitudes, they seem as much at home aa 
in the fields and orchards about the busy habitations 
of man, ascending the Sierra as the mow melta, fol- 
lawing €he green footsteps of Spring, until in July or 
August the highest glacier meadowa are reached on 
the summit of the Range. Then, after the short sum- 
mer ia over, and their work in cheering and meeten. 
ing these lofty wilda is done, they gradually make 
their way down. again in accord with the weather, 
keeping below the mow-atorm, lingering here and 
there to feed on huckleberries and fr&nipped wild 
cherries growing on the upper s l o p  Thence down 
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to the vineyards and orchards of the lowlands to 
spend the winter; entering the gardens of the great 
towns as well as parks and fields, where the blessed 
wanderera are h often slaughtered for food - surely 
a bad use to put so fine a musician to; better make 
dove wood of pianos to feed the kitchen ihe. 
The kingfisher winters in the Valley, and the 

Scker and, of course, the carpenter woodpecker, that 
lays up large stores of acorns in the bark of trees; 
wrens abo, with a few brown and gray linnets, and 
flocks of the arctic bluebird, making lively pictures 
among the snow-laden mistletoe bushes. Flocks of 
pigeons are often seen, and about six species of 
ducks, as the river is never wholly frozen over. 
Among these are the mallard and the beautiful wood- 
duck, now less common on account of being so often 
shot at. F1ocks of wandering geese used to  visit the 
Valley in March and April, and perhaps do so still, 
driven down by hunger or stress of weather while on 
their way acr& the Range. When pursued by the 
hunters I have frequently seen them try to fly over 
the walls of the Valley until tired out and compelled 
to re-alight. Yosemite magnitudes seem to be as de- 
ceptive to geese as to men, for after circling to a 
considerable height and forming regular harrow- 
shaped ranks they would mddenly fmd t h e m s e h  in 
danger of being dashed against the face of the cliff, 
much nearer the bottom than the top. Then turn- 

I x 
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ing in confusion with loud m e a m  they would try 
again and again until exhausted and compelled to 
descend I have ocaaaionallg: obeerved large fl& on 
their travels oroseing. the summite of the Range a t  
a height of 12,000 to 18,000 feet above the level of 
the aea, and even in m rare an atmoephere as thie 
tihey seemed to be sostaining themeelvee without ex- 
tra effort. Strong, however, as they are of wind and 
wing, they cannot fly over Y d t e  walk, etssting 
from the bottom. 

A pair of golden eaglee have lived in the Valley 
ever since I iht visited it, hunting a l l  winter along 
the northern cliffs and down the river oafion. Their 
nest ia on a ledge of the diif over w h i h  porn the 
Nevada FaU Perched on the top of a dead spar, 
they were always interested obaervera af the geeae 
when they were being shot a t  I once notid one of 
the geese compelled to leave the flock on amun t  of 
being eorely wounded, although it st i l l  maned to fly 
pretty well. Immediately the eagles pursued it and 
no doubt struck it down, although I did not aee the 
reeult of the hunt. hyhow, i t  flew past me up the 
Valley, closely pursued. 

One wild, stormy winter morning after five feet 
of mow had fallen on the floor of the Vallax and the 
flying flakes driven by a strong wind still thickened 
the air, making darkness like the approach of night, 
I sallied forth to aee what I might learn and enjoy. 
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It was impossible to go very far without the aid of 
snow-shoea, but I found no great'difEculty in making 
my way to a part of the river where one of my ouzels 
lived. I found him at home busy about his break- 
fast, aparently unaware of anything uncomfortable 
in the weather. Presently he flew out to a stone 
against which the icy current was beating, and turn- 
ing his back to the wind, sang as delightfully as a 
lark in epringtime. 

Bfter spending an hour or two with my favorite, 
I made my way across the Valley, baring and 
wallowing through the loose snow, to learn as much 
as possible about the way the other birds were spend- 
ing their time. In winter one can always find them 
because they are then restricted to the north side 
of the Valley, especially the Indian Cailon groves, 
which from their peculiar exposure are the warmest. 

I found most of the robins cowering on the lee 
side of the larger branches of the trees, where the 
snow could not fall on them, while two or three of the 
more venturesome were making desperate efforts to get 
at the mistletoe berries by clinging to the underside 
of the mowcrowned masses, back downward, some- 
thing like woodpeckere. Every now and then some 
of the loose anow was dislodged and sifted down on 
the hungry birds, sending them screaming back to 

1 their companions in the grope, shivering and mutter 
ing like cold, hungry children. 
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Some of the sparrows were bwy matohing and 
peaking at the feet df the larger treea whim the mow 
had been shed off, gleanhg eeede snd benumbed in- 
sects, joined now and then by a robin weary of his 
n n i m c c d  efforts to get at the mow-co-d inistle- 
toe berries. The brave woadpgokers were &&g to 
the snowless ddee of the larger boles and over&- 
ing branches of the <tamp tFees, making ahort @&ta 
from side to side of the grove, pecking now and then 
at the acorns t h q  had stond in the but, d dub r?! 

tering aimlessly as if unable to keep still, evidently 
putting in the time in a very dull way. The hardy 
nnthat&es were h a d i n g  the apen furrows of the 
barks in their umal indmhious manner and uttering 
their quaint notea, giving no evidence of distreae, 
The Steller's jays were, of course, making more noiee 
and s&ir then all the other birds comb'med ; ever eom- 
ing and going with loud bluster, aoresming as if . 
each had a lump of melting eludge in his throat, and 4 

taking good care to improve every opportunitg af- . 

1 
forded by the darkness and confusion of the &mu , 
to steal from the acorn stores of the woodpeckem . 
One of the golden eagles made an impressive pidam 
a8 he stood bolt upright on the top of a tall pine ; 

1 
gltmap, braving the etom2 with hie back to the wind . ' 
md s h A  of snow piled m his broad shoulders, a . 

m a n m a t  of pwsive e n d m m .  Thoe every storm- 
bird ammad more or less uncomfortabli, if 
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not in distress. The storm was reflected in every ges- 
ture, and not one cheerful note, not to say song, came 
from a single bii. Their cowering, joyless endur- 
ance offered striking contrasts to the spontaneous, ir- 
repressible gladiess of the onzel, who could no more 
help giving out eweet song than a rose sweet Era- 
grance. He muat sing, though the heavens fall. 



T H  the exo~ption of a few spirea and pin- 
naalea, the South Dome ie the only rook w 

about the Valley that is strictly inaawible without 
d d a l  meana, and ita i n a d b i l i t y  is e x p r d  
in mere  terma Neverthelea many a mountaineer, 
gazing admiringly, tried hard to invent a way to the 
top of itg noble m w n  - all in vain, until in the year 
1815, George Anderean, an indomitable &&an, 
undertook the advegtnie. The side facing Tenaya 
Cafion is an absolutely vertical precipice from the 
rmmmit to a depth of about 1600 feet, and on the 
opposite side it ia nearly vertioal for a h t  as great 
a depth. The wuthwet~t side pmmte a very steep 
and h e l y  drawn m e  from the top down a thou- 
sand feet or more, while on the northeast, where it 
is d t e d  with the Ulouds' Reat Ridge, one may 
eady  reach a point called the Saddle, about eevm 
hundred feet belaw the s d t .  From the Saddle 
the Dome rkee in a graceftzl mme a few degrees 
too stsep far unaided climbing, besides bsing de- 
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fended by overleaning ends of the concentric dome 
layers of the granite. 

A year or two before Anderson gained the summit, 
John Conway, the master trail-builder of the Valley, 
and hie little sons, who climbed smooth rocks like 
lizards, made a bold effort to reach the top by climb 
ing barefooted up the grand m e  with a rope which 
they fastened at irregular intervals by means of 
eye-bolts driven into joints of the rock. But find- 
ing that the upper part would require laborious 
drilling, they: abandoned the attempt, glad to escape 
from the dangerous position they had reachgd, some 
300 feet above the Saddle. Anderson began with 
Conway's old rope, which had been left in place, 
and resolutely drilled his way to the top, inserting 
eyebolts five to six feet apart, and making his rope 
fast to each in succession, resting his feet on the 
last bolt while he drilled a hole for the next, above. 
Occasionally some irregularity in the curve, or slight 
foothold, would enable him to climb a few feet with- 
out a rope, which he would pass and begin drilling 
again, and thus the whole work was accomplished in 
a few days. From this slender beginning he pro- 
posed to construct a substantial atairway which he 
hoped to complete in time for the next year's travel, 
but while busy getting out timber for his stairway 
and dreaming of the wealth he hoped to gain from 
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tolls, he was taken siak and died al l  alone in bia 
little cabin. 

On the 10th of November, after returning from a 
visit to Mount Shaata, a month or two after Ander- 
son had gained the summit, I made haste to the 
Dome, not only for the pleasure of dimbi i ,  but 
to see what I might learn. The fmt winter etorm- 
clouds had blossomed and the mountains and all the 
high poi* about the Valley were mantled in fwah 
enow. I was, therefore, a little apprehensive of dan- 
ger from the dipperinem of the rope and the rook. 
Anderaon himself tried to prevent me from making 
the attempt, refusing to believe that any one could 
alimb his rope in the mow-mded condition in which 
it then was. Moreover, the aky waa overmat and 
mlemn mow-douda began to curl around the summit, 
and my late experiences on icy Shasta came to mind. 
But reflecting that I had matches in my poaket, and 
that a little *wood might be found, I oonduded 
that in case of a storm the night could be spent on 
the Dome without suffering a n y t h i i  worth mind- 
ing, no matter what the douds might bring forth. 
I therefore pushed on and gained the top. 

It was one of those brooding, changeful days that 
come between the Indian eummer and winter, when 
the leaf eolors have grown dim and the douda come 
and go among the cliffs like living creatma looking 
£or work: now hovering aloft, now caressing rugged 
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rock-brows with great gentleness, or, wandering afar 
over the tops of the forests, touching the spires of fi 
and pine with their soft silken fringes as if trying to 
tell the glad news of the coming of snow. 

The first view was perfectly glorious. A massive 
cloud of pure pearl luster, apparently as fked and 
calm as the meadows and groves in the shadow be- 
neath it, was arched across the Valley from wall to 
wall, one end resting on the grand abutment of El  
Capitan, the other on Cathedral Rock. A little 
later, as I stood on the tremendous verge overlooking 
Mirror Lake,, a flock of smaller clouds, white as 
snow, came from the north, trailing their downy 
skirts over the dark forests, and entered the Valley 
with solemn god-like gestures through Indian Caiion 
and over the North Dome and Royal Arches, moving 
swiftly, yet with majestic deliberation. On they 
came, nearer and nearer, gathering and massing b e  
neath my feet and filling the Tenaya Cafion. Then 
the sun shone free, lighting the pearly gray surface 
of the cloud-like sea and making it glow. Gazing, 
admiring, I was startled to see for the first time the 
rare optical phenomenon of the " Specter of the 
Bracken." My shadow, clearly outlined, about half 
a mile long, lay upon this glorious white surface with 
startling effect. I walked back and forth, waved my 
arms and struck all sorts of attitudes, to see every 
slightest movement enormously exaggerated. Con- 
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sidering that I have looked down so many timm from 
mountain tops on seas of all sorb of o h d e ,  it eeems 
strange that I ahodd have setin the " B d e n  
Spectery9 only thb once. A grander d a c e  and a 
grander standpoint, however, a u l d  hardly have 
been found in all the Sierra. 

After this grand show the clond-eea rose higher, 
wreathing the Dome, and for a short time m b m q  
ing it, making darkness like night, and I began to 
think of looking for a camp ground in a cluster of 
dwarf pines. But a m  the aun shone free again, 
the clouh, siaking lower and lower, gradually 
vanished, leaving the Valley with its Indimgum- 
mer colors apparently refreshed, while to the eaet- 
ward the summit-peaks, clad In new snow, towered 
dong the horizon in glorious array. 

Though apparently it is perfectly bald, there are 
four clumps of pinea gowing on the summit, repre 
senting three species, Pinus albiuanlis, P. contorta 
and P. pderosa,  Par. Je&eyi -all three, of 
course, repressed and storm-beaten. The alpine 
spima grows here also and blossoms profusely with 
potentilla, erigeron, eriogonum, pentstemon, d- 
dago, and an interesting species of onion, and four 
or five species of grasses and sedges. None of these 
differs in m y  respect from thoae of other summite of 
the same height, excepting the d o u s  little narrow- 
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leaved, waxen-bulbed onion, which I had not seen 
elsewhere. 

Notwithstanding the enthusiastic eagerness of 
tourists to reach the crown of the Dome the views 
of the Valley from this lofty standpoint are less 
striking than from many other points comparatively 
low, chiefly on account of the foreshortening effect 
produced by looking down from so great a height. 
The North Dome is dwarfed almost beyond recogni- 
tion, the grand scnlpture of the Royal Arches is 
scarcely noticeable, and the whole range of walls on 
,both sides seem comparatively low, especially when 
the Valley is flooded with noon sunshine; while the 
Dome itself, the most sublime feature of all the Y e  
Semite views, is out of sight beneath one's feet. The 
view of Little Yosemite Valley is very h e ,  though 
inferior to one obtained from the base of the Stam 
King Cone, but the summit landscapes towards 
Mounts Ritter, Lyell, Dana, Conness, and the Merced 
Group, are very effective and complete. 

No one has attempted to carry out Anderson's plan 
of making the Dome accessible. For my part I 
should prefer leaving it in pure wildness, though, 
after all, no great damage could be done by tramping 
over it. The surface would be strewn with tin cans 
and bottles, but the winter gales would blow the rub 
bish away. Avalanches might strip off any sort of 
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atairway or ladder that might be built. Blue jays 
and Clark morn have trodden the Dome for many a 
day, and so have beetlea and chipmunks, and Tiseiack 
would hardly be more " conquered " or spoiled ahould 
man be added to her list of viaitom His louder 
scream and heavier sorambling would not atir a 
b e  of her countenance. 

When the sublime ice-floods of the glacial period 
poured down the fianlt of the Range over what is 
now Y d t e  Valley, they were compelled to break 
through a dam of domes extending across from Mount 
Starr lIing to North Dome; and aa the period be- 
gan to draw near a dose the &allowing ioe-crorrente 
were divided and the South Dome wae, perhaps, the 
6mt to emerge, burni&ed and & i h g  like a mirror 
above the surface of the icy sea; and though it has 
m a d  the wear and tear of the elements tens of 
tho118anda of yew, it yet remain# a telling monu- 
ment of the aotion of the great glaciers that brought 
it to light. Its entire surface is still covered with 
glacial hieroglyphim whom interpretation is the re- 
ward of all who devoutly study them. 
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THE ANCIENT POSEMITE GUCIERS: 
HOW THE: VALLEY WA.S FORMED 

A LL California has been glaciated, the low plains 
and valleys as well as the mountains. Traces 

of an i c d e e t ,  thousands of feet in thickness, be- 
neath whose heavy folds the present landscapes have 
been molded, may be found everywhere, though gla- 
ciers now exist only among the peaks of the High 
Sierra. No other mountain chain on this or any 
other of the continents that I have seen is so rich 
as the Sierra in bold, striking, well-preserved glacial 
monuments. Indeed, every feature is more or less 
tellingly glacial. Not a peak, ridge, dome, cafion, 
yosemite, lake-basin, stream or forest will you see 
that does not in some way explain the past existence 
and modea of action of flowing, grinding, sculptur- 
ing, soil-making, scenery-making ice. For, notwith- 
standing the post-glacial agents - the air, rain, 
snow, frost, river, avalanche, etc.-have been at 
work upon the greater portion of the Range for tens 
of thousands of stormy years, each engraving its 
own characters more and more deeply over those of 
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the ice, the latter are so enduring and eo heavily em- 
phasized, they still rise in mblime relief, clear and 
legible, through every after-inscription. The land- 
scapes of North Greenland, Antarctia, and some 
of those of our own Alaska, are still b e i i  fashioned 
beneath a s lowawling mantle of ice, from a quarter 
of a mile to probably more than a mile in thickness, 
presenting noble illuetratione of the an&t con- 
dition of Oalifornia, when ite mblime m e r y  lay 
hidden in procem of formation. 011 the Himalaya, 
the mountains of Norway and Switzerland, the Cau- 
wm, and on most of those of Alaska, their ice- 
mantle has been melted down into separate glaciers 
that flow river-like through the vallep, illustrating 
a similar past condition in the Sierra, when every 
caiion and valley was the ohannel of an ice-stream, 
all of which may be easily traced back to their foun- 
tains, where some sixty-five or seventy of their top- 
most residual branohes still linger beneath protealing 
mountain dadowe. 

The change from one to mother of those glacial 
conditions was slow as we count time: When the 
great cycle of snow yeare, d e d  the Glacial Period, 
was nearly complete in California, the ice-mantle, 
wasting from season to season faster than it was re- 
newed, began to withdraw from the lowlands and 
gradually became shallower everywhere. Then the 
highest of the Sierra domes and dividing ridges, 
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containing distinct glaciers between them, began to 
appear above the icy sea. These first river-like gla- 
ciers remained united in one continuous sheet to- 
ward the summit of the Range for many centuries. 
But as the snow-fall diminished, and the climate be- 
came milder, this upper part of the ice-sheet was 
also in turn separated into smaller distinct glaciers, 
and these again into still smaller ones, while at the 
same time all were growing shorter and shallower, 
though fluctuations of the climate now and then oo  
curred that brought their receding ends to a stand- 
still, or even enabled them to advance for a few 
tens or hundreds of years. 

Meanwhile, hardy, homegeeking plants and ani- 
mals, after long waiting, flocked to their appointed 
places, pushing bravely on higher and higher, along 
every sun-warmed slope, closely following the r e  
treating ice, which, like shreds of summer clouds, at 
length vanished from the new-born mountains, leav- 
ing them in all their main, telling features nearly as 
we h d  them now. 

Tracing the ways of glaciers, learning how Nature 
sculptures mountain-waves in making scenery-beauty 
that so mysteriously influences every human being, 
is glorious work. 

The most striking and attractive of the glacial phe- 
nomena in the upper Posemite region are the 
polished glacier pavements, because they are so 
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beautiful, and their beauty is of so rare a kind, so 
unlike any portion of the loose, deeply weathered 
lowlands whem people make hcunes and earn tbeir 
bread They are simply flat or gently undulating 
areas of hard residing granite, which present the an- 
changed surface upon whioh with enormoue preesnre 
the anaiant gladere flowed. They are found in most 
perfect condition in the subalpine region, at an ela- 
vation of from eight thousand to nine thousand feet. 
Some are miles in extent, only slightly interrupted 
by spote that have given way to the weather, while 
the best pregeroed portions refleut the aunbeame like 
aalm water or glass, and shine as if polished afresh 
every day, notwithstanding they have been exposed to 
wrroding rains, dew, frost, and mow m e d e m  
thousands of yeara 

The attention of wandering huntere and prospec- 
tors, who see so many mountain wondem, is seldom 
commanded by other glacial phenomena, moraines 
however regular and artificial-looking, a f i c a h a n s  how- 
ever deep or etrangely modeled, rooHa however high; 
but when they come to these shining pavements they 
atop and stare in wondering admiration, kneel again 
and again to examine the brightest .spots, and try 
hard to account for their mysterious shining smooth- 
ness. They may have seen the winter avalmches of 
enow descending in awful majesty through the woods, 
muring the mks and sweeping sway like weeds the 
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I trees that stood in their way, but conclude that this 
cannot be the work of avalanches, because the 

i scratches and h e  polished stria show that the 
agent, whatever it was, moved dong the sides of 

1 high mks and ridges and up over the tops of them 
i 
I as well as down their slopes. Neither can they see 

how water may possibly have been the agent, for 
they find the same strange polish upon ridges and 
domes thousands of feet above the reach of any con- 
ceivable flood. Of all the agents of whose work they 
know anything, only the wind seems capable of mov- 
ing across the face of the COM- in the directions 
indicated by the scratches ind grooves. The Indian 
name of Lake ~ena$a  is '' Pyweak "- the lake 

I of shining rocks. One of the Yosemite tribe, Indian 
Tom, came to me and asked if I could tell him what 
had made the Tenaya rocks so smooth. Even do@ 
and horses, when first led up the mountains, study 
geology to this extent that they gaze wonderingly at 
the strange brightness of the ground ssd smell it, 
and place their feet cautiously upon it as if afraid 
of falling or sinking. 

In the production of this admirable h a d  finish, 
the glaciers in many places flowed with a pressure 
of more than a thousand tons to the square yard, 
planing down granite, slate, and quartz alike, and 
bringing out thb veins and crystah of the rocks 
with beautiful distinctness. Over large areas below 

l a  
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the sources of the Tuolumne and Meroed the granite 
is porphyritic; feldspar crystals an inch or two in 
length in many places form the wa te r  part of the 
roak, and these, when planed off level with the gen- 
eral surface, give rise to a beautiful mosaic on which 
the happy sunbeams plash and glow in pasdonate 
enthusiasm. Here lie the brightest of all the Sierra 
landscapes. The Range both to the north and sonth 
of this region was, perhapq glaciated about as 
heavily, but because the rocks are less resisting, their 
polished surfaces have mostly given way to the 
weather, leaving only small imperfect patches. The 
lowest remnants of the old glacial surface oaanr at 
an elevation of from 8000 to 5000 feet above the sea- 
level, and twenty to thirty milea below the axis of 
the Range. The short, steeply inclined oafions of 
the eaatarn flank also contain enduring, brilliantly 
striated and polished rocks, but these are lea mag- 
nificent than those of the broad western flank. 

One of the best general views of the bright& and 
best of the Yosemite park landecapes that every Yo- 
Semite tourist should see, is to be had from the top 
of Fairview Dome, a lofty wnoidal rock near (3a- 
thedral Peak that long ago I named the Tuolumne 
Glacier Monument, one of the moat &Sing and best 
prmerved of the domes. Ite burnished crown is 
about 1500 feet above the Tuolumne Yeadom and 
10,000 above the sea. At first sight it seems inac- 
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oeaaible, though a good climber will find it may be 
eoaled on the south side. About half-way up yon 
wi l l  find it so steep that there is danger of slipping, 
but feldspar crystals, two or three inches long, of 
which the rock is full, having offered greater resist. 
ance to atmoqbric erosion than the mass of the rock 
in which they am imbedded, have been brought into 
slight relief in some places, roughening the surface 
here and there, and affording helping footholds. 
The summit is bnrniabed and ecored like the sides 

and base, the matches and st& indicating; that the 
mighty Tuoll-e Glacier swept over it as if it were 
only a mere botilder in the bottom of its channel. 
The pressure it withstood must have been enormom. 
Had it beem leas solidly built it would have been 
carried away, ground into moraine fragments, like 
the adjacent rock in which it lay imbedded; for, 
great as it ia, it is only a hard residual knot like the 
Y o d t e  domes, brought into relief by the removal 
of less resisting rock about it; an illustration of the 
survival of the strongest and most favorably situated. 

Hardly less wonderful is the resistance it has of- 
fered to the trying mountain weather since h t  its 
mown rose above the icy sea. The whole quantity 
of post-glacial wear and tear it has suffered has not 
degraded it a hundredth of an inch, as may readily 
be shown by the polished portions of the surface. A 
few erratic boulders, nicely poised on its crown, tell 
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an inter;esting story, They came from the dt- 
peaks twelve miles away, drifting like Chip on the 
frozen sea, and were stranded here when the top of 
the monument merged from the ice, while their am- 
paniona, whose poeitione chanced to be above the 
elopes of the sidee where they c d d  not h d  reat, 
were carded farther on by falling ba& on the ehal- 
lowing ice current 
The general view from the summit co& of a 

sublime assemblage of iceborn rocke and mountains, 
long wavering ridges, meadow, lakes, and fore& 
covered moraines, handreds of square miies of them. 
The lofty summit-peaka rise grandly along the sky 
to the east, the gray p i l l d  elopes of the Hoff- 
m m  b g e  toward the west, and a billowy eea of 
dining rocks like the Monment, some of them 
almoat as high and which from their pecnliar 
sanlptnre seem to be rolling westward in the mid- 
db ground, something like breaking wavea. Im- 
mediately beneath yon are the Big Tuolnmne 
Meadows, smooth lawns with large breadths of 
woods on either side, and watered by the young 
Tuolaznne Ever, mshing cool and clear from its 
many snow- and ice-fountains, Nearly all the upper 
part of the basin of the Tuolumne Glacier ie in sight, 
one of the greatat and most influential of all the 
8iena ieeders. Lad~h ly  amded by many a noble 
aillnmt frm the i0.131~den flanks of Mounts Dana, 







LpU, Mdlure, Gibbs, Corneas, it poured its ma- 
jeetio outflowing onrrent full sgainst the end of the 
Hoffman Range, which divided and deflected it to 
right and left, just as a river of water is divided 
a&&, an ialand in the middle of its channeL 
Two dietinct glaciers were thus formed, one of which 
flowed through the great Tuolumne Caiion and 
Hetch Hetchy Valley, while the other swept upward 
in a deep correont two miles wide across the divide, 
five hundred feet high between. the basins of the 
Tuolnmne and X e d ,  into the Tenaya Bmin, and 
thence down through the Tenaya Caiion and Yo- 
Semite. 

The maplike distinctness and freshness of this 
&&a1 landscape cannot fail to excite the attantion 
of every beholder, no matter how little of its scientific 
@piIicance may be recognized. These bald, west- 
ward-leaning roclus, with their rounded back and 
shoulders toward the glaoier fountains of the summit- 
mountains, and their split, angular fronts looking in 
the opposite diredion, explain the tremendons grind- 
ing force with which the ice-flood passed over them, 
and also the direction of its flow. And the mountain 
peaks around the sides of the upper genepal Tuol- 
m e  Basin, with their sharp unglaciated summits 
and polished rounded sides, indicate the height to 
which the glaciers rose; while the numerous 
moraines, curving and swaying in beautiful lines, 
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mark the boiii'd&es of the main trunk and itS hibn~.' 
tariea as they existed toward the dose of the glacial 
winter. None of the oommemial highways of the 
land or sea, marked with buoys and lamps, fenm, 
snd guide-bode, is so nnmietakably indicated as 
are these broad, shining trails of the vanished Tuol- 
m e  Glacier and its farreaohii  tributaries. 

I &odd like now to offer some nearer vim of 
a few charaderistic specimens of these wonderful old 
ice9trerun8, though it is not easy to make a selection 
from eo vast a syetem intimately interblended 
The main branches of the Merced Glacier am, per- 
haps, best suited to our purpohle, becam their basins, 
frill of telling hariptione, are the ones moet attracti 
ive and accessible to the Yoeemite visitors who like 
to look beyond the valley walk. They number five, 
and may well be called Posemite glaciers, h o e  they 
were the agents Natnre used in developing and faah- 
ianing the grand Valley. The namee I have given 
them are, beginning with the northernmost, Y d t e  
Creek, HoBman, Tenaya, South Lye& and Illi- 
louette Glaaiem. These all converged in sdmira- 
ble poise around from northead to southeast, 
welded themselvee together into the main Ymmite 
Glacier, which, grinding gradually deeper, wept 
down through the Valley, receiving mall  tributaries 
an its way from the Indian, Sentinel, and Pohmo 
Caiiom; and at length flowed out of the Valley, 
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on down the Range in a general westerly direc- 
on. At the time that the tributaries mentioned 

above were well dehed  as to their boundaries, the 
upper portion of the valley walls, and the highest 
rocks about them, suoh as the Domes, the uppermost 
of the Threa Brothers and the Sentinel, rose above 

- the aurface of the ice. But during the Valley'e 
' 

earlier history, a l l  ita rocks, however lofty, were 
buried beneath a continuous sheet, which swept on 
above and about them like the wind, the upper por- 
tion of the current flowing steadily, while the lower 
portion went mazing and wedging down in the 
crooked and domeblocked caiions toward the head of 
the Valley. 

Every glauer of the Siema fluctuated in width 
and depth and length, and consequently in degree of 
individuality, down to the latest glacial days. It 
must, therefore, be borne in mind that the following 
description of the Yosemite glaciers applies only to 
their separatd condition, and to that phase of their 
separate condition that they presented toward the 
dose of the glacial period after most of their work 
was finished, and all the more telling features of 
the Valley and the adjacent region were brought into 
relief. 
The comparatively level, many-fountained Yo- 

aemite Creek Glacier was about fourteen milea in 
length by four or five in width, and from five hun- 
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drad to a thousand feet deep. Ite principal triba- 
tariea, drawing their sources from the northern spm 
of the H o 5 a n  Range, at first pursued a westerly 
oome; then, uniting with eaoh other, and a seri- 
of ehort duenta  from the watern rim of the baain, 
the trunk thus formed swept around to the 8011th- 
ward in a m@cent m e ,  and poured i t ,  ice 
over the north wall of Posemite in cascades about two 
milee wide. This broad and comparatively. ahallow 
glacier formed a sort of crawling, wrinkled ioe 
cloud, that gradually became more regnlar in shape 
and r ive~l ike aa it grew older. En&* pads 
began to overahadow its highest fountaim, rook 
islets m e  here and them amid its ebbing currents, and 
its picturesque banks, adorned with domea and 
md-backed ridges, extended in massive grandeur 
down to the brink of the Yogemite walk 

In the meantime the chief H o b  tributariee, 
slowly railing to the shelter of the ahadowe covering 
their fountains, continued to live and work inde  
pendently, spreading soil, deepening lake-baeins and 
giving finishing touahm to the sculpture in general. 
At length these also vanished, and the whole barah 
is now fdll of light. Forests flourish luxurianffy 
upon ite ample moraines, lakes and meadows &he 
and bloom amid its polished domes, and a thousand 
gardens adorn the banks of its streams, 

It is to the great width and even slope of the 
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~ o w n i t e  (hee~ ~lsoier  kt m owe the m i v k  
height and ahwrness of the Y d t e  P*. For had 
the podtione of the ice-fountains and the s t~c tn r e  
of the r& been such aa to c a m  dawn-thrusting 
mamtration of the Glacier as it approached the, 
Valley, then, instead of a high vertical fall we should 
have had a long slanting cascade, which after all 
w d d  perhaps have been as beautiful and interest- 
ing, if we only had a mind to see it so. 
The eho* comparatively swift-flowing Hoffman 

Glacier, whose fountains extend along the south 
slopes of the HofFman Range, offered a striking 
aontrast to the one just described. The erosive 
energy of the latter waa difbed over a wide field 
of sunken, boulderlike domes and ridges. The 
Hofhnan Glder, on the contrary, moved right 
ahead on a aomparatively even surfam, matring a 
desaent of nearly five thousand feet in five miles, 
steadily aontrscting and deep- its current, and 
&ally united with the Tenaya Glacier as one of its 
. most influential tribntariea. in the development and 
sculpture of the great Half Dome, North Dome and 
the rock0 adjacent to them about the head of the 
Valley. 

The story of its death is not unlike that of its com- 
panion already described, though the declivity of its 
channel, and its uniform exposure to sun-heat pre- 
vented any consider~ble Portion of its current from 
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becorning torpid, lingering only well up on the moun- 
tain slopes to h i a h  their d p t u r e  and e n d d e  them 

8 
with a zone of moraine soil for foreste and gardens 
Nowhere in al l  thie wonderful region will yon h d  
more beaut&l freee and h b s  and flowm ooveiring 
the trnrcee of ioe. 
The rugged Tenaya G M r  wildly oreva;8eed hew 

and there above the ridgee it had to cross, htead of 
drawing its sonrcea direct from the summit of the 
Range, formed, as we have wen, one of the outIeta 
of the great Tuolumne Glacier, issuing from this 
noble fountain like a river from a lake, two miles 
wide, about fourteen mil@ long, and from 1500 to 
2000 feet deep. 

In leaving the Tuolumne region it aroeeed over the 
divide, as mentioned above, between the Tuolumne 
and Tenaya basing making an ascent of five hundred 
feet. Henq after cuntraoting ita wide oarwnt and 
receiving a s-ng d u e n t  from the fountaina about 
Cathedral Peak, it poured ita massive flood over the 
northeastern rim of its basin in splendid cascade. 
Then, crushing heavily againat the Clouds' Reat 
Ridge, it bore down upon fhe Powmite domes with 
concentrated energy. 

Toward the end of the ice period, while ita HOE- 
man companion continued to grind rock-meal for 
coming plants, the main trunk became torpid, and 
vanished, exposing wide areas of rolling rock-waves 



mid glistening pavements, on whose channelless sur- 
faoe water ran wild and free. And becartee the 
bunk vanirrhed almost aimult8neomly throughout its 
whole extent, terminal morainea are found in its 
d o n  channel; nor, since its walh are, in most places, 

steeply molined to admit of the deposition of 
mine matter, do we iind much of the two main 

aterala The lowest of its residual glaciers lingered 
ath the ahadow of the Posemite Half Dome; 

along the base of Coliseum Peak above Lake 
a and along the precipitoue wall extending 
the lake to the Big Tuolnmne Meadows. The 
on acoount of the uniformity and continuity of 

otecting shadows, formed moraines of con- 
e length and regularits that are liable to be 

for portions of the left lateral of the 
umne tributary glacier. 

d all the time you can spare or steal on the 
of th grand old glacier, charmed and en- 

ted by its magnificent caiion, lakes and cascades 
resplendent glacier pavements. 
he Nevada Glaoier was longer and more sym- 

cal than the last, and the only one of the Mmed 
em whose sourcat extended d i d y  back to the 

ts on the axis of the Rsnge. Its numer- 
were ranged side by aide in three 

series, at an elevation of from 10,000 to 12,000 feet 
above the sea The h t ,  on the right side of the basin, 
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extended from the Matterhorn to Uathedral Peak; 
that on the left through the Merced group, and them . 
two parallel series were united by a third that ex- 
tended around the head of the basin in a d M o n  
at right angles to the other& 

The three ranges of high pealte and r idp  that 
supplied the snow for these fountains, together with 
the Claude' Rast Ridge, nearly inalom a rectangular 
baain, that wae filled with a mnRRive sea of ioe, leav- . 
ing an outlet toward the weat through which flowed 
the main trunk glacier, three-fonrths of a mile to a 
mile and a half wide, Maen miles long, and from 
1000 to 1500 feet deep, and entered Yoeemite be- 
tween the Half Dome and Mount Stam King. 

Could we have visited Y d t e  Valley at this 
period of its W r y ,  we should have found ite ice 
c#recsdes vastly more glorious than their tiny water 
representatives of the preaant day. One of the 
grandeet of these was formed by that portion of the 
Nevada Gtlder that poured over the shoulder of the 

- Half Doma 
This glacier, as a whole, -bled an oak, with 

a gnarled eweIIing base and widespmding branches. 
Pieturesqne rooks of every conceivable form adorned 
its b&, among whioh glided the numerous tribu- 
tades, mottled with blaeg and red and gray boulders, 
from the fountain peaks, while ever and anon, ae 
the deliberate centuries paeaed away, dome after 





One of the Great Cascades with water whirls-near the upper eudof TnolnmneCnfion 



!, ; .?;,:: 
. ..'.# .. dome raised ita burnished crown above the ic~.Bood 

t&qii& the dowly o* 1-pa& 
The 'principal moraines occsnr in ahort irqph 

d o 9 8  dong the sides of the dam, their frag- 
e t q y  condition being due to intemptions c a w d  

portions of the aid89 of the aafion walls being too 
stsep for moraine m a t h  to lie on, and to down-sweep 
hg +rrenb 8nd avaIanchea !L%e left lateral of the 
tnmg may be traced about five milea from the mouth 
of the f% main tributary to the lllilouette Caiion. 
!Che amxpmding d o n  of the right lateral, extend- 
ing'from Qathedral tn.7,utary to the Half Dome, is 
niore complete k u s e  of the more favorable aharscter 
of the north aide of the caiion. A short side-glaoier 
same in againat it from the a l o p  of Clouds' Rest; 
hut being fully exposed to the sun, it was melted long 
befare the main trunk, allowing the latter to deposit 
this portion of its moraine undisturbed. Some con- 
oeption of the aim and appearance of tbie h e  

,moraine may be gained by following the  cloud^' 
B& trail &om Yosemite, which eroases it obliquely 
and mdnate past several sections made by streams. 
h t e  bonldem may be seen that mast have aome from 
thi, Lyall group, twelve miles distant But the bulk 
bf &e moraine is mm@ of granite d e  
rivitd from Feldspar and Uathedral Valleys. 

On the sides of the moraines we Rnd a serie~ of 
texmcea, indicating fluatnations in the level of the 
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glacier, caused by variations of snow-fall, tempera- 
m e y  eta, showing that the &ate of the glacial 
period was divemifled by cycles of milder or stormier 
seasons similar to thoae of pod-glacial time. 

After the depth of the main trunk dimhished .to 
about five hundred feet, the greater portion became 
torpid, aa is shown by the moraines, and lay dying 
in its crooked channel like a wounded enaks, main- 
taining for a time a feeble quirming motion in 
places of exceptional depth, or where the bottom of 
the c a n  was more deeply indined. The numerous 
foantain-wombs, however, continued fruitful long 
after the trunk had vanished, giving rise to an im- 
posing m y  of ahort d d u a l  glaciers, extending 
around the rim of the general basin a distance of 
nearly twenty-four miles. Most of them have but 
recently succumbed to the new climate, dying in 
Curn aa determined by elevation, size, and expoenre, 
leaving only a few feeble survivors beneath the cool- 
est shadows, which are now slowly completing the 
eculpture of one of the nobleat of the Y d t e  
bins.  

The comparatively &allow glacier that at this time 
filled the Illilo~ette Baain, though once far from 
&allow, more manbled a lake than a river of ice, 
being nearly half aa wide as it was long. Ita great- 
& length was about ten miles, and its depth perhaps 
nowhere much exceeded 1000 feet. Ita chief foun- 



ranged along the weat side of the M e d  
group, at an elevation of about 10,000 feet, gave 
birth to fine tributaries that flowed in a westerly 
dimtion, and united in the center of the basin. The 
broad trunk at h t  flowed northwestward, then 
m e d  to the northward, deflechd by the lofty wall 
forming ifs westam bang, and M y  united with the 

Yomnite tmnk, opposite Glacier Point. 
the phenomena relating to glacial action in 

bath are remarkably simple and orderly, on ao- 
aunt of the eheltered positione occupied by its ice- 

nntains, with reference to the dietnrb'mg effects of 
glaciers from the axis of the main Range 
in the period. From the eastern base of the 

Eing m e  yon may obtain a h e  view of the 
pal moraines sweeping grandly out into the 

of the basin from the shoulders of the peaks, 
which the ice-fountains lay. The right 

a1 of the tributary, which took its rise between 
and M e r d  Mountaine, meawes two hundred 

in height at its upper extremity, and 
well-defined terrama, similar to those 

South Lye11 Glaoier. The comparative 
s of the uppermost terrace shows that it 

L coneiderably more andent than the others, many 
of which it is composed having 

ed. A few miles to the westward, this me 
e has an average slope of twenty-eeven degrees, 
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and an elevation above the bottom of the b e 1  of 
eix hundred and sixty feet. Near the middle of the 
main basin, just where the regularly formed medial 
and lateral moraines flatten out and diaitppear, there 
is a remarkably smooth field of gravel, planted with 
ardastephylos, that looh at the distance of a mile 
like a delightful meadow. [Jtream sectiona &ow the 
gravel deposit to be composed of the same material 
'ha the moraines, but finer, and more water-worn from 
the aotion of converging torrents issuing from the 
tributary glaciers after the trunk was melted. The 
southern boundary of the basin is a strikingly per- 
fect wall, gray on the top, and white down the aides 
and at the base with snow, in which many a crystal 
brook takes rise. .The northern boundary is made 
up of smooth undulating masses of gray granite, that 
lift here and there into beautiful domes of which 
the Starr King duster is the hes t ,  while on the 
east tower the majeeeio fountain-peaks with wide 
d o n s  and neve amphitheatera between them, whose 
variegated rocks show out gloriody againat the sky. 

The ictsplom of this oharming basin, ranged side a 

by side in orderly gangs, furrowed the rocks with ad- 
mirable uniformity, producing irrigating channela 
for r brood of wild streams, and abundance of rich 
mil adapted to every requirement of garden and 
grove. NQ &her section og the Yowmite uplands 



I in a, perfect a state of glacial adtivation. Ita 7 - D-, and p h ,  and rn- rock-waves, how- 9 
m.jeatio in themsalvea, are yet mbmiasively mb- 

ordinate to the garden center. !l!he other basins we :$$ 
have been d d b i i  are mmbiitione of d p t n r e d  q;$;J 
rodm, e m m e d  with gardens and groves; the !&.-> 

n ;45\ lllilwtte is one grand garden and forest, embel- r#~?+ ,  
Wed with rocks, each of the five beautiful in its $,:$ 
owa way, and all aa harmoniously related as are the 

h*?J 

five pWa of a flower. After uniting in the Yo- ;;Ijfp 
w m b  Valley, and expending the down-thrusting ;.3: .- 

' 1 %& amgy derived from their combined weight and the ., . +: 
deolivity of their ahanneb, the grand trunk flowed .;\-'';C2 *,? : 4 
on through and out of the Valley. In  efiechg its 
exit a mnsiderable ascent was made, traces of which 

C 

m y  &ill be seen on the abraded rooks at the lower ::,;A 
end of the Valley, while the direction pursued after ;..?q 
leaving the Valley is surely indicated by the im- .-V 
m s e  lateral moraines extending fmm the ends of .c.71 
the w9]le at  an elevation of from 1500 to 1800 feet. ' ' 

The right lateral moraine was disturbed by a large ;$ 
tributary glacier that aermp$d the basin of Caaeade L* 

&.=.I 
Olreak, causing considerable complication in its s tmc 

, n 8 ?  tare. The left is simple in form for several miles of 
ita lesgth, or to the point where a tributary came in 
from the southeast. B U ~  both are greatly obscured <.b _ 

the fops& and underbrush growing upon them, .ij<$ L a  ..a: . c,: .-; . 
8 '  .I' .- 
'c .-:<z 
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and by the denuding action of & and malting 
anowe, eta. It ie, therefore, the leea to be wmdsred 
at that these moraines, made up of material derived 
from the dietant fo11l1tain-moanttaine, and from the 
Valley itself, were not sooner r e o o p h d  

The ancient glacier Byeterns of the Tnolumne, Snn 
Joaquin, Kem, and Kings River Basins wera de- 
veloped on a s t i l l  grander aoals and are eo replete 
with interest that tbe moat aetchy outline dewnip- 
tions of eaoh, with the works they have aooompbhed, 
would fill many a volume, Therefore I am do 
but little more than invite everybody who ie free to 
go and see for himael& 
The action of flowing ice, whether in the form of 

river-like glaciers or broad mt lea ,  eape&dy the 
part it played in eonlptuhg the earth, is as yet 
but little understood. Water rivers work opanly 
where people dwell, and no doea the rain, and the 
sea, thundering on all the ahom of the world; and 

. the universal man of air, though inab le ,  speaka 
aloud in a thousand voices, and explaine ita modes 
of working and its power. But glaciers, ba& in 
their white solitudes, work apart from men, eserting 
their tremendous energiea in silence and darkness. 
Outspread, spirit-like, they brood above the pre 
destined landscapes, work on unwearied through im- 
mearable ages, until, in the fullness of time, tbe 
mountains and valleys are brought forth, h e k r  



for rivers, basins made 'for lakes and 
and arms of the sea,  oils spread for foreata 
; than they shrink and vanish like summer 
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ONE-DAY EXQUBBION8 

No. 1. 

F I were so time-poor as to have only one day to 
spend in Posemite I abdd atart at daybwak, 

say at three o'clook in midsummer, with a pooketfnl of 
any sort of dry breakfast at&, for Glacier Point, Sen- 
tinel Dome, the head of Illilouette Fall, Nevada Fall, 
the top of Liberty Cap, Vernal Fall and the wild baul- 
derchoked River Claiion. The trail leavea the Valley 
at the base of the Sentinel Bock, and as you dowly 
saunter from p i n t  to point along its many aocommo- 
dating zigzags nearly all the Valley rocks and falls 
am seen in striking, evezcchanging combinations. At 
an elevation of about five hundred feet a partidarly 
fine, widegweeping view down the Valley ie ob- 
tained, p& the sheer face of the Sentinel and be- 
tween ths Cathedral Rooks and El Clapitan. At a 
height of about 1500 feet the great Half Dome 
comes full in sight, overahadowing every other 
featme of the Valley to the eastward. From 
Glacier Poh t  you look down 8000 feet over the 
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Gem Lake. near Mt. Ritter 





lower end of the Illilouette basin, mcm IBUouette 
Creek and follow it to the Fall where from an onb 
jutting rock at its head yon will get a h e  view of its 
rejoicing watera and wild &ion and the Half Dome. 
Thence mturning to the trail, follow it to the head 
of the Nevada Fall. Linger here an hour or two, 
for not only have yon glorious viem of the wonder- 
ful  fall, but of its wild, leaping, exulting rapid8 and, 
greater than all, the atupendons msnery into the heart 
of whioh the white passionate river goee wildly 
thnadering, surpassing everything of its kind in the 
world. After an unmeasured hour or so of thie 
glory, all your body aglow, nerve cnlrrenta flashing 
through you never before felt, go to the top of the 
Liberty Cap, only a glad saunter now that your 
lege as well ae head and heart are awake and rejoie 
ing with everything. The Liberty Cap, a companion 
of the Half Dome, ie eheer and inaccessible on three 
of ita aides but on the east a gentle, ice-burnished, 
juniperdotted slope exten& to the summit wbere 
other wonderful vim are displayed where all are 
wonderful: the south side and ahoalders of Half 
Dome and Clauda' Reat, the beautiful Little Ye 
semite Valley and its many domes, the S t a n  Eing 
cluster of domes, Sentinel Dome, Glacier Point, and, 
perhaps the most tremendously impreseive of all, 
tbe views of the hopper-ahaped at5011 of the river 



from the head of the Nevada FaIl to the head of the 
valley. 

&turning to the trail you d m n d  between the 
Nevada Fall and the Liberty Cap with fine side views 
of both the fall and the rock, pass on through clouds 
of spray and along the rapids to the head of the 
Vernal Fall, about a mile below the Nevada 
Thger here if night is atjll distast, for views of this 
favorite fall and the stnpendous rock scenery about 
it Then deecend a stahway by its Gde, follow 
a dim trail through ita spray, and a plain one dong 
the border of the bdder-dashed rapida and so back 
to the wide, tranquil Valley. 

ONE-DAY EXOURSIONB 

No. 2. 

Another grand oneday exmion  is to the Upper 
Yoaemite Fall, the top of the highest of the Three 
Brothers, oalled Eagle Peak on the Geological Sur 
vey maps; the brow of El Gapitan; the head of the 
Ribbon Fall; amosa the beautiful Ribbon Creek 
Basin; and back to the Valley by the Big Oak Flat 
wagon-road. 
The trail leaves the V d y  on the eaat side of tbe 

largest of the earthquake taluses immediately o p p  
site the Sentinel RdoL and as it passes within a few 
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rods of the foot of the great fall, magnificent v i m  
rrre obtained aa yon approaoh it and paee through ite 
epray, though when the snow is melting fa& you 
will be well drenched. From the foot of the Fall 
the trail zigzags up a narrow d o n  bdmm the fall 
and a plain m d  olifl thnt ia bnrniehed bere and 
there by glaoial adion. 

You should stop a while at a flat iron-faced rook 
a little below the head of the fall beside the enthd- 
astio throng of starry comet-like watere to learn eome 
thing of their strength, their marvelow variety of 
forms, and above all, their glorioua mnaiu, gathered 
and composed from the tmow-etom, bail-, rain- and 
wind+bnme that have fallen on their g l a c i e d p  
ttued, domey, ridgy basin. Refreshed and exhil- 
arated, yon follow yoor trail-way throngh silver fir 
and pine woods to Eagle Peak, where the moat am- 
preheneive of all the views to be had on the north- 
wall heighta are displayed. Bfter an hour or two 
of gazing, dreaming, studying the tremendous tom 
raphy, eta, tram the rim of the Valley to the grand 
El Capitan ridge and go down to ita brow, where 
you wil l  gain everlasting i m p d m  of Nature's 
eteadfastnees and power combined with ineffable h e  
neee of beauty* 
Dragging yoareelf away, go to the head of the 

Ribbon Fall, t h a w  across the beautiful Ribbon 
Creek Basin to the Big Oak Flat stagemad, asd 



TWO-DAY EXOUBLJIONS 

No. 1. 

For a twoday trip I would go etraight to Mount 
Eof€man, spend the night on the summit, next morn- 
ing go down by May Lake to Tenaya Lake and re- 
turn to the Valley by Cloud's Rest and the Nevada 
and Vernal Falls. As on the foregaing t3xcursion, 
you leave the Valley by the Y d t e  Falls trail and 
follow it to the Tioga wagon-road, a short distance 
east of Pornpine Flat. From that point p d  
straight up to the summit. Mount Hoffman is a 
maes of $ray granite that rises almost in the center 
of the Posemite Park, abu t  eight or ten miles in a 
etraight line h m  the Valley. Its southern s l o p  
are low and easily climbed, and adorned here and 
there with castle-like crumbling piles and long 
jagged meste that look like mtiilcial masonry; but 
on the north aide it is abruptly precipitous and 
banked with lasting snow. Most of the broad sum- 
mit is comparatively level and thick sown with crys- 
tal~, quartz, mica, hornblende, feldspar, granite, 
zircon, tourmaline, eta., weathered out and & e m  
dosely and loosely as if they had been aown broad- 
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cast Their radiance is fairly damding in emlight, 
almost hiding the multitude of mall flowere that 
grow among them. At first sight only these radiant 
crystals are likely to be noticed, but looking clo88ly 
yon disoover a multitude of very mall gilias, 

' phloxes, mimulue, eta, many of them with more 
petals than leaves On One bordm of h t l e  
streams larger plants flonrieh -lupine%, daisies, 
asters, goldenrods, hairbell, mountain columbine, 
potentilla, astragalus and a few gentians; with 
charming heathworts - bryanthna, d o p e ,  kalmia, 
v a d u m  in boulder-fringing rings or bank o o r a n  ' 
You saunter among the myatale and flowers as if 
you were walking among stars, From the enmmit 
nearly all the Yosemite Park ia displayed like a 
map: forests, lakes? meadowa, and mowy pake. 
Northward lies Yoaemite'e wide baein with ita 
domes and small lakes, shining like larger crystals; 
eastward the rocky? meadowy Tuolumne region, 
bounded by ita snowy peaks in glorioua array ; south- 
ward Yosemite and westward the vast forest. On no 
other Yosemite Park kunta in  are you more likely to 
linger. You will find it a magnificent sky camp. 
Clumpa of dwarf pine and mountain hemlock will 
furnish min roots and branches for fuel and light, 
and the rill4 sparkling water. Thousands of the 
little plat  people wi l l  gaze at your amp-fire with 
the q s t a l ~  and stare, oompmions and guardians 



TWO-DAY ~XCP~LSTONL~ 808 

at reet in the heart of the serene 

taslling of aLZ tihe wide H o h  vim~ 
of the Tuolmnne ~ t h  iQ mesdoq &P- 

of emooth rock-wova *t appw 
yon lige high ZYsaeiag 

'-wavea madp'to break, aad beyond thsee the grmt 
- m m t a h  Butbeetofallsre~edawnand~eana- 

better p h d  for tfais 
viewe -- to wateh and aae 

dawn an& the ~nt lbama 
:,'- 3L s'a- throngh lae mavy High Sierra 
~ Z t - i ~ a h e n i n ~  tb w rnd crptale, tb. 
r.L + -  ' 
E;'..' people and winged people, grid making svwythhg 
- '' ' chine and sing in pure glory. &:. . With your heart aglow, qjangliq Lske T-ya 

a d  W e  May will Won you a m q  for w d h  
- ,$heir i m d  shores. Leave T,oraye at the 
,8iP.est and ames to the eouth eide of the wd 
gtadudly work your way up in an b o a t  &raight 
-- 

$,. 
south dimtion to the summit of the divide between 

u -  - , Zenaya Creek and the main nppm M d  B a r  OF 8%;; ' - @evada Creek and follow the divide to aondada" iz : *U After a gloriom rim from tbe emst cd tbis 
C.-'-?, , 
-'J r-. , 10% granite wave you wtiu f i d  s tr8:il oa its we& 
0 I 

I -  r end that will lead yau down pa& Nevada md 
8 ,  Y d  Falls to the Vdey in good time1 pmvided 

you left ptu: H ~ 5 a n  &y mmp early. 
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TWO-DAY EXOUBSION8 

Artother grand twoday excnrreion ie the same aa 
the ftret of the o n d a y  tripe, as far ae the head of 
TlElouette Fall. From there trace the beautiful 
stream up though the heart of ita magnificent fowste 
and gardene ta the d o n a  between the Red and 
Merced Peaks, md paas the night where I camped 
foe-one years ago. Early next morning visit the 
mall glacier on the north side of Merced Peak, the 
firs& sf tb aixfp%ve that I discovered in the S i m  

Gladal phenomena in the Ulouette Baain are 
on the grandest smle, and in the come of my ex- 
ploratiom I found that the d o n  and moraines be- 
heen ihe M e r d  and Red Mountains were the 
most interesting of h all. The path of the van- 
ished glaaier shone in many pl- aa if washed with 
ail we^, arnd pushing up the &on on thia bright mad 
I paeeed lake after lake in eolid Wine of granite 
d mny a meadow dong the c d o n  stream that 
h b  thmn together, The main lateral moraines 
that h a n d  the view below the caiion are from a 
bM %Q marly two hundred feet high and won- 
d e r f d y  xegw1a~~ l ib adfidal  e m b h e n t e ,  covered 
huh  a zmqgdfi-t growth of silver & and pine. 
But &-hi@ gardea d famat 1 d - e  i~ speedily 



Looking up Hetch-Hotchy Valley from Surprise Point 
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' b e  on ledpa and buttram of Red Mountain seenu : to find the dimate best dtd to it ' h e  sped- 
memethatImeesnredwereov~~ahrmdadfeet~ 
md twenty-four feet in c i r tmdmce,  s- 

,badly a trace of ~evere donne, 1 0 0 ~  as fresh and 
: vigorous as She giants of the lower zones. Eve* 
w e  on just as I got fairly into the main 6 0 l L  It 
i s  about a mile wide and a little lese thgm two milea 
long. The mumbling qura of Red Motmtain bound 
on tihe north, the s o m h  di& of M e 4  Mou&ai31 

,:'on the south and rr deeply-immted, &pliphmd ridge 
,oxwing around fkom momfain to mountain Auta 
sit in on the east, My camp w ~ g  on tE8 bkk of 
one of the lakee in a thi&et of rmmtclin: hemle, 
partly sheltewd from tha wind Early negt morn- 
'- I mt out to tram the ancient glaier b its head. 
Passing around the north &ore Q$ my camp M e  
1C followed the main &ream &om one IsJrcleii C an- 
othet. The dwarf pines and lmd& &appeared 
aad the st ram waa Wered wip W m  The maim 
lateral moraines tkt &end from the, mth of the 
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d o n  are continued in straggling masam along the 
w a l k  Tra- the streams W to the higheat of 
ita little lakes, I noticed a deposit of h e  gray mud, 
something like the mud worn from a grindstme. 
Thie suggested its origin, for the sWam that 
waa amyQ it issued from a nrw-looking moraine 
that seemed to be in proaeas of formation. It ie 
from eixtg to over a hundred feet high in front, with 
a dope of about thirty-eight degrees. Climb'i to 
the top of it, I discovered a very smd but well- 
chmacbrieed glacier swooping down from the 
shadowy cliffs of the mountain to ite terminal ma- 
raine. The ice appeared on all the lower portion 
of the glacier; farther up it was covered with mow, 
The uppermost orevaeae or "bergesahmnd" was 
from twelve to fourteen feet wide. The melting 
wow and ice formed a network of rille that ran graw 

I 
fully down the surface of the glacier, merrily siag 
ing in their nbining ch&1~1ela Bfter this discovery 
I made excursions over all the High Bierra and dis- 
covered that what at first eight looked like enow- 
fields were in great part glaciers which were com- 
pleting the sculpture of the summit peake. 

W i  early,-which wi l l  be easy, as your bed 
will be rather cold and you will not be able to sleep 
much anyhow,- after vi~iting the glacier, climb the 
Red Mountain and enjoy the magnificent views from 
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I wnntsd forty lakes from one &and- 
point on this mountain, and the views to the west- 
ward over the IUilouette Ba~in, the most snperbly 
forested of all the basins whose waters drain into'yo- 
Bemite, and those of the Posemite rocks, especially 
the Half Dame and the upper part of the north wall, 
are very &ne. But, of conrse, far the most imposing 
view ie the vaet array of snowy peaks along the axis 
of the Range. Then from the top of this peak, light 
and free and exhilarated with mountain air and 
mountain beauty, you ahodd ran lightly down the 
northern slope of the mountain, descend the caiion be- 
tween Red and Qray M o u n t h ~ ,  thence northward 
dong the basles of Qray Mountain and Mount Clark 
and go down into the head of Little Posemite, and 
thence down pa& the Nevada and Vernal Falls to 
the Valley, a truly gloriou twoday trip 1 

The best three-day excursion, as far as I can see, 
i~ the same ae the h t  of the t w d a y  trips until you 
reach L&e Tenaya. There instead of returning to 
the Valley, follow the Tioga road around the north- 
west side of the lake, over to the Tuolumne Meadows 
and up to the west base af Mount Dana. Leave the 
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road there and make straight for the higheat point 
on the timber line between Mounta Dana and Qabe 
and cnmp there. 

On the morning of the third day go to the top of 
M m t  Dana in time for the glory of the dawn and 
the sun& over the gray Mono Deeert and the sub 
lime foreat of High Sierra peaks. .When you leave 
the mountain go far enough down the north aide for 
a view of the Dana Glacier, then make your way 
back to the Tioga road, follow it along the Tuolumne 
Meadows to the mowing of Budd Creek where you 
will find the Sunrise trail branching off up the 
mountaingide through the forest in a southwesterly 
direction past the west side of Cathedral Peak, which 
will lead you down to the Valley by the Vernal and 
Nevada Falls. If you are a good walker you <wm 
leave the trail where it begins to d-d a eteep 
slope in the silver fir woods, and bear off to the right 
and make straight for the top of Clouds' Rest. The 
walldng is good and almost level and from the west 
end of Clonda' Rest take the Cloude' Rest trail 
which will lead direct to the Valley by the Nevada 
and Vernal Falle. To any one not desperately time 
poor thia trip should have four days instead of three ; 
camping the second night at the Soda Springs; 

6 thence to Monnt Dana and return to the Soda 
5 . ~  - .,. L 

Springs, -ping the third night there; thence by 
I I the Sumi~ie trail to Oathedral Peak, visi* the 





A Biver View ~ O ~ O B B  the lower end af !J!udnmne Meadows 
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- kp$iful Cathedral lake which, lies about la - d e  to 
thi west of Cathedral Peak, eat& your lnncrheon, 
and thence to Clouds' Rest and the Valley a above. 
Z'hie ia ope of the moat intemdhg of all the com- 
paratively ehort trips that can be made in ths whole 
H&te region. Not d y  do y p  we all the 
grandest of the Powmite rocks and waterfalh amd 
the High B k a  with their gladem, glacier lakes 
and glader meadowe, etu, but sections of the mag* 
nifimt silver iir, two-leaved pine, snd dwarf pinier 
mes; with the prinaipal alpine flowem snd s h b s ,  
mpeciany Bods of dwarf vacchiam csvered with 
flowers and fruit though less than an in& bigh, 
h a d  mats of dwarf willow scarce an in& Irigb 
with ~~ that rise straight from the grozlll4 ipd 
glorious beds of blue gentians,- grandeur enough 
and bean@ enough for a lifetime. 

. THE UPPER TUOLUMrn E x r n O N  

We come now to the grandest of all the Yoserpife 
excursions, one that requires at least two ar three 
w6&. The beet-time to make it is from 'abone.~e 
middle if Jdy. The visitor entering the %smite 
in July has the advantage of seeing the falls net# pe6 
ha&, in their very hod  prime bi~t n& thing to it; 
while the glacier-meadows will be in their glkiry and 

14 
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the snow on the mountains will be firm enough to 
make olimbing aafe. Long ago I made them 13ierra 
trips, arrging only a ~aokful  of bread with a little 
tea and augar and was thus independent and free, 
now that trails or d a g e  made lead out of the Val- 
ley in almost every direction it ia w y  to take a pa& 
animal, ao that the luxury of a blanket and a supply 
of food can eaaily be had. 

The beat way to leave the Valley will be by the 
Yosemite Fall trail, camping the b t  night on the 
Tioga road opposite the east end of the H&an 
Range. Next morning climb Mount H o 5 a n ;  
thence push on past Tenaya Lake into the Toolumne 
Meadows and mtablieh a aentral camp near the Soda 
Springs, from which glorious exmdons can be made 
at your leisure. For here in this upper Tu 
Valley ia the wideat, smoothest, most serenely spa- 
cious, and in every way the most deli&tful anmmer 
,pleasure-park in all the High Sierra. And 
is connected with Yosemite by two good traile, and a 
fairly good carriage road that paasee between Y e  
Semite and Mount Hoffman, it ie a h  the moat ac- 
ceaaible. It is in the heart of the High Sierra east 
of Yosemite, 8600 to 90QO feet above the level of the 
sea. The gray, picturesque Cathedral Range bounds - 

it on the sonth; a similar range or apur, the highest 
peak of which is Mount Cmesa, on the north; the 
noble a6ounts Dana$ Gibbe, Idammoth, Lye]], Ma 
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clure and others on the axie of tbe Range on the east; 
a heaving, billowy crowd of glacier-polished rocks and 
Mount HofFman on the west. Dawn through the 
open sunny meadow-levels of the Valley flows the 
Tuolumne River, fresh and cool from ite many gla- 
cial fountains, the highest of which are the glaciers 
that lie on the north sides of Mount Lyell and Mount 
McClure. 

Along the river a series of beautiful glacier- 
meadows extend with but little interruption, from 
the lower end of the Valley to its head, a distance of 
about twelve miles, forming charming sauntering- 
grounds from which the glorious mountains may be 
enjoyed as they look down in divine serenity over 
the dark forests that cloihe their bases. Narrow 
strips of pine woods cross the meadowcarpet from 

, side to side, and it is somewhat roughened here and 
there by moraine boulders and dead trees brought 
down from the heights by snow avalanches; but for 
miles and miles it is so smooth and level that a hun- 
dred horsemen may ride abreast over it. 

The main lower portion of the meadows is about 
four miles long and from a quarter to half a mile 
wide; but the width of the Valley is, on an average, 
about eight miles. Tracing the river, we fbd  that i t  
forks a mile above the Soda Springs, the main fork 
turning southward to Mount Lyell, the other east- 
ward to Mount Dana and Yount Gibba Along both 
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forb  &rips of meadow extend almost to their heada 
The mod beautiful portions of the meadows are 
spread over lake bash4 whiah have been 6lled up by 
deposits from the river. A few of these riverlakes 
&ill exist, but they are now shallow and are rapidly 
approaching extinction. The sod in moet places i n  
exceedingly h e  and silky and free from weeds and 
bushes; while charming flowers abound, especially 
gentians, dwarf daisies, potentillas, and the pink 'bells 
of dwarf vaccinium. On the banks of the river and 
its tributaries casaiope and bryanthns may be found, 
where the sod curls over stream bangs and around 
boulders. The prindpal grass of these meadowe is 
a delicate calamagrostie with very alender m o m  
leaves, and when it i s  in flower the ground seems to be 
covered with a faint purple mist, the atema of the 
panicles being so &e that they are almoet invisible, . 
and offer no appreciable res-w in walking 
through them. Nong the edges of the meadows be 
neath the pines and throughout the greater part of 
the Valley tall ribbon-leaved grasm grow in a b  
dance, chiefly bromns, triticum and agroetie, 

In October the nighta are frosty, and then the 
meadows at sunrise, when every leaf is laden with 
crystals, are a fine sight The days are  till warm 
and calm, and bees and buttedies continue to waver 
and hum about the Iate-blooming flowers until the 

8 j J 

coming of the enow, usually in November. Storm 
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then follows storm in quick succession, burying the 
meadows to a depth of from ten to twenty feet, while 
magnificent avalanches descend through the forests 
from the laden heights, depositing huge piles of snow 
mixed with uprooted trees and boulders. In the open 
sunshine the snow usually lasts until the end of June 
but the new season's vegetation is not generally in 
bloom until late in July. Perhaps the best all 
round excursion-time after winters of averago snow- 
fall is from the middle of July to the middle or end 
of August. The snow is then melted from the woods 
and southern slopes of the mountains and the 
meadows and gardens are in their glory, while the 
weather is mostly all-reviving, exhilarating sunshine. 
The few clouds that rise now and then and the 
showers they yield are only enough to keep every- 
thing fresh and fragrant. 

The groves about the Soda Springs are favorite 
camping-grounds on account of the cold, pleasant- 
tasting water charged with carbonic acid, and because 
of the views of the mountains across the meadow - 
the Glacier Monument, Cathedral Peak, Cathedral 
Spires, Unicorn Peak and a series of ornamental 
nameless companions, rising in striking forms and 
nearness above a dense forest growing on the left 
lateral moraine of the ancient Tuolumne Glacier, 
which, broad, deep, and far-reaching, exerted vast in- 
fluence on the scenery of this portion of the Sierra. 
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But there are fme camping-grounds all along the 
meadows, and one may move from grove to grove 
every day all summer, enjoying new homes and new 
beauty to satisfy every roving desire for change. 

There are five main capital excursions to be made 
from here - to the summits of Nounts Dana, Lyell 
and Oonness, and through the Bloody Caiion Pass 
to Mono Lake and the volcanoes, and down the 
Tuolumne Cafion, at  least as far as the foot of the 
wonderful series of river cataracts. All of these ex- 
cursions are sure to be made memorable with joyful 
health-giving experiences ; but perhaps none of them 
will be remembered with keener delight than the days 
spent in sauntering on the broad velvet lawns by the 
river, sharing the sky with the mountains and trees, 
gaining something of their strength and peace. 

The excursion to the top of Mount Dana is a very 
easy one; for though the mountain is 13,000 feet 
high, the ascent from the west side is so gentle and 
amooth that one may ride a mule to the very summit. 
Across many a busy stream, from meadow to meadow, 
lies your flowery way; mountains all about you, few 
of them hidden by irregular foregrounds. Gradually 
ascending, other mountains come in sight, peak rising 
above peak with their snow and ice in endless variety 
of grouping and sculpture. Now your attention is 
turned to the moraines, sweeping in beautiful curves 
from the M o w s  and caiions, now to the granite waves 
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and pavements rising here and there above the heathy - 

sod, polished a thousand years ago and still shining. 
Towards the base of the mountain you note the dwarf- 
ing of the trees, until at a height of about 11,000 
feet you h d  patches of the tough, white-barked pine, 
pressed so Bat by the ten or twenty feet of snow 
piled upon them every winter for centuries that you 
may walk over them as if walking on a shaggy rug. 
And, if curious about such things, you may discover 
speoimens of this hardy tree-mountaineer not more 
than four feet high and about as many inches in diam- 
eter at the ground, that are from two hundred to 
four hundred years old, still holding bravely to life, 
making the most of their slender summers, shaking 
their tasseled needles in the breeze right cheerily, 
drinking the thin sunshine and maturing their h e  
purple cones as if they meant to live forever. The 
general view from the summit is one of the most ex- 
tensive and sublime to be found in all the Range. 
To the eastward you gaze far out over the desert 
plains and mountains of the " Great Basin," range 
beyond range extending with soft outlines, blue and 
purple in the distance. More than six thousand feet 
below you lies Lake Mono, ten miles in diameter from 
north to south, and fourteen from west to east, lying 
bare in the treeless desert like a disk of burnished 
metal, though at times it is swept by mountain storm- 
winds and streaked with foam. To the southward 
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there is a well-defined range of pale-gray extinct vol- 
canoes, and though the highest of them rises nearly 
two thousand feet above the lake, you can look down 
from here into their circular, cuplike craters, from 
which a comparatively short time ago ashes and 
cinders were showered over the surrounding sage 
plains and glacier-laden mountains. 

To the westward the landscape is made up of ex- 
ceedingly strong, gray, glaciated domes and ridge 1 
waves, most of them comparatively low, but the 
largest high enough to be called mountains ; separated 
by caiions and darkened with lines and fields of 
forest, Cathedral Peak and Mount Hoffman in the 
distance; small lakes and innumerable meadows in 
the foreground. Northward and southward the 
great snowy mountains, marshaled along the axis of 
the Range, are seen in all their glory, crowded to- 
gether in  some places like trees in groves, making 
landscapes of wild, extravagant, bewildering magnifi- 
cence, yet calm and silent as the sky. 

Some eight glaciers me in sight. One of these is 
the Dana Glacier on the north side of the mountain, 
lying at the foot of a precipice about a thousand feet 
high, with a lovely palegreen lake a little below it. 
This is one of the many, small, shrunken remnants 
of the vast glacial system of the Sierra that once 
filled the hollows and valleys of the mountains and 
covered all the lower ridges below the immediate sum- 
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mit-fountains, flowing to right and left away from the 
axis of the Range2 lavishly fed by the snows of the 
glacial period. 

I n  the excursion to Mount Lyell the immediate 
base of the mountain is easily reached on meadow 
walk8 along the river. Turning to the southward 
above the forks of the river, you enter the narrow 
Lyell branch of the Valley, narrow enough and deep 
cnough to be called a caiion. Tt  is about eight miles 
long and from 2000 to 3090 feet deep. The flat 
meadow bottom is from about three hundred to two 
hundred yards wide, with gently curved margins 
about Wty yards wide from which rise the simple 
massive walls of gray granite at an angle of about 
thirty-three degrees, mostly timbered with a light 
growth of pine and streaked in many places with 
avalanche channels. Towards the upper end of the 
c&on the Sierra crown comes in sight, forming a 
fulely balanced picture framed by the massive cafion 
walls. In the foreground, when the grass is in 
flower, you have the purple meadow willow-thickets 
on the river banks ; in the middle distance huge swell- 
ing bosses of granite that f o m  the base of the gem- 

J 

era1 mass of the mountain, with fringing lines of 
dark woods marking the lower curves, smoothly snow- 
clad except in the autumn. 

If you wish to spend two days on the Lyell trip 
you will fuld a good camp-ground on the east side of 
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the river, about a mile above a fine cascade that comes 
down over the ca5on wall in  telling style and makes 
good camp music. From here to the top of the 
mountains is usually an easy day's work. At one 
place near the summit careful climbing is neces- 
sary, but it is not so dangerous or difEcult as to deter 
any one of ordinary skill, while the views are glori- 
ous. To the northward are Mammoth Mountain, 
Mounts GibLw, Dana, Warren, Conness and others, 
unnnmbered and unnamed; to the southeast the in- 
describably wild and jagged range of Mount Ritter 
and the Minarets; southwestward stretches the divid- 
ing ridge between the north fork of the San Joaquin 
and the Merced, uniting with the Obelisk or Merced 
group of peaks that form the main fountains of the 
Illilouette branch of the Merced; and to the north- 
westward extends the Cathedral spur. These spurs 
like distinct ranges meet at your feet; therefore you 
look them mostly in the direction of their extension, 
and their peaks seem to be massed and crowded 
against one another, while immense amphitheaters, 
cafions and subordinate ridges with their wealth of 
lakes, glaciers, and snow-fields, maze and cluster be- 
tween them. I n  making the ascent in June or Oc- 
tober the glacier is easily crossed, for then its snow 
mantle is smooth or mostly melted off. But in mid- 
summer the climbing is exceedingly tedious because 
the snow is then weathered into curious and beautiful 
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blades, sharp and slender, and set on edge in a lean- 
ing positioa They lean towards the head of the 
glacier and extend across from side to side in regular 
order in a direction at right angles to the direction 
of greatest declivity, the distance between the crests 
being about two or three feet, and the depth of the 
troughs between them a b u t  three feet. A more in- 
teresting problem than a walk over a glacier thus 
sculptured and adorned is soldm presented to tho 
mountaineer. 

The Lyell Glacier is about a mile wide and less 
than a mile long, but presents, nevertheless, all the 
essential characters of large, river-like glaciers - 
moraines, earth-bands, blue veins, crevasseg etc., 
while the streams that issue from it are, of course, 
turbid with rock-mud, showing its grinding action 
on its bed. And it is  all the more interesting since 
it is the highest and most enduring remnant of the 
great Tuolumne Glacier, whose t r a m  are $till dis- 
tinct S t y  miles away, and whose influence on the 
landscape was so profound, The MeClure Glacier, 
once a tributary of the LyeU, is smaller. Thirty- 
eight years ago I set a series of stakes in it to deter- 
mine its rate of motion. Towards the end of sum- 
mer in the middle of the glacier it was only a little 
over an inch in twenty-four hours. 

The trip to Mono from the Soda Springs can be 
made in a day, but many days may profitably be ' 



and about the volcano%. 

go leisurely, prepared to camp anywhere, and enjoy 
the marvelous grandeur of the place. 

seem much longer to any one who scrambles through 

feet deep, and is comparatively narrow, but there are 
several roomy, park-like openings in it, and through- 
out its whole extent Yosemite features are displayed 
on a grand scale - domes, E l  Capitan rocks, gables, 
Sentinels, Royal Arches, Glacier Points, Cathedral 

the Yosemite Half Dome. I ts  falls and cascades are ' 

innumerable. The sheer falls, except when the snow 

as compared with those of Yosemite and Hetch -' 
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Hetchy; though in any other country many of them 
would be regarded as wonders. But i t  is the casoades 
or sloping falls on the main river that are the crown- 
ing glory of the cafion, and these in volume, extent 
and variety surpass those of any other caiion in the 
Sierra. The most showy and interesting of them are 
mostly in the upper part of the cafion, above the point 
of entrance of Cathedral Creek and Hoffman Creek. 
For miles the river is one wild, exulting, on-rushing 
mass of snowy purple bloom, spreading over glacial 
waves of granite without any definite channel, gliding 
in magnificent silver plumes, dashing and foaming 
through huge boulder-dams, leaping high into the air 
in wheel-like whirls, displaying glorious enthusiasm, 
tossing from side to side, doubling, glinting, singing 
in exuberance of mountain energy. 

Every one who is anything of a mountaineer 
should go on through the entire length of the caiion, 
coming out by Hetch Hetchy. There is not a dull 
step all the way. With wide variations, it is a Yo- 
Semite Valley from end to end. 

Besides these main, far-reaching, much-seeing ex- 
cursions from the main central camp, there are num- 
berless, lovely little saunters and scrambles and a 
dozen or so not so very little. Among the best of 
these are to Lambert and Fair View Domes; to the 
topmost spires of Cathedral Peak, and to those of the 
North Church, around the base of which you pass 
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on your way to Mount Conness; to one of the very 
loveliest of the glacier meadows imbedded in the 
pine woods about three miles north of the Soda 
Springs, where forty-two years ago I spent six weeks. 
It trends east and west, and you can £ind it easily by 
going past the base of Lambert's Dome to Dog Lake 
and thence up northward through the woods about a 
mile or so, to the shining rock-waves full of ice  
burnished, feldspar crystals at the foot of the 
meadows ; to Lake Tenaya ; and, last but not least, a 
rather long and very hearty scramble down by the end 
of the meadow along the Tioga road toward Lake 
Tenaya to the crossing of Cathedral Creek, where you 
turn off and trace the creek down to its confluence with 
the Tuolumne. This is a genuine scramble much of 
the way but one of the most wonderfully telling in its 
glacial rook-forms and inscriptions. 

If you stop and fish at every tempting lake and 
stream you come to, a whole month, or even two 
months, wiU not be too long for this grand High 
Sierra excursion. N y  own Sierra trip was ten years 
long. 

0TBXf.t TRIPS FROM THE VALLEY 

Short carriage trips are usually made in the 
early morning to Mirror Lake to see its wonderful 
reflections of the Half Dome and Mount Watkins; 
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and in the afternoon many ride down the Valley 
to see the Bridal Veil rainbows or up the river 
c&on to see those of the Vernal Fall; where, atand- 
ing in the spray, not mind- getting drenched, you 
may we what are called round rainbows, when the 
two ends of the ordinary bow are lengthened and 
meet at your feet, forming a ,complete circle which 
is broken and united again and again as determined 
by the varying wafts of spray. A few ambitious 
scrambleis climb to the top of the Sentinel Rock, 
others walk or ride down the Valley and up to the 
once-famous Inspiration Point for a last grand view ; 
while a good many appreciative tourists, who have 
only a day or two, do no climbing or riding but spend 
their time sauntering on the meadows by the river, 
watching the falls, and the play of light and shade 
among the rocks from morning to night, perhaps 
gaining more than those who make hade up the trails 
in large noisy parties. Thwe who have unlimited 
time h d  something worth while all the year round 
on every accessibIe part of the vast, deeply srmlp- 
tured walls. At least so I have f o n d  it after making 
the Valley my home for years. 

Here are a few specimens of a few of my own 
short t r i p  which walkers may find useful. 

One, up the river eafion, across the bridge between 
the Vernal and Nevada Falls, through ohaparral beds 
and boulders to the shoulder of Half Dome, along the 
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top of the shoulder to the dome itself, down by a 
crumbling slot gully and close along the base of the 
tremendous split front (the most awfully impressive, 
sheer, precipice view I ever found in all my d o n  
wanderings), thence up the east shoulder and along 
the ridge to Clouds' Rest - a glorious wnset - 
then a grand starry run back home to my cabin; down 
through the junipers, down through the firs, now in 
black shadows, now in white light, past roaring 
Nevada and Vernal, glowering ghost-like beneath 
their huge frowning cliffs; down the dark> gloomy 
cafion, through the pines of the Valley, dreamily 
murmuring in  their calm, breezy sleep - a fine 
wild little excur~ion for good legs and good eyes - 
so much sun-, moon- and star-sbine in it, and sub- 
lime, up-and-down rhythmical, glacial topography. 

Another, to the head of Yogemite Fall by Indian 
Caiion; thence up the Yosemite Creek, tracing it all 
the way to its highest sources back of Mount Hoff 
man, then a wide sweep around the head of its dome- 
paved basinJ passing its many little lakes and bogs, 
gardens and groves, trilling, warbling rills, and back 
by the Fall Caiion. This was om of my Sabbath 
walk, m-and-slide excursions long ago before any 
trail had been made on the north side of the Valley. 

Another fine trip was up, bright and early, by 
Avalanche Caiion to Glacier Point along the rugged 
south wall, tracing all its far outs and ias to the 
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ead of the Bridal Veil Fall, thence back home, 

(, '.bright and late, by a brushy, bouldery slope between 
+. Cathedral rocks and Cathedral spires and along the 

level Valley floor. This was one of my long,' bright- k;,:: $, day and bright-night walks thirty or forty years ago 

'8'' ; .when, like river and ocean currents, time flowed un- 

, divided, uncounted - a he free, sauntery, scrambly, 
botanical, beauty-iilled ramble. The walk u p  the 

:: , Valley was made glorious by the marvelous bright- g7, ness of the morning star. So great was her light, 

- 8 she made every tree cast a well-defhed shadow on 
' the smooth sandy ground. 
+ Everybody who visits Yosemite wants to see the 

famous Big Trees. Before the railroad was con- 
structed, all three of the stageroads that entered the 
Valley passed through a grove of these trees by the 
way; namely, the Tuolumne, Merced and Mariposa 
groves. The Tuolumne grove was passed on the 
Big Oak Flat road, the Merced grove by the Coulter- 
ville road and the Mariposa grove by the Raymond 
and Wawona road. Now, to see any one of these 
groves, a special trip has to be made. Most visitors 
go to the Mariposa grove, the largest of the three. 
On this Sequoia trip you see not only the giant Big 
Trees but magnificent forests of silver fir, sugar pine, 
yellow pine, libocedrus and Douglas spruce. The 
trip need not require more than two days, spending a 
night in a good hotel at Wawona, a beautiful place 

15 
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on the south fork of the Merced River, and returning 
to the Valley or to El Portal, the terminus of the rail- 
road. This extra trip by stage costs Bteen dollars. 
All the High Sierra excursions that I have sketched 
cost from a dollar a week to anything you-like. None 
of mine when I was exploring the Sierra cost over a 
dollar a week, most of them less. 

EARLY HBTORY OF TEE VALLEY 

I n  the wild gold years of 1849 and '50, the Indian 
tribes along the western Sierra foothills became 
alarmed at the sudden invasion of their acorn orchard 
and game fields by miners, and soon began to make 
war upon them, in their usual murdering, plundeming 
style. This continued until the United States In- 
dian Clommissioners succeeded in gathering them 
into reservations, some peacefully, others by burning 
their villages and stores of food. The Yosernite or 
Grizzly Bear tribe, fancying themselves secure in 
their deep mountain stronghold, were the most 
troublesome and defiant of all, and i t  was while the 
Mariposa battalion, under command of Major Sav- 
age, was trying to capture this warlike tribe and 
conduct them to the Fresno reservation that this deep 
mountain home, the Yosemite Valley, was discovered. 
From a camp on the south fork of the Merced, Major 
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Savage sent Indian runners to the bands who were 
supposed to be hiding in  the mountains, instructing 
them to tell the Indians that if they would come in 
and make treaty with the Commissioners they would 
be furnished with food and clothing and be pro- 
tected, but if they did not come in he would make war 
upon them and kill them all. None of the Yosemite 
Indians responded to this general message, but when 
a special messenger was sent to the chief he appeared 
the next day. He came entirely alone and stood in 
dignified silence before one of the guards until in- 
vited to enter the camp. He  was recognized by one 
of the friendly Indians as Tenaya, the old chief of 
the Grizzlies, and, after he had been supplied with 
food, Major Savage, with the aid of Indian interpre- 
ters, informed him of the wishes of the Commission- 
ers. But the old chief was very suspicious of Savage 
and feared that he was taking this method of getting 
the tribe into his power for the purpose of revenging 
his personal wrong. Savage told him if he would go 
to the Commissioners and make peace with them as 
the other tribes had done there would be no more war. 
Tenaya inquired what was the object of taking all 
the Indians to the San Joaquin plain. "My peo- 
ple," said he, " do not. want anything from the Great 
Father you tell me about. The Great Spirit is our 
father and he has always supplied us with all we 
need. We do not want anything from white men. 
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Our women are able to do our work. Go, then. 
Let us remain in the mountains where we were born, 
where the ashes of our fathers have been given to the 
wind. I have said enough." 

To this the Major answered abruptly in Indian 
style: " I f  you and your people have all you desire, 

3 
why do you steal our horses and mules? Why do 
you rob the miners' camps Why do you 'murder 
the white men and plunder and burn their houses ? " 

Tenaya was silent for some time. He  evidently 
understood what the Major had said, for he replied, 
"My young men have sometimes taken horses and 
mules from the whites. This was wrong. It is 
not wrong to take the property of enemies who have 
wronged my people. My young men believed that 
the gold diggers were our enemies. .We now know 
they are not and we shall be glad to live in  peace 
with them. We will stay here and be friends. My 
people do not want to go to the plains. Some of the 
tribes who have gone there are very bad. We cannot 
live with them. Here we can defend ourselves." 

To this Major Savage firmly said, "Your people 
must go to the Commissioners. I f  they do not your 
young men will again steal horses and kill and 
plunder the whites, It was your people who robbed 
my stores, burned my houses and murdered my men. 
If they do not make a treaty, your whole tribe win be 
destroyed. Not one of them will be l d t  alive." 
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To this the old ehief replied, " It is useless to 
talk to you about who destroyed your property and 
killed your people. I am old and you can Ell me if 
you will, but i t  is usaless to lie to you who know 
more than all the Indiana. Therefore I will not lie 
to yon but if you will let me return to my people I 
will bring them in." He was allowed to go. The 
next day he came h c k  and said hie people were 
on the way to our camp to go with the men sent by 
the Great Father, who was so g o d  and rich. 

h o t h e r  day passed but no Indians from the deep 
Valley appeared. The old ehief said that the snow 
was so deep and his village wae so far down that it 
took a long time to climb out of it. After waiting 
still another day the expedition started for the Val- 
ley. When Tenaya wae questioned as to the route 
and distance he said that the snow was so deep that 
the horses could not go through it. Old Tcnaya was 
taken along as guide. When the party had gone 
about half-way to the Valley they met the Posemites 
on their way to the camp on the south fork. There 
were only seventy-two of them and when the old chief 
was asked what bad become of the rest of his band, 
he replied, " This is all of my people that are will- 
ing to go with me t~ the plains. A3 the rest have 
gone with their wives and children over the mom- 
taine to the Mono and Tuolumne tribes." Savage 
told Tenaya that he was not telling the truth, for In- 
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dians could not cross the mountains in the deep snow, 
and that he knew they must still be at his village 
or hiding somewhere near it. The tribe had been 
estimated to number over two hundred. Major 
Savage then said to him, " You may return to camp 
with your people and I will take one of your young 
men with me to your village to see your people who 
will not come. They will come if I find them." 
"You will not h d  any of my people there,'' said 
Tenaya; " I do not know where they are. My tribe 
is small. Many of the people of my tribe have come 
from other tribes and if they go to the plains and 
are seep they will be killed by the friends of those 
with whom they have quarreled. I was told that I 
was growing old and it was well that I should go, 
but that young and strong men can find plenty in the 
mountains: therefore, why should they go to the hot 
plains to be penned up like horses and cattle! My 
heart has been sore since that talk but I am now will- 
ing to go, for it is best for my people.'" 

Pushing ahead, taking turns in breaking a way 
through the snow> they arrived in sight of the great 
Valley early in the afternoon and, guided by one of 
Tenaya's Indians, descended by the same route as 
that followed by the Xariposa trail, and the weary 
party went into camp on the river bank opposite E l  
Capitan. After supper, seated around a big fire, the 
wonderful Valley became the topic of conversation 
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and Dr. Bunell suggested giving it a name. Many 
were proposed, but after a vote had berm taken the 
name Yosemite, proposed by Dr. Buaell, was adopted 
almost u n h o u s l y  to perpetuate the name of the 
tribe who so long had made their home there. The 
h d i a i  name of the Valley, however, is Ahwahnee. 
The Indians had names for all the different rocks 
and streams of the Valley, but very few of them are 
now in use by the whites, Pohono, the Bridal Veil, 
being the principal one. The expedition wmained 
only one day and two nights in the Valley, hurrying 
out on the approach of a storm and reached the south- 
fork headquarters on the evening of the third day 
after starting out, Thus, in three days the round 
trip had been made to the Valey, most of it had been 
explored in a general way and aome of its principal 
featurm had been named. But the Indians had fled 
up the Tenaya Caiion trail and none of them were 
seen, except an old woman unable to follow the 
fugitives. 

A wcond expedition was made in the same year 
under command of Major Boling. When the Val- 
ley was entered no Indims were seen, but the many 
wigwams with smoldering fires showed that they 
had been hurriedly abandoned that very day. Later, . 
five young Indians who had been left to watch the 
movements of the expedition were captured at the 
foot of the Three Brothers after a lively chase. 
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Three of the five were sons of the old chief and the 
rock was named for them. A l l  of these captives 
made good their escape within a few days, except 
the youngest son of Tenaya, who was shot by his 
guard while trying to escape. That same day the old 
chief was captured on the cliff on the eaat aide of 
Indian Caiion by some of Boling's scouts. As 
Tenaya walked toward the camp his eye fell upon 
the dead body of his favorite son. Captain Boling 
through an interpreter, expressed his regret at, the 
occurrence, but not a word did Tenaya utter in reply. 
Later, he made an attempt to escape bat was caught 
as he was a b u t  to swim across the river. Tenaya 
expected to be shot for this attempt and when brought 
into the presence of Captain Boling he said in great 
emotion, " Rill me, Sir Captain, yes, ltill me as you 
killed my son, as you would kill my people if they 
were to come to you. You would kill all my tribe 
if you had the power. Yes, Sir America, you can 
now tell your warriors to kill the old chief. You 
have made my life dark with sorrow. You killed 
the child of my heart. Why not kill the f a9e r l  
But wait a little and when I am dead I will call 
my people to come and they shall hear me in their 
sleep and come to avenge the death of their chief 
and his son. Yes, Sir America, my spirit will make 
trouble for you and your people, as you have made 
trouble to me and my people. With the wizards I 
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will follow the white people and make them fear me. 
You may kill me, Sir Captain, but you shall not live 
in peace. I wi l l  follow in your foobteps. I will 
not leave my home, but be with the spirits among 
the rocks, the waterfalls, in the rivers and in the 
winds; wherever you go I will be with you. You 
will not see me but you will fear the spirit of the old 
chief and grow cold. The Great Spirit has spoken. 
I am done." 

This expedition finally captured the rmmants of 
the tribes at the head of Lake Tenaya and took them 
to the Fresno reservation, together with their chief, 
Tenaya. But after a short stay they were allowed 
to return to the Valley under restrictions. Tenaya 
promised faithfully to conform to everything re- 
quired, joyfully left the hot and dry reservation, and 
with his family returned to his Yosemite home. 
The following year a party of miners was at- 

tacked by the Indians in  the Valley and two of them 
were killed. This led to another Yosemite expedi- 
tion. A detachment of regular soldiers from Fort 
Miller under Lieutenant Noore, U. S. 8, was a t  once 
dispatched to capture or punish the murderers. Lieu- 
tenant Moore entered the Valley in the night and 
surprised and captured a party of five Indians, but 
an alarm was given and Tenaya and his people fled 
from their huts and escaped to the Monos on the east 
side of the Range* On examination of the five pris- 



oners in the morning it was discovered that each of 
them had some article of clothing that belonged to the 
murdered men. The bodies of the two miners were 
found and buried on the edge of the Bridal veil  
meadow. When the captives were accused of the 
murder of the two white men they admitted that they 
had killed them to prevent white men from corning 
to their Valley, declaring that it was their home and 
that white men had no right to come there without 
their consent. Lieutenant Xoore told them through 
his interpreter that they had sold their lands to the 
Government, that it belonged to the white men now, 
and that they had agreed to live on the reservation 
provided for them. To this they replied that Tenaya 
had never consented to the sale of their Valley. and 
had never received pay for it. The other chief, they: 
said, had no right to sell their territory. The lieu- 
tenant being fully satisfied that he had captured the 
real murderers, promptly pronowed judgment and 
had them placed in line and shot. Lieutenant Moore 
pursued the fugitives to Mbno but was not successful 
in &ding any of them. After being hospitably en- 
tertained and protected by the Nono and Paute tribes, 
they stole a number of ~tolen horses from their enter 
tainers and made their way by a long, obscure route 
by the head of the north fork of the San ,Joaguin, 
reached their Posemite home once more, but early 
one mornillg, after a feast of horseflesh, a band of 
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Monos surprised them in their huts, Elling Tenaya 
and nearly all his tribe. Only a small remnant es- 
caped down the river cafion. The ~ e n a j a  Cafion 
and L&e were named for the famous old chief. 

Very few visits were made to the Valley before 
the summer of 1855, when Mr. J. X Hutahjigs, 
having head  of ita wonderful scenery, collected a 
party and made the first regular tourist's visit to the 
Yosemite and in his California magazine described 
i t  in articles illustrated by a good artist, who was 
taken into the Valley by him for that purpose. This 
first party was followed by another from Mariposa 
the same year, consisting of sixteen or eighteen per- 
eons. The nmt year the regular pleasure travel 
began and a trail on the Bdariposa side of the Valley 
was opened by H a m  Brothers. This trail was 
afterwards purchased by the cit;zens of the county 
and made free to the p~iblic. The first house bnilt in 
the Posemite Valley was erected in the autumn of 
1856 and was kept as a hotel the next year by G. 
A. Hite and later by 5. H. Meal and S. M. Cun- 
ningham. It was situated directly opposite the Yo- 
semite Fall. A little over half a mile farther up the 
Valley a canvas house was put up in  1858 by G. A. 
Hite. Next year a frame house was built and kept 
as a hotel by Mr. Peck, afterward by Mr. Longhurst 
and since 1864 by Mr. Hutchings. A l l  these hotels 
have vanished except the frame house built in 
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1859, which hm been changed beyond recognition. 
A large hotel built on the brink of the river in front 
of the old one is now the only hotel in the Valley. 
A l a w  hotel built bg- the State and located farther 
up the Valley was burned. 'So provide for the over- 
flow of visitors there are three camps with board 
floors, wood frame, and covered with canvas, well 
furnished, some of them with electrio light. A large 
first-class hotel is very much needed. 

Travel of late years has been rapidly increasing, 
especially after the establishment, by Act of Con- 
gress in 1890, of the Yosemite National Park and 
the recession in 1905 of the original reservation to 
the Federal Government by the State. The greatest 
increase, of course, was caused by the construction of 
the Yosemite Valley railroad from Merced to the bor- 
der of the Park, eight miles below the Valley. 

It is eighty miles long, and the entire distance, 
except the first twenty-four miles from the town of 
Merced, is built through the precipitous Merced 
River CaEon. The roadbed was virtually blasted out 
of the solid rock for the entire distance in the cafion. 
Work was begun in September, 1905, and the first 
train entered El Portal, the terminus, April 15, 
1907. Many miles of the road cost as mueh as $100,- 
000 per mile. I ts  business has increased from 4000 
tourists in the f i s t  year it was operated to 15,000 
in 1910. 



The PQaripasa Grove 





T HE good old pioneer, Lamon, was the first of ~ l l  
the early Yosemite settlers who cordially and 

unresemedly adopted the Valley as his home. 
He was born in the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, 

May 10, 1817, emigrated to Illinois with his father, 
John Lamon, at the age of nineteen; afterwards went 
to Texas and settled on the Brazog where ho raised 
melons and hunted alligators for a living. "Right 
interestin' bu~inesq" he said; "especially the al- 
ligator part of it." From the Brazos he went to 
the Comanche Indian country between Gomalee and 
Austin, twenty miles from his nearest neighbor. 
During the first summer, the only bread he had was 
the breast meat of wild turkeys. When the formi- 
dable Comanche Indians were on the war-path he left 
his cabin after dark and slept in the woods. From 
Texas he crossed the plains to California and worked 
in the Calaveras and Mariposa gold-fields. 

He first heard Yosemite spoken of as a very beau- 
tiful mountain valley and after making two excur- 
sions in  the summers of 1857 and 1858 to see the 
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wonderful place, he made up his mind to quit roving 
and make a permanent home in it. I n  April, 1859, 
he moved into it, located a garden opposite Mount 
Half Dome, set out a lot of apple, pear and peach 
treera, planted potatoes, etc., that he had packed in on 
a "contrary old mule,)'and worked for 'his board 
in building a hotel which was afterwards purchased 
by Mr. Hutchings. His neighbors thought he was 
very foolish in attempting to raise crops in so high 
and cold a valley, and warned him that he could 
raise nothing and sell nothing9 and wodd surely 
starve. 

For the first year or two lack of provisions com- 
pelled him to move out on the approach of winter, 
but in 1862 after he had succeeded in raising some 
fruit and vegetables he began to winter in the Valley. 

The &st winter he had no companions, not even a 
dog or eat, and one evening was greatly surprised to 
see two men coming up the Valley. They were very 
glad to see him, for they had come from Maripom in 
search of hi ,  a report having been spread that he 
had been killed by Indians. B e  assured his visitom 
that he felt safer i n  his Posemite home, lying snug 
and squirrel-fie in his 10 x 12 cabin than in Mari- 
posa. When the avalanches began to slip, he won- 
dered where all the wild roaring and booming came 
from, the flying snow preventing them from being 
seen. But, upon the whole, he wondered most at  



the brightness, gentleness, and sunniness of the 
weather, and hopefully employed the calm days in  
clearing ground for an orchard and vegetable garden. 

In the second winter he built a winter cabin under 
the Royal Arches, where he enjoyed more sunshine. 
But no matter how he praised the weather he could 
not induce any one to winter with him until 1864. 

He  liked to describe the great flood of 1861, the 
year before I reached California, when all the walls 
were striped with thundering waterfalls. 

He was a iine, erect, whole-souled man, between 
six and seven feet high, with a broad, open face, 
bland and guileless as his pet oxen. No stranger to 
hunger and weariness, he knew well how to appre 
ciate suffering of a like kind in others, and many 
there be, myself among the number, who can testify 
to his simple, unostentatious kindnws that found ex- 
pression in a thousand small deeds. 

af ter  gaining sufficient means to enjoy a long 
afternoon of life in comparative affluence and ease, 
he died in  the autumn of 1876. He sleeps in ti 

beautiful spot near Galen Clark and a monument 
hewn from a block of Yosemite granite marks his 
grave. 
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G ALEN CLARK was the best mountaineer I ever 
met, and one of the kindest and most amiable 

of all my mountain friends. I first met him at his 
.Wawona ranch forty-three years ago on my 'first 
visit to Posemite. I had entered the Valley with 
one companion by way of Coulterville, and returned 
by what was then known as the Yariposa trail. Both 
trails were buried in deep snow where the elevation 
was from 5000 to '7000 feet above sea-level in the 
sugar pine and silver fir regions. We had no great 
diEcdty, however, in finding our way by the trends 
of the main features of the topography. Botanizing 
by the way, we made slow, plodding progress, and 
were again about out of provisions when we reached 
Clark's hospitable cabin at  Wawona. He kindly 
furnished us with %our and a little sugar and tea, 
and my companion, who complained of the benumb 
ing poverty of a strictly vegetarian diet, gladly 
accepted Mr. Clark's offer of a piece of a bear that 
had just been killed. After a short talk about beam 
and the forests and the way to the Big Trees, we 
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pushed on up through the Wawona firs and sugar 
pines, and camped in the now-famous Mariposa 
grove. 

Later, after making my home in the Yosemite Val- 
ley, I became well acquainted with Mr. Clark, while 
he was guardian. He was elected again and again 
to this important office by different Boards of Com- 
missioners on account of his efficiency and his real 
love of the Valley. 

Although nearly all my mountaineering has been 
done without companions, I had the pleasure of 
having Qalen Clark with me on three excursions. 
About thirty-five years ago I invited him to a e  
company me on a trip through the Big Tuolumne 
Cafion from Hetch Hetchy Valley. The cafion up to 
that time had not been explored, and knowing that 
the difference in  the elevation of the river at the 
head of the cafion and in Hetch Eetchy was about 
5000 feet, we expected to h d  some magnificent 
cataracts or falls; nor were we disappointed. When 
we were leaving Posemite an ambitious young man 
begged leave to join us. I strongly advised him not 
to attempt such a long, hard trip, for it would un- 
doubtedly prove very trying to an inexperienced 
climber. He  assured us, however, that he was equal 
to anything, would gladly meet every d iEcul t~  as it 
came, and cause us no hindrance or trouble of any 
sort. So at last, after repeating our advice that he 
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give up the trip, we osnsented to his joining us. 
We entered the cailon by way of He%& Hetchy Val- 
ley, each carrying his own provisions, and making his 
o m  tea, porridge? bed, etc. 

I n  the morning of the second day out from Betah 
Hetchy we came to what is now known as "Muir 
Gorge? and l4.r. Clark without hesitation prepared 
to force a way through it, wading and jumping fmm 
one submerged boulder to another through the tar- 
rent> bracing and c tea dying himself with a long pole. 
Though the river was t b n  rather low, the savage, 
roaring, w+g song it was singing was rather nerve- 
trying, especsially to our inexperienced companion. 
With careful aeeistmce, however? I managed to get 
him through, but this hard trirtl, naturally enough, 
proved too much and he informed us, pale and 
trembling, that he could go no farther. I gathered 
some wood at the upper throat of the gorge, made 
a fire for him and advised him to feel at home and 
m ~ k e  himself comfortable2 hoped he would enjoy the 
grand scenery and the son@ of the water-ouzels 
which haunted the gorge, and assured him that we 
would return some time in the night, though it might 
be late, as we wished to go on through the entire 
eafion if possible. We pushed our way through the 
dense chaparral and over the earthquake taluses with 
such  peed that we reached the foot of the upper 
cataract while we had still an hour or so of daylight 
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for the return trip. It was long after dark when we 
reached our adventurous, but nerve-shaken compan- 
ion who, of course, was anxious and lone'ly, not be- 
ing accustomed to solitude, however kindly and 
flowery and full of sweet bird-song and stream-song. 
Being tired we simply lay down in restful comfort 
on the river bank beside a good fire, instead of try- 
ing to go down the gorge in the dark or climb over its 
high shoulder to our blankets and provisions, which 
we had left in  the morning in a tree at the foot of 
the gorge. I remember Yr. Glark remarking that if 
he had his choice that night between provisions and 
blankets he would choose his blankets. 

The next morning in about an hour we had crossed 
over the ridge through which the gorge is cut, reached 
our provisions, made tea, and had a good breakfast. 
A.s soon as we had returned to Poaemite I obtained 
fresh provisions, pushed off alone up to the head of 
Posemite Creek basin, entered the caiion by a side 
caiion, and completed the exploration up to the 
Tuolurrms Meadows. 

It was on this f i s t  trip from Hetch Hetchy to 
the upper cataracts that I had convincing proofs 
of Mr. Clark's daring and skill as a mountaineer, 
particularly in  fording torrents, and in forcing his 
way through thick chaparral. I found it sommhat 
difficult to keep up with him in dense, tangled 'bmb', 
though in jumping on boulder taluses and slippery 
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cobble-beds I had no Wcul ty  in leaving him behind. 
After I had discovered the glaciers on Mount Ly- 

ell and Mount YcClure, Mr. Clark kindly made a 
second excursion with me to assist in  establishing a 
line of stakes across the hLcClure glacier to measure 
its rate of flow. On this trip we also climbed Mount 
Lyell together, when the snow which covered the 
glacier was melted into upleaning, icy glades which 
were extremely dBcult to oross, not being strong 
enough to support our weight, nor wide enough apart 
to enable us to atride awoas each blade as it was met. 
Xere again I, being lighter, had no difllculty in keep- 
ing ahead of him. While resting after wearisome 
staggering and falling he stared at the marvelous 
ranks of leaning blades, and said, " I think I have 
trawled all sorts of trails and cafions, through all 
kinds of brush and snow, but this gets me." 

Mr. Clark at my urgent request joined my small 
party on a trip to the Kings ;River yosemite by way 
of the high mountains, most of the way without a 
trail. B e  joined us at the Mariposa Big Tree grove 
and intended to go all the way, but fmding that, on 
account of the dificulties encountered, the time re- 
quired was much greater than he expected, he turned 
back near the head of the north fork of the E i i s  
River. 

In cooking his mess of oatmeal porridge and mak- 
ing tea, his pot was always the first to boil, and I 
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used to wonder why, with all his skill in scrambling 
through brush in the easiest way, and preparing his 
meals, he was so utterly careless about his 'beds. He 
would lie down anywhere on any ground, rough or 
smooth, without taking pains even to remove cob 
bles or sharp-angled rocks protruding through the 
grass or gravel, saying that his own bones were as 
hard as any stones and could do him no harm. 

His kindness to all Yosemite visitors and moun- 
taineers was marvelously constant and uniform. He 
was not a good business man, and in building an ex- 
tensive hotel and barns at Wawona, before the travel 
to Yosmite had been greatly developed, he bor- 
rowed money, mortgaged his property and lost it 
all. 

Though not the first to see the Mariposn Big Tree 
grove, he was the first to explore it, after he had 
heard from a prospector, who had passed through the 
grove and who gave him the indefmite information, 
that there were some wonderful big trees up there 
on the top of the Wawona hill and that he believed 
they must be of the same kind that had become so 
famous and well-known in the Calaveras grove far- 
ther north. On this information, Galen Clark told 
me, he went up and thoroughly explored the grove, 
counting the trees and memuring the largest, and 
becoming familiar with it. He  stated also that he 
had explored the forest to the southward and bad dis- 
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covered the much larger Fresno grove of about two 
square miles, ~ i x  or seven miles distant from the 
Mariposa grove. Unfortunately most of the Prearno 
grove has been out md flumed d o n  to the railroad 
near Madera. 

Mr. Clark was 'truly m d  literally a gentleman. 
I never heard him utter a hasty, angry7 fault-finding 
word. His voice was uniformly pitched at a. rather 
low tone, perfectly even, although glances of his eyes 
and slight intonations of his voice often indicated 
that something funny or mildly sarcastic was corning, 
but upon the whob he was serious and industrious, 
and, however deep and fun-provoking a story might 
be, he never indulged in boisterous laughter. 

H e  was very fond of scenery and once told me after 
I beeme acquainted with him that he liked " noth- 
ing in the world better than climbing to t h ~  top of a 
high ridge or mountain and looking ~ff.~"e pre- 
ferred the mountak ridges and domes in the Po- 
Semite regions on account of the wealth and beauty 
of the forests. Oftentimes he would take his rifle, 
a few pounds of bacon, a few pounds of flour, and 
a single blanket and go off hunting, for no other res- 
rson than to explore and get aoquainted with the 
most beautilfvl points of view within a journey of a 
week or two from his Wawma home. On these trips 
he was always alone and could indulge in  tranquil 
enjoyment of Wahre to his heart's content. He said 
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that on those trips, when he was a sufficient distance 
from home in a neighborhood where he wished to 
linger, he always shot a deer, sometimes a grouse, and 
occasionally a bear. after diminishing the weight of 
a deer or bear by eating part of it, he carried as much 
as possible of the best of the meat to Wawona, and 
from his hospitable well-supplied cabin no weary 
wanderer ever went away hungry or wrested. 

The value of the mountain air in prolonging life 
is well exemplified in Mr. Clark's case. While work- 
ing in the mines he contracted a severe cold that set- 
tled on his lungs and finally caused severe inflamma- 
tion and bleeding, and none of his friends thought 
he would ever recover. The physicians told him he 
had but a short time to live. It was then that he re- 
paired to the beautiful sugar pine woods at Wawona 
and took up a claim, including the i b e  meadows 
there, and building his cabin, began his life of wan- 
dering and exploring in the glorious mountains~about 
him, usually going bareheaded. In a remarkably 
short time his lungs were healed. 

He was one of the most sincere tree-lovers I ever 
knew. A b u t  twenty years before his death he made 
choice of a plot in the Yosemite cemetery on the north 
side of the Valley, not far from the Yosemite Fall, 
and selecting a dozen or so of seedling sequoias 
in the Mariposa grove he brought them to the Valley 
and planted them around the spot he had chosen for 
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his last rest. The ground t h e  is gravelly and dry; 
by carefd watering he hal ly  nursed most of the seed- 
lings into good, thrifty trees, and doubtlese they will 
long shade the grave of their blessed lover and 
friend. 



HETCH HETCHY B-Y 

Y OSEMITE is so wonderful that we are apt to 
regard it as an exceptional creation, the only 

valley of its kind in the world; but Nature is not so 
poor as to have only one of anything. Several other 
yosemites have been discovered in the Sierra that 
occupy the same relative positions on the Range and 
were formed by the same forees in the same kind 
of granite. One of these, the Retch Het&y Valley, 
is in the Yosemite National Park about twenty miles 
from Yosemite and is easily acoessible to all sorts of 
travelers by a road and trail that leaves the Big Oak 
Flat road at Bronsoa Neadows a few miles below 
Crane Flat, and to mountaineers by way of Yosemite 
Creek basin and the head of the middle fork of the 
Tuolumne. 

It is said to have been discovered by Joseph 
Screech, a hunter, in 1850, a year before the di* 
covery of the great Yosemite. A f t e ~  my first visit 
to it in the autumn of 185'1, I have always called it . 

the '' Tuolumne Yosemite," for it is a wonderfully 
exact counterpart of the Merced Yosmite, not only 

249 
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in its sublime rocks and waterfalls but in the gardens, 
groves and meadows of its flowery park-like floor. 
The floor of Yosemite is about 4000 feet a b o ~ e  the 
sea; the Eletch Hetehy floor about 3'700 feet. And 
as the Yerced River flows through Posemite, so does 
the Tuolumne through Hetch Hetchy. The walls of 
both are of gray granite, rise tabruptly from the 
floor, are sculptured in  the same style and in both 
every rock is a glacier monwmnL 

Standing boldly out from the muth wall is a 
strikingly picturesque rock called by the Indians, 
Eolana, the outermost of a group 2800 feet high, cor- 
reeonding with the Cathgdra1 Roeks of Yosemite 
both in da t ive  position and form. On the opposite 
side of the Valley, facing Eolana, there is a counte~  
part of the El Capitan that rises sheer and plain to a 
height of 1800 feet, and over its massive brow flows 
a stream which makes the most graceful fall I have 
ever s ea .  From the edge of the crliff to the .kop of 
an earthquake talus it is perfectly free in the air 
for a thousand feet before it is broken into cascades 
among talus boulders. It is in all its glory ia June, 
when the snow is melting f a t ,  but fades and v~nisheg 
toward the end of summer. The only fall I know 
with which it may fairly be compared b the %=mite 
Bridal Veil; but it excels e m  that favorite fall both 
in height and airy-fairy beauty and behavior. Low- 
landers are apt to auppose that mountain streams in 
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their wild career aver cliffs lose control of themselves 
and tumble in a noisy chaos of mist and spray. On 
the contrary, on no part of their travels' are they 
more harmonious and selfcontrolled. Imagine your- 
self in Hetch Hetchy on a sunny day in June? stand- 
ing waist-deep in grass and flowers (as I have often 
stood), while tbe great pines sway dreamily with 
scarcely perceptible motion. Looking northward 
across the Valley you see a plain, gray granite cliff 
rising abruptly out of the gardens and groves to a 
height of 1800 feet, and in  front of it Tueeulala's 
silvery scarf burning with irked sun-fire. In the 
first white outburst at the head there is abundance of 
visible energy, but it is speedily hushed and concealed 
in divine repose, and its tranquil progress to the base 
of the eliff is like that of a downy feather in a still 
room. Now observe the heness and marvelous dis- 
tinctness of the various sun-illumined fabrics into 
which the water ira woven; they sift and float from 
form to form down the face of that grand g a y  rock 
in so leisurely and unconfused a manner that you can 
examine their texture, and patterns and h e s  of color 
as you would a piece of embroidery held in  the hand. 
Toward the top of the fall you see groups of boom- 
ing, comet-Eke masses, their solid, white heads sepa- 
rate, their t d s  like combed silk interlacing among 
delicate gray and purple shadows, ever forming and 
dissolving, worn out by friction in their rush through 
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the air. Most of thwe vanish a few hundred feet 
below the summit, changing to varied forms of cloud- 
like drapery. Near the bottom the width of the fall 
has increased from about twenty-five feet to a hun- 
dred feet. Here it is composed of yet h e r  tissues, 
and is still without a trace of disorder - air, water 
and sunlight woven into stuff that spirits might wear. 

So fine a fall might well seem aufEcient to glorify 
any valley ; but here, as in Yawmite, Nature seems in 
nowise moderate, for a short distance to the eastward 
of Tueeulala booms and thunders the great Hetch 
Hetchy Fall, Wapama, so near that you have both of 
them in full view from the same standpoint. It is 
the counterpart of the Posemite Fall, but has a much 
greater volume of water, is about 1700 feet in  height, 
and appears to be nearly vertical, though considerably 
inclined, and i$ dashed into huge outbounding bosses 
of foam on projecting shelves and knobs. No two 
falls could be more unlike -Tueeulala out in the open 
sunshine descending like thistledown; Wapama in a 
jagged, shadowy gorge roaring and thundering, 
pounding its way like as earthquake avalanche. 

Besides this glorious pair there is a broad, massive 
fall on the main river a short distance above the head 
of the Valley. Its position is something like that of 
the Vernal in  Posemite, and its roar as it plunges 
into a surging trout-pool may be h a r d  a long way, 
though it is only about twenty feet high. On Ran- 
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cheria Creek, a large stream, corresponding in posi- 
tion with the Yosemite Tenaya Creek, there is a chain 
of cascades joined here and there with swift' flashing 
plumes like the one between the Vernal and Nevada 
Falls, making magnificent shows as they go their 
glaciersculptured way, sliding? leaping, hurrahing, 
covered with crisp dashing spray made glorious with 
sifting sunshine. And besides all these a few small 
streams come over the walls at  wide intervals, leap 
ing from ledge to ledge with birdlike song and water- 
ing many a hidden cliff-garden and fernery, but they 
are too unshowy to be noticed in  so grand a place. 

The correspondence between the Hetch Hetchy 
walls in  their trends, sculpture, physical structure, 
and general arrangement of the main rock-masses and 
those of the Yosemite Valley has excited the wonder- 
ing admiration of every observer. We have seen 
that the E l  Capitan and Cathedral rocks occupy the 
same relative positions in both valleys; so also do 
their Yosemite points and North Domes. Again, 
that part of the Yosemite north wall immediately to 

.the east of the Yosemite Pall has two horizontal 
benches, about 500 and 1500 feet above the floor, 
timbered with golden-cup oak. Two benche~ simi- 
larly situated and timbered occur on the same rela- 
tive portion of the Hetch Hetchy north wall, to the 
east of Wapama Fall, and on no other. The Yo- 
Semite is bounded at the head by the great Half 
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Dome. Hetoh Hetchy is bounded in the same way, 
though its head rock is incomparably less wonderful 
and sublime in form. 

The floor of the Valley is about three and a half 
milea long, and from a fourth to half a mile wide. 
The lower portion is mostly a level meadow about 
a mile long, with the tree8 restricted to the sides and 
the river banks> and partially separated from the 
main, upper, forested portion by a low bar of gla- 
cier-polished granite a o m  which the river breaks in 
rapids. 

The principal tyem are the yellow and sugar pines, 
digger pine, incen~e cedar, Douglas spme,  silver fir, 
the California and golden-oup oaks, balsam cotton- 
wood, NuttalPs flowering dogwood, alder, maple, 
laurel, tumim, etc, The most abundant and influ- 
ential are the great yellow or silver pines like those 
of Posemite, the tallest over two hundred feet in 
height, a id  the oaks assembled in magnificent groves 
with massive rugged f d s  fear to six feet in dim- 
eter, and broad, shady, wide-spreading heads. The 
&rubs forming e q i e u o u s  flowery clumps and 
tanglw are rnmzanita, azalea, spiraa, brier-rose, sev- 
eral species of ceanothw, calycanthns, philadelphus, 
wild cherry, etc. ; with abundance of &ow and fra- 
grant herbaceous plants growing about them or out 
in the open in beds by themselves -lilies, Nariposa 
tulips, brodiaeas, orchids, iris, spraguea, draperia, 
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llej a, nemophila, larkspur, 
wers, mints of many spe- 

h e  ferns dwell here 
and interesting rock- 
es of several species 
ock-piles and ledges ; 

damp spots with 
e delicate maiden- 

It appears, therefore, that =etch Hetchy Valley, 

calms alike, their brows in the sky, their feet set in 
the groves and gay flowery meadows, while birds, 
bees, and butterflies help the river and waterfalls to 
stir all the air into music -things frail and fleeting 
and types of permanence meeting here and blending, 
just as they do in Yosemite, to draw her lovers into 
close and confiding communion with her. 

Sad to say, this most precious and sublime feature 
of the Yosemite National Park, one of the greatest 
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of all our natural resources for the uplifting joy and 
peace and health of the people, is in danger of being 
dammed and made into a reservoir to help supply 
San Francisco with water and light, thus flooding it 
from wall to wall and burying its gardens and groves 
one or two hundred feet deep. This grossly destruc- 
tive commercial scheme has long been planned and 
urged (though water as pure and abundant can be 
got from sources outside of Lhe people's park, in a 
dozen different places), because of the comparative 
cheapness of the dam and of the tmitory which it 
is sought to divert from the great uses to which i t  
was dedicated in the Act of I890 establishing the 
Yosemite National Park. 

The making of gardens md parks goes on with 
civilization all over the world, and they increase both 
in size and number as their value is recognized. 
Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to 
play in and pray in, where Nature may heal and 
cheer and give strength to body and soul alike. This 
natural beauty-hunpr is made manifest in the little 
window-sill gardens of the poor, though perhaps only 
a geranium slip in a broken cup, as well a~ in the 
carefully tended rose and lily gardens of the rich, the 
thousands of spacious city parks and botanical gar- 
dens, and in our magnificent National parks - the 
Yellowstone, Yosemite, Sequoia, etc.- Natnw9s sub- 
lime wonderlands, the admiration and joy of the 
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world. Nevertheless, like anything else worth while, 
from the very beginning, however well guarded, they 
have always been subject to attack by despoiling gain- 
seekers and mischief-makers of every degree from 
Satan to Senators, eagerly trying to make everything 
immediately and selfishly commercial, with schemes 
disguised in  mug-smiling philanthropy, industri- 
ously, shampiously crying, '' Conservation, conserva- 
tion, panutilization," that man and beast may be fed 
and the dear Nation made great. Thus long ago a 
few enterprising merchants utilized the Jerusalem 
temple as a place of business instead of a place of 
prayer, changing money, buying and selling cattle and 
sheep and doves; and earlier st i l l ,  the f i~s t  forest 
reservation, including only one tree, was likewise de- 
spoiled. Ever since the establishment of the Yosm- 
ite National Park, strife has been going on around its 
borders and I suppose this will go on as part of the 
universal battle between right and wrong, however 
much its boundaries may be shorn, or its wild beauty 
destroyed. 

The &st application to the Government by the 
San Francisco Supervisors for the commeroial use of 
Lake Eleanor and the Hetch Hetchy Valley was made 
in 1903, and on December 22nd of that year it was 
denied by the Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Hitch- 
cock, who truthfully said : 
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Presumably the Yosemite National Park was created 
such by law because of the natnral objects of varying de- 
grees of scenic importance located within its boundaries, 
inclusive alike of its beautiful small lake4 like Eleanor, 
and its majestic wondersI like Hetch fletchy and Yo- 
Semite Valley. It is the aggregation of such natmal 
scenic features that makes the Yosemite Park a wonder- 
land which the Congress of the United States sought by 
law to reserve for all coming time as nearly as practi- 
cabb in the condition fashioned by the hand of ;the Crea- 
tor - a worthy object of National pride and a source of 
healthful pleasure and rest for the tbomands of people 
who may annually sojourn there during the heated 
months. 

In 1907 when Mr. Barfield became Secretary of 
the Interior the appgcation was renewed and granted ; 
but mder  his successor, Mr. Fisher, the matter haa 
been referred to a Commission, vhich as this v~lnme 
goes to press still has it under con~iderdion. 

The most delightful and wonderful camp grounds 
in the Park are ite, three great valleys - Posemite, 
Hetch Hetehy, and Upper Tuolumne; and they are 
also the most important, places with reference t o  their 
positions relative to the other great features--the 
Merced and T u o l m e  Cafiong and the Eligh Sierra 
peaks and glaciers, etc., at  the head of the rivers. 
The main part of the Tuolumne Valley is a spacious 
&very lawn four or f i ~ e  miles long, surrounded by 



magnificent snowy mountains, slightly separated 
from other beautiful meadows, which togqther make 
a series abont twelve miles in length, the highest 
reaching to the feet of Mount Dana, Monnt CFibbgs, 
Mount Lyell and Mount XeClure. Tt ihl about 8500 
feet above the ma., and forma the grand central High 
Sierra eamp pound from which excurdona are made 
to tihe noble mountains, domes, glaciers, e t a  ; amom 
the Range to the Mono Lab and voleanom and down 
the Tuolumne Ciaiion to Hetch Hktchy. Should 
.Hetch Eetchy be submeppd for a reservoir, as pro- 
posed, not only would it be utterly dmkoyed9 but the 
sublime isfion way to the heart of the EGgh Sierra 
would be hopelwsly bloeked and the pea$ camping 
ground, as the water~hd of sl city drinking system, 
virtually would be elowl to the public. Bo far as I 
have learned, few of all the thousands who ham setul 
the park and seek rest a d  p~ace in it am in favor of 
this ou t r apus  sdmme. 

One of my later dGths to the VaUq wap made in 
the autumn of 1907 with the late William Keith, the 
artist. The leaf-calors were then ripe, a d  She great 
godlike xidm in repom seemed to glow with We. The 
artist, under their spell, wandered day after day dong 
the river and through the g r o . 8 ~  md gsutdms, rstady- 
ing the, wonderful aeemry; and, a f k  making about 
forty sketches, declared with eenthushm that, although: 
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its walls were less sublime in height, in picturesque 
beauty and charm Heteh Hetchy surpassed even Yo- 
semita 

That any one would try to destroy such a place 
seems inmedible; but sad experience shows that there 
are people good enough and bad enough for anything. 
The proponents of the dam scheme bring forward a 
lot of bad arguments to prove that the only righteous 
thing to do with the peopleJs parks is to destroy them 
bit by bit as they are able. Their arguments are curi- 
ously like those of the devil, devised for the destruc- 
tion of the first garden - so much of the very best 
Eden fruit going to waste; so much of the best 
T u o l ~ e  water and Tuolumne scenery going to 
waste. Few of their statements are even partly true, 
and all are misleading. 

Thug Hetch Hetchy, they say, is a " low-lying 
meadow." On the contrary, it is a high-lying natural 
landscape garden, as the photographic illustrations 
show. 
" It is a common minor feature, B e  thousands of 

others." On the contrary it is a very uncommon fea- 
tnre ; after Posemite, the rarest and in many ways 
the most important in the National Park. 

" Damming and submerging it 175 feet deep would 
enhance its beauty by forming a cryatal-clear lake." 
Landscape gardens, places of recreation and worship, 

. ., . 
are never made beautiful by destroying and burying ;:, 

D 
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View in the Hetah-Hetahy Valley 
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them. The beautiful sham lake, forsooth, would be 
only an eyesore, a dismal blot on the landscape, like 
many others to be seen ~IJ the Sierra. For, instead 
of keeping it at the same level all the year, allowing 
Nature centuriesr of time to make new shores, it 
would, of course, be full only a month or two in the 
spring, when the snow is melting fast; then it would 
be gradually drained, exposing the slimy sides of the 
basin and shallower parts of the bottom, with the 
gathered drift and waste, death and decay of the 
upper basins, caught here instead of being swept on 
to decent natural burial along the banks of the river 
or in the sea. Thus the Hetch Hetchy dam-lake 
would be only a rough imitation of a natural lake for 
a few of the spring months, an open sepulcher for 
the others. 

"Hetch Hetchy water is the purest of all to be 
found in the Sierra, unpolluted, and forever unpol- 
lutable." On the contrary, excepting that of the 
Merced below Yosemite, it is less pure than that of 
most of the other Sierra atreams, because of the sewer- 
age of camp grounds draining into it, especially of 
the Big Tuolumne Meadows camp ground, occupied 
by hundreds of tourists and mountaineers, with their 
animals, for months every summer, soon to be fol- 
lowed by thousands from all the world. 

These temple destroyers, devotees of ravaging com- 
mercialism, seem to have a perfect contempt for Na- 
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true, and, instead of lifting their eyes to the God of 
the mountains, lift them to the Almighty Dollar. ,w: Dam Hetch Hetchy I As well dam for water-tad% 
the people's cathedrals and churches, for no holier 
temgle h a  0yq hew cwecrated by the heart of man. 
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; ~ G I S U T I O N  ABOUT TRI YMEYITE +. z 

year 1864, Congress passred the following act : - 
ACT OF JUICE 30, 1864 (13 STAT., 325). 

ACT Authorizing a gmnt to the State of California of the 
" Yo-SemitelValley," 9 of the land embracing the 'I Mar- 
ipoaa Big Tree Grove. 

Be it emcted by the Sencafe and HOUI of! Repre- 
atives of the United States of Amo~ica, in Congress 

bled, That there 8ha.U be, and is hereby, granted 
e State of California, the Cleft ' or ' Gorge ' i n  

the Granite Peak of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, sit- 
uated in the county of Mariposa, in the State aforesaid, 
and the headwaters of the Merced Biver, and known as 
the Yosemite Valley, with its branches and apurs, in 
estimated length @teen miles, and in average width 
one mile back from the main edge of the precipice, on 
each side of the Valley, with the stipulation, neverthe- 
less, that the said State shall accept this grant upon 
the express conditions that the premises shall k held 
for public use, resort, and recreation; shall be inalienable 

:I for all time; but leases not exceeding ten years may be 
granted for portions of said premises. All incomes de- 
rived from leases of privileges to be expended in the 
reservation and impmvement of the ppoperty, or the 
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roads leading thereto; the boundaries to be established : 
at  the cost of said State by the United States Surveyor- , 

General of California, whose official plat, when afErmed - 

by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, shall 
constitute the evidence d the locuer, extent, and limits . ; 
of the said Cleft or Gorge ; the premises to be managed 
by the Governor of the Btate, with eight other Commis- ' 

ssioners, to be appointed by the Executive of California, 
a d  who shall receive no compensation for their services. 

" BEU. 3. And ba it fap-thw enuct(~d, That there 
shall likewise be, and there is hereby, granted to the I 

said Bhte of California, the tracts embracing what is ' - 
known as the ' Nariposa Big Tree Grove,' not to exceed - 
the area of four sections, and ta be taken in legal sub- .' 
&viaions of one-quarter section each, with the like stip- " 

ulettions rlw expresged in the fbst section of this Act as 
to the 8tsteYs acceptaaee, with Eke conditions as in the 
first section of this Act as to  inalienability, yet with the 
same lease privileges; the ineome to be expended in the 
preservation, improvement, and protection of the prop- 
erty, the premises to be managed by Commissionerq as 
stipulated in the first E E & C $ ~ O ~  of this Act, and to be taken ' 

in legal subdivisions as aforesaid; and the official plat - 

of the United States Surveyor-General, when a w e d  
by the Conmi~ioner of the General Land Office, to be , 
the evidence of the locus of the said Mariposa Big Tree 
C-rove?' 

This important act was approved by the President, 
June 30, 1864, and shortly after the Governor of Cali- 
fornia, I?. P. Low, isued st proclamation hkbg posses- 
sion of the Posemite Valley and Mariposa grove of Big - 
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Trees, in the name and an behalf of the State, appoint- 
ing commissioners to manage them, and warning all 
persons against trespassing or settling there without au- 
thority, and especially forbidding the cutting of timber 
and other injurious acts. 

The f i s t  Board of Commissioners were F. Law Olm- 
sted, J. D. Whitney, William Ashburner, I. W. Ray- 
mond, E. 5. Holden, Alexander Dleering, George W. 
Coulter, and Galen Clark. 

ACT OF OCTOBER 1, 1890 (26 STAT., 650).1 

AN ACT To set apart certain tracts of land in the State of 
California as forest, reservations. 

"Be {i enacted by the Senate and Hause of Rspesen- 
tatives of the Udted States of America in Congress 8s- 
sembled, That the tract8 of land in the State of Bali- 
fornia known as described as follows: Commencing at 
the northwest corner of township two north, range nine- 
teen east Mount Diablo meridian, thence eastwardly on 
the line between townships two and three north, ranges 
twenty-four and twenty-five east; thence southwardly 
on the line between ranges twenty-four and twenty-five 
east to the Mount Diablo base line; thence eastwardly 
on said base line to the corner to township one south, 
ranges twenty-five and twenty-six east; thence south- 
wardly on the line between ranges twenty-five and 
twenty-six east to  the southeast corner of township two 
south, range twenty-five east; thence eastwardly on the 

lsections 1 and 2 of this act pertain to the Posemite Wational 
Park while section 8 sets apart General Cfraat Natibnal Park, and 
also )8 portion of Sequoia National Park. 
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line between townships two and three south, range 
twenty-six east to the corner to townships two an8 three 
south, ranges twenty-six and twenty-seven east; thence 
southwardly on the line between ranges twenty-six and 
twenty-seven east to the first standard parallel south; 
thence westwardly on the f i s t  standard parallel south 
to the southwest corner of township four south, range 
nineteen east; thence northwardly on the line between 
ranges eighteen and nineteen east to the northwest cor- 
ner of township two south, range nineteen east; thence 
westwardly on the line between townships one and two 
south to the southwest corner of township one south, 
range nineteen east; thence northwardly on the line 
between ranges eighteen and nineteen east to the north- 
west corner of township two north, range nineteen east, 
the place of beginning, are hereby reserved and with- 
drawn from settlement, occupancy, or sale under the 
laws of the United States, and set apart as reserved 
forest lands; and all persons who shall locate or settle' 
upon, or occupy the same or any part thereof, except as 
hereinafter providid, shall be considered trespassers and 
removed therefrom : Provided, however, That nothing 
in this act shall be.construed as in anywise affecting the 
grant of lands made to the State of California by virtue 
of the act entitled, An act authorizing a grant to the 
State of California of the Yosemite Valley, and of the 
land embracing the Maripo~la Big-Tree Grove, appeared 
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four; or as 
affecting any bona-fide entry of land made within the 
limits above described under any law of the Uirited 
States prior to the approval of this act. 
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SEU. 2. That said reservation shall be under the ex- 
clusive control of the Secretary of the Interior, whose 
duty it shall be, as soon as practicable, to make and pub- 
lish such rules and regulations as he may deem neceseary 
or proper for the care and management of the same. 
Such regulations shall provide for the presemation from 
injury of a3l timber, mineral deposits> natural curiosi- 
ties, or wonders within said reservation, and their re- 
tention in their natural condition. The Sec~etslry may, 
in his discretion, grant leases for building purposes for 
terms not exceeding ten years of small parcels of ground 
not exceeding five acres; at such pbces in said reserva- 
tion as shall require the erection of buildings for the 
accommodation of visitors; all of the proceeds of said 
leases and other revenues that may be derived from 
any source connected with said reservation to be ex- 
pended under his direction in  the management of the 
same and the construction of roads and paths therein. 
Be shall provide against the wanton destruction of the 
fish, and game found within said reservation, and against 
their capture or destruction, for the purposes of mer- 
chandise or profit. He shall also cause all persom tres- 
passing upon the same after the passage of this act to 
be removed therefrom, and, generally, shall be author- 
ized to take all such measures as shall be necessary or 
proper to fully carry out the objeob and purposes of 
this act. 

"SEU. 3. There shall also be and is hereby memed 
and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy, or sale un- 
der the laws of the United States, and shall be set apart 
as reserved forest lanib, as hereinbefore provided, and 
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subject to all the limitations and provisions herein con- 
tained, the following additional lands, to wit: Township 
seventeen south, range thirty east of the Mount Biablo 
meridian, excepting sections tErty-one, thirty-two, 
thirty-three, and thirty-four of said township, included 
in  a previous bill. And there is also reserved and with- 
drawn from settlement, occupancy, or sale under the 
laws of the United States, and set apart as forest lands, 
subject to like limitations, conditions, and provisions, 
all of townshipe fifteen and sixteen south, of ranges 
twenty-nine and thirty east of the Mount Diablo merid- 
ian. And there is also hereby rmerved and withdrawn 
from settlement, occupancy, or sale under the laws of I" 

the United States, and set apart as reserved forest lands 
under like limitations, restrictions, and provisions, sec- 
tions five and six in township fourteen south, range 
twenty-eight east of Mount Diablo meridian, and also 
sectiom thirty-one and thirty-two of t o m h i p  thirteen 
south, range twentyeight east of the same meridian. 
Nothing in this act shall authorize rules or contracts 
touching the protection and improvement of said reser- 
vation~, beyond the sum8 that may be received by the I 

Secretary of the Interior under the foregoing provisions, 
or authorize any charge against the Treasury of the 
United States. 

ACT OF THE LEGISLATURE: OF TEE STATE OF CALI- 
M)RNM, APPROVED MARCH 3, 19.05 

" SEU. 1. The State of California does hereby recede 
and regrant unto the United States of America the 
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'cleft ' or 'gorge ' in the granite peak of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains, situated in the county of Mariposa, 
State of California, and the headwaters of the Merced 
River, and b o w n  as the Posemite Valley, with its 
branches and spurs, granted unto the State of California 
in trust for public use, resort, and recreation by the act 
of Congress entitled, Bn' act authorizing a grant ;to the 
State of California of the Yosemite Valley and of the 
land embracing the Marigotia Big Tree Grove,' approved 
June thirtiethy eighteen hundred and sixty-four; and 
the State of California does.hereby relinqukh unto the 
United States of America and resign the trusts created 
and granted by the said act of Conpess. 
'( XE~. 2. The State of California does hereby recede 

and regrant unto the United States of America the tracts 
embracing what is known as the 'Mariposa Big Tree 
Grove,' planted unto the State of California in trust 
for public use, resort, and recreation by the act of Con- 
gress referred to in section one of this act, and the State 
of California does hereby relinquish unto the United 
States of America and resign the trusts created and 
granted by the said act of Congress. 

"SEO. 3. This act shall lake effect from m d  after 
acceptance by the United State~l of America of the reces- 
sions and regrants herein made, thereby forever releas- 
ing the State of California from further cost of main- 
taining the said premises, the same to be held for all 
time by the United States of America for public use, 
resort, and recreation, and imposing on the United 
States of America the cost of maintaining the same as 
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a national park: Provided, however, That the reces- 
sion m d  regrant hereby made shall not affect vested 
rights and interests of third persons." 
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TABLE 09 DISTANCES 

Prom the Guardian's office. i n  the village. the dis- 
tances to various points are in miles as follows: 

Miles . ............................. Bridal Veil Fall 4.04 ............................... Cascade Falls 7.67 ........................ Cloud's Hest. Summit 11.81 .......... Columbia Rock. on Eagle Peak Trail 1.98 .......................... Dana. Mt.. Summit 40.34 
................................. Eagle Peak 6.59 ........................... El Capitrtn Bridge 3.63 

.................... Glacier Point. direct trail 4.46 
Glacier Point. by Nevada FaIls ............... 16.98 .......................... Lyell. Erlf.. Summit 38.20 
Merced Bridge .............................. 2.03 ............... Mrror  Lake. by Hunt's avenue 2.91 

........................ Nevada, Fall (Hotel) 4.63 .................... Nevada Fall. Bridge above 6.46 
.............................. Pohono Bridge 6.E9 .............................. Register Rock 3.24 

Ribbon Fall ................................ 3.99 
......... Rocky Point (base of Three Brothers) 1.45 

....................... Tenayah Creek Bridge 2.26 
.............................. Tenayah Lake 1.6.00 ........................ Yosemite Falls. foot 0.90 

............. Yosemite Falls. foot Upper Fall 2.67 
......................... Yosemi k. Falls. top 4.33 

............ Soda Springs (Eagle Peak Trail) 24.50 
.............................. Sentinel pome 5.67 .......... Union Point. on GIacier Point Trail 3.13 ................................. Vernal Fall 3.60 
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The following rates for transportation in and about 
the Valley have been established by the Board of Com- 
missioners : 

SADDLE-HORSES 

From R a t e  to Amcnunt. 
Valley.. ..... .Glacier Point and Sentinel Dome, and 

return, direct, same day.. ......... $3 00 
Valley.. ..... .Glacier Point, Sentinel Dome, and Fis- 

sures, and return, direct, same day.. 3 78 
Valley.. ..... .Glacier Point, Sentinel Dome, and E'is- 

surea, pa.asing night a t  Glacier Point 3 00 
...... Valley. .Glacier Po~nt,  Sentinel Dome, Nevada 

Fall, and Casa Nevada, passing night 
a t  Caaa Nevada.. ................. 3 00 ...... Valley. .Glacier Point, Sentinel Dome, Nevada 
Fall, Vernal Fall, and thence to Val- 
ley same day.. ................... 4 00 ....................... Glacier Point. .Valley direct. 2 00 

Glacier Point. .Sentinel Dome, Nevada Fall, and Casa 
Nevada, passing night a t  Casa Nevada 2 00 

Glacier Point . .Sentinel Dome, Nevada Fall, Vernal 
gall, and thence to Volley same day. 3 00 

..... Valley.. .Summits, Vernal and Nevada Falls, di- 
red, and return to Valley same day.. 3 00 

..... Valley.. .Glacier Point by Casa Nevada, passing ........... night a t  Glacier Point.. 3 00 
...... Valley. .Summits, Vernal and Nevada Falls, 

Sentinel Dome, Glacier Point, and 
........ thence to Valley same day.. 4 00 

Valley.. ..... .Cloud's Rest and return to Casa Nevada 3 00 ...... Valley. .Cloud's Rest and return to  Valley same .............................. day 6 00 
272 
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and return to Casa Nevada 
same day.. .............. 3 00 

200 ......................... 
 sentinel Dome, and Glacier 

Point, passing night J Glacier P o h t  2 00 
Valley. ...... .Nevada Fall, Sentinel Dome, Glacier 

Point, and Valley same day.. ....... 3 00 .............. Upper Yosemite Bail, Eagle Peak, and 
return ........................... 3 00 .............. Charge for goiae (ineluding horse), .................. when furnished.. 1 0 0  ............. Saddle-horses, on lwel of Valley, per day 2 60 

. The above charges do not include feed for horses 
at Casa Nevada or Glacier Point. 
is specified aia starting-point, the 
from any hotel in Valley, or from 

3. Any shortening of above trips, without proportion- 
ate reduction of rates, shall be at the option of thosre 

than those above specified shall be 
subject to special arrangement between letter and hirer. 

O A R B I A Q ~  

Boe~te to Bmolmt ...... Hotels.. ..... .Mirror Lake and return, Birwt.. $1 00 
Hotels.. ...... Mirror Lake and return by Tissiack 

Avenue ........................... 1 25 
Hotels. ...... .Mirror Lake and return to foot of Trail, 

to Vernal and Nevada Falls.. ...... 1 00 .. Hotels.. ..... .Bridal Veil Fall and return, direct.. 1 00 
Hotels.. ..... .Pohono Bridge, down either side of Val- 

ley, and return on opposite side, stop- 
ping a t  Ymmite and Bridal Veil 
Falls ............................. 1.50 
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MAXIMUM RATES FOR TRANSPORTATION - Contitwed. 
Hotels.. ..... .Cascade Falls, down either side of Val- 

ley, and return on opposite side, stop- 
ping a t  Yosemite and Bridal Veil ............................. Falls 2.26 

Hotels.. ..... .Artist Point and return, direct, stopping .............. a t  Bridal Veil Fall.. 2 00 
Hotels. ...... .New Inspiration Point and return, di- 

rect, stopping a t  Bridal Veil Fall.. 2 00 ............ ..Grand Round Drive, including Yosemite 
and Bridal Veil Fallg excluding Lake .................... and Cascades.. 2 60 ............ ..Grand Round Drive, including Yosemite 
and Bridal Veil Falls, Lake, and Cas- 
cades ............................ 3 60 

1. When the value of the seats hired i n  any vehicle 
shall exceed $15 for a two-horse team, or $25 for a four- 
horse team, for any trip in the above schedule, the per- 
sons hiring the seats ehall have the privilege of paying 
no more than the aggregate sums of $15 and $25 per 
trip for a two-horse and four-horse team, respectively. 

2. I f  saddle-horses should be substituted for any of 
the above carriage trips, carriage rates will apply to each 
horse. I n  no case shall the per diem charge of $9.50 
for each saddle-horse, on level of Valley, be exceeded. 

Any excess of the above rates, as well as any extortion, 
incivility, misrepresentation, or the riding of unsafe 
animals, should be promptly reported a t  the Guardian's 
oflice. 
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h.ancisco's destructive 1875, 166, 167 

water supply scheme in Ascent of, in November, 168 
the Betoh Hetchy Valley, Conwa John, his effort to 
267 reactthe summit, 167 

San Joaquin Glacier, 194 Glacial hieroglyphics, 172 
Santa Clara Valley, 4 Inaccessibility, 166 
Savage, Major, his efforts ta Most sublime feature of all 

* capture the Yosemite In- Yosemite views, 171 
dians, 226 Onion, species of, on sum- . Screech, Joseph, said to have mit, 171 
discovered Hetch Hetchy Saddle, 166 
Valle 249 S ecter of the Brocky, 169 

Bentinel Jiacades, 35, 37 d&etation an summ~t, 110 
n Sentinel Glacier, 182 Viem from summit of, 169, 

Sentinel Rock, 13 171 
Excurs&on to, 196 South Lyell Glacier, 182 
Views from summit;, 197 Specter of the Brockm, 169 

Sequoia National Park, 128, Spring floods, 51 
146 Spring thaw, 44 

Shadows, mountain forms and Starr King, 171, 192, 191 
snow banners, 75 $teller1@ jays, 159, 164 

Shrubs, 161 Storms, 61, 61, 76 
Sierra CathedraI, 16 Streams created by equoias, 
sierra, Nevada Mountains 140 

Distant view of, 5 Sugar P h e  ( F k w  Limber- 
Range of Light, 6 tiana), king of pine 

" Silver Fir (Abies eoncolor), trees, 97 
90, 108 Sunlight on falling water, b e  

Silver Fir (Abies magwifiac), effect of, a t  Illilouette 
Ball, 34 

Sunrise from to of Mounts 
First of the season, 44 Hoffman a n l  Dana, Z03, 
Indian-summer, 46 208 
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T Trees - Continued 
Jeffrey variety of the Yel- 

Taluses, avalanche, origin of, low Pine, 103 
76, 79 Juniper, or Red Cedar 

Tamarack Creek Falls, 35 (Juniperus oooi&ntalis ) , 
, 117 Temperatures, 43 

Tenaya, Yosemite Indian ?vhple~, 91 
chief, 13, 227, 232, 235 Mountain Hemlock (Tsacga 

Tenaya Cafion, 14, 15, 37 Yertenaiana) , 120 
Tenaya Cascade, 16, 36 Mountain live-oak (Quercu8 
Tenap  Creek, 37 e l ~ ~ l e p i s ) ,  89 
Tenaya Fall, 15, 35, 37, 89 Mountain Pine (Pinus mon- 
Tenaya Glacier, 181, 185, 186 ticola), 115 
Tenaya Lake, 16, 177, 207 Nut Pine (Pinus attenu- 

Excursion to, 201, 203, 207, at&), 96 
210 Nut. Pine (Pinus mono- 

Three Brothers Mountain, 13 phylla), 125 
Ti- wagon-road, 201, 207, Nut Pine ( P h  Sabini- 

208 ana), 95 
Tiesiack or Half Dome, most Pines on summit of South 

beautiful of Yosemite Dome, 170 
rocka, 14 Poplar (Populas trioho- 

Tourist8 to the Valley, num- c ~ a ) ,  91 
ber, 237 Red Cedar (Juniperus oo- 

Trees ddmtalis), 90, 117 
Arrangement indicatec3 an- Red Fir (Abies magnifioa), 

cient moraines, 94, 95 108 
Big Tree (Pequoia gigasl- Silver Fir (Abies son- 

tea), 127, 225 solar), 90, 108 
California live-oak (Quer- Silver Fir (Abies magni- 

F a ) ,  cus agrifolia), 89 
California Nutmeg (Tw Sugar P m  (Pinus Lam- 

reya ealifoneiea), 92 bertiana), king of pine 
Climbing the Yellow P b  trees, 97 

in wind storms, 87 Sugar pines few, 87 
Distribution, general order Two-Leaved Pine (Pinus 

of, $3, Q4 oontorta, var. Hurray- 
Dogwood, 91 m a ) ,  112 
Douglm Spruce (Pseudot- VaUey trees, 87 

saga Dozlglasii), 88, 105 Wind music of the Yellow 
Dwarf Pine, or White Bark Pine, 104 

Pine (Pinus albicaulia), Yellow, or Silver,. Pine 
122 ( P i m e  pmderosa), 87, 

Forest trees in general, 93 101 
Inerne Cedar (Libooedrws Yosemite Pine, 103 

&mmm), 87, 1@7 Tueeulala Fall, 250 
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Tule River, 127 
'Tuolumne CaGon, 18 
Tuolumne Glacier, 179, 181, 

182, 186, 219 
Tuolumne Glacier Monument, 

17R 
~uol-e grove of Big Trees, 

146, 225 
Tuolumne Meadows, 178, 207, 

212 
C'uolumne River, 16, 180, 211 
holumne valley, 16, 258 

Excur~on to U~uer.  289 
ruolumne ~ose&Ae,- name 

given to Hetch Hetchy 
Valley, 249 

o-Leaved Pine lPiuus a n -  

Verrutl Ball 
Approach to, 17 
Excursion to, 196, 199, 201, 

203 
Height, 32 
Near view of, 32 
Rainbows, 38, 223 
Staid, orderly fall, 32 

JTirginia Creek trail, 220 

Wapama Fall, 232 
Washington Column, 14 
Washington lily, most fra- 

grant of Valley flowers, 
150 

Waterfall flood, an extraordi- 
nary, 63 

Water-ouzel. See h d  
Watkins. Mount. 15 
~ a t l r i m .  trail, 15 
Wawona, 225, 240 
Weather. See Climate and 

weather 

Wind musio of +he Yellow 
Pine, 104 

Winds, influence of, on falls, 
61 

Winter beauty of the Valley, 
45 

Winter bird life, 159, 163 
Winter storms, 51 
Woodpeckers, 159, 161 

Yellow, or Silver, Pine (%us 
powImosa), 87, 101 

Yosemite Creek 
General vlews of basin, 19 
Width, depth and average 

fall. 20 
yosemi& Creek Glacier, 182, 

183, 185 
Yocsemite earthquake, 79 
Yosmite Fall 

Come& forms, 28, 29, 57 
Excursion C Upper fall, 199 
Formation, effect of ' Yo- 

semite Creek Glacier, 185 
Grandeur of, 28 
Moon seen through, 40 
Most wonderful of its k i d  

in the world, 14 
Near view, the ba t ,  28 
Rainbows. 38 
source, 2 i  - -  
Thunder of, 13, 29 
Unexpected night adven- 
ture, 40 

Upper and Lower falls, 23 
Views from above, 22 
Voice, the richest and most 

powerful, 13, 29 
Winds, influence of, 51 

Yosemite Falls trail, 200, 201 
Yosemite Glacier, 13, 16, 24 
Yosemite Gorge Fall m d  hrr- 

cads, 35 
Yosemite National Park, es- 

tablishment of, 236, 249 



2,841 INDEX 
Yosemite VaIIey 

Approach to, 9 
Ascent of the Valley, 23 
Discovery of, 226, 230 
First view : the Bridal 

Veil, 10 
Formation of, by Glaciers, 
179 

~ & & a l  features, 12 
Histor~r, early, 226 
Houses first built, 286 
Name, Indian, 231 

Yosenrite V a b y  - Uorctifiued 
Named by Dr. Bunell, 231 
Natural featurm near, 17 
Situation and size, 7 
Temple, its likeness Lo, 8 
'iburisia, first* 1855, 235 
Tourists9 present number, 
237 

Yose&ite Valley railroad 
from Me& to border of 
Park, 236 
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